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THE COURT Bring them out please
sir

panel of six prospective jurors

were brought into the courtroom and in their

presence and hearing the following Proceedings

were had

THE COURT Good morning ladies and

gentiemn My name is Henry Oncken am the

judge of this court the 248th District Court and

10 what we are doing we are in the process of

11 picking jury to try capital murder case

12 Capital murder of course is

13 Punishable by either death or life in the

14 Penitentiary

15 The Defendant in this case is Ricardo

16 Aldape Guerra who is seated at the table in the

17 khaki-colored shirt and the lady speaking with

18 him is Linda Hernandez who is an interpreter

19 We are providing him with an interpreter to

20 interpret for him from English to Spanish

21 He is represented by two attorneys

22
Mr Candelarjo EljZOfld and Mr Joe Hernandez

23 Mr Joe Hernandez is no kin to Linda

24 Hernandez

The State is represented by Mr Bob
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Moen and Mr Dick Bax

The lady in front of you is Cindy

Layne and she is the court reporter and she will
take down every word we say in these Proceedings
so when it comes your time to be juror remember
she cannot take nod of the head Remember to

speak out or whatever the case may be

It is alleged in the indictment that

on July 13th of this year 1982 that this

Defendant Ricardo Aldae Guerra took the life

of one James Harris

Mr Harris was Houston Police officer
and it is also alleged that Ir Harris was in the

erforrnance of his official duties at the time

he was killed

This offense occurred out on Edgewoo
and Walker streets out in the close eastern

part of the city the
area

if you are familiar with that

Just to briefly recite some of the

facts to see whether you know anything about the

particular case Officer Harris was shot three

times in the face and about minute or minute

and half later there was citizen who was

his car with two small children who was also
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shot and killed and about an hour later the

Houston Police Department had information as to

where the Suspects in the case may be located

and went to that location and there was another

Houston Police officer shot five times and he

managed to return the fire of the individual who
shot him and he killed that individual

With that brief recitation of the

facts do any of you know anything about this

10 particular case it is not wrong if you do
We just need to know about it

12 MS GUERNSEY Basically what was on
13 the news

THE COURT Did you form any Opinion
15 as to the guilt or innocence of anyone
16 MS GUERNSEY No sir

17 THE COURT They will examine you more

I8 closely about that when they talk with you individ

ually but we need to make that inquiry at this

20 point

Now capital murder case is tried

little differently than normal case will be

23 tried All cases of criminal nature are

bifurcated trials What that means is they are

tried in two stages
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The first part of any criminal trial

is the guiltorinnocence stage and at that stage

of the trial the jury hears facts about an event

which occurred to make determination whether

the individual charged with that offense is

actually guilty of that offense

If the jury finds that Defendant guilty

of that offense then there is second stage of

the trial and that is the punishment stage and

10 at that stage the jury hears facts about the

11
individual who has committed the event that he

12
has been convicted for

13 And in case lets use the case of

14
murder as opposed to capital murder the jury

15
on the punishment stage will go back into the

16 jury room and consider the evidence that they

17
have heard in the whole case and they will have

18 range of punishment to consider That range

19
of punishment will be not less than five years

20
nor more than ninetynine years or life in the

21
penitentiary and in addition to any penitentiary

22
time the Defendant could be assessed fine of

93
up to ten thousand dollars So the jury could

94
go back in there and consider what they felt would

25
be the proper number of years to be assessed in
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that case and they could come out and say Having

found the Defendant guilty we assess his

punishment at say twentyfive years in the

Texas Department of Corrections

In capital murder case on the

punishment stage the jury goes back into the jury

room and they dont consider how long term the

Defendant is going to serve They answer in this

case the two questions that are up there on the

10 board and if you will take just moment to

11 glance through those and we will talk about that

12 in little more detail later

13 All right So the jury goes back then

14 and considers all the evidence they have heard

15 and answers those questions If the jury comes

16
back and says yes to No and yes to No

17
that is all they have to do is say yes or no --

18
if they say yes to both questions it becomes

19 my duty under the law to assess the punishment

20
of this Defendant at death

21
If the jury says yes to one question

22
and no to another question it becomes my duty

23
to assess his punishment at life in the

24 penitentiary

15
Death or life in the penitentiary
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those are the only two punishments There are

no terms of years as in an ordinary murder case

dont mean to say ordinary No

murder is ordinary but as opposed to capital

murder

Now when both sides have finished the

evidence in this case will give you what is

called in legal terms the charge of the Court

All that means is that will prepare all the

io law applicable to the case you have heard based

11 upon the evidence that is submitted and it will

12
be given to you in writing and you will take it

13
back into the jury room to read and to study and

14
to apply to the facts that you have heard It is

15
called the charge of the Court and you will hear

16
that term am sure mentioned throughout the

17 examination and exactly what all will be in that

18
instrument cant tell you at this point

19
because it depends on what is raised in the

20
trial

21
But there are certain basic things

22
that will be in every charge for any offense

23
and any case and those are the basic things

24
want to talk with you about and let the lawyers

25
visit with you about when they talk to you about
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some other things

First of all every person charged

with criminal offense is presumed to be

innocent The fact that he has been indicted

for arrested for or let me reverse that

arrested for indicted for and charged with an

offense is absolutely no evidence of guilt He

is presumed to be innocent until such time as

his guilt is established beyond reasonable

10 doubt and will tell you about that presumption

11 of innocence in the charge

12 The State has the burden of proof

13 No Defendant in criminal case has any burden to

14 prove anything The State has brought the

15 charges and it is up to the State to prove those

16 charges

17 Defendant in any case this one any

18 other case you can imagine has the right to

19 remain silent He doesnt have to say word

20 His attorneys dont have to ask any questions

21
He can sit there absolutely mute and if he does

22 that will tell you in the charge you are not

23
to take that as any circumstance of his guilt

24 Again the State must prove his guilt

25
He does not have to prove his innocence
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Now there will be lot of terms

defined for you in the charge have used one

several times now that will not be defined for

you can only define things the legislature

has defined for me and they have not defined

the term beyond reasonable doubt even though

that is the burden of proof the State has They

have not defined what that means

To me it means common sense if you

10 are convinced after you have heard all the

11 evidence the Defendant Committed the crime you

12 find him guilty

13 If you are not convinced you find him

14 not guilty it is that simple to me

15 Some others have different

16 interpretations of it but suffice it to say it

17 will not be defined for you You will have to

18 make up your own minds if selected on this jury

19
whether the State has proven to your satisfaction

20 that the Defendant committed the crime

21 will likewise tell you in the charge

22
that the indictment which is another legal term

23
it is pleading piece of paper on which are

24 typed certain words which bring the charges

25 against this individual which the court will try
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and the first thing the jury will hear will

tell the State to present the indictment to the

jury and they will get up and read it to you

and that is the pleading

will tell you that pleading is

absolutely no evidence of guilt It is simply

pleading just like if you receive traffic

ticket

lot of folks consider that traffic

10 ticket to be evidence of guilt but it is only

11 pleading that the police officer has to prove in

12 court and he has to prove that just like the

13 State has to prove what they bring against an

14 individual in one of these courts

15 Because the State has the burden of

16 proof they go first in everything When we get

17 to the actual interview of each juror the State

18 will ask you questions first and then the

19 Defense will follow They will present evidence

20 first They have the right to open and close the

21 arguments after all the evidence is in and that

22 is because they have that burden of proof

23 Now in any criminal case in this one

24 as well there are thirteen -- any felony criminal

25 case -- there are thirteen judges in the courtroom
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and in this case will be the judge of the

law give you the law rule upon objections rule

upon the admissibilityof evidence and that sort

of thing But have no function in the

determination of the facts involved in this case

That is the jurys function

We serve on an equal basis but we have

entirely separate functions tell you what

you can listen to and give you the law applicable

10 to it but you tell me and the Defendant what

11 that means You listen to the facts and you

12 determine the facts

13 You have the power to believe all

14 part of or none of what witness tells you

15 You judge their credibility and make up your

16
minds based on all that whether you find the

17
Defendant guilty or not guilty

18 Just couple of other things and one

19
is that jury during the course of trial cannot

20 ask questions You cannot examine or cross

21
examine any witness

22
You may have question you would like

23
to have an answer to but it is up to the lawyers

24
to answer that and not up to me or the jurors to

25
develop the case You may have big question
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in your mind but unless they ask this question

you are not allowed to ask it

In this stage of the trial if you have

questions about anything when you are examined
we certainly want you to ask those questjons

We want you to go into this with as much knowledge
as you can about what is going on

If you have question about procedures

and what is going on please dont hesitate to

10 discuss it

11 The jury selection in capital case is

12 very informal though very important

13 In normal case we bring over thirty
six or forty jurors and they sit in these pews

15 and we talk to them at one time In capital

16 case we bring over six at time and the judge

goes through what am now doing and then we

18 talk to you individually bring you in one at

19
time to examine you concerning your qualifjcatj05

120 to serve on capital jury and it takes long

121
time

22 We are in the fifth week of this and

93
have been at this long time We have ten

jurors selected and we need two more and

hopefully we will begin evidence in this case
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Monday or Tuesday but that remains to be seen

Please when you are examined as juror

understand that it is informal although it is

extremely important and we want you to relax

and just visit with us and none of these lawyers

are going to try to embarrass you or lord over

you the fact they know something about the law

and it is more than likely they dont know anythin

about what you do and we dont expect you to

10 know anything about what we do Please dont get

11 the idea anybody is trying to look down on you or

12 anything else We simply want to know how you

13 feel about certain things and pose certain

14 questions to you

15 Please visit with us We will be

16 drinking coffee or Cokes whatever so please

17 keep that in mind

18 Okay If you are selected today to

19 serve on this jury you will obviously not be

20 required to spend the rest of the time with us

21
until we complete the remainder of the jury

22 selection You will be allowed to go about your

23
normal activities until we do complete the

24 selection of the jury

25 There may be time if you are on the
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jury where it would be necessary to have you

stay overnight downtown in hotel somewhere but

once the jury has the case for consideration

they cannot separate so you may be required to

spend night or two with us at that time

anticipate the actual case will last

somewhere between four and six actual trial days

maybe shorter than that It could be little

longer but that is about an average would

10 say five days you will actually be in trial so

11 need for you to be thinking about several things

12 First of all how you feel about death as

13 punishment for criminal offense and we are

14 not going to argue with you however you feel

15 about it If you are opposed to the capital

16 punishment to death as punishment for crime

17 simply tell us that Nobody is going to argue

18 with you You are entitled and have the right

19 to have your own opinions

20 These lawyers and this Defendant are

21
entitled to know how you feel about it They

22 are not going to argue with you about any way

23 you feel about any subject and so please bear

24 that in mind

25 Now our experience has shown that it
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takes about generally on an average about

an hour to examine each juror Some are shorter

Some may last bit longer than that but it

generally takes about an hour so am going to

excuse three of you until 130 this afternoon

and that will be Bobby Jean Foreman James

Andrew Chopp and Susan Bentley

There is no need for me can almost

bet you the last dollar have in my pocket we

10 will not get to you before this afternoon so

11 dont want to make you sit around all morning

12 You may if you would like to if you would like

13 to go shopping or go to work or go home until

14 130 that will be fine and Joanna Guernsey

15 will be the first juror we examine Then Mr

16 Gougenheim and then Mr Smith

17 So do any of you have any questions of

18 me at this point with the limited knowledge that

19 you have of what is going on at this time

20 Okay These three that said could be

21
excused until 130 may now go wherever they want

22
to go until that time and Ms Guernsey if

23 you would come up and have this chair please

24
maam

25 Mr Gougenheim and Mr Smith if you
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would like you may go down to the basement and

have cup of coffee and Mr Goughnheim be

available in twenty to twenty-five minutes just

in case Go back and have seat in the hallway

JOANNA GUERNSEY

was called as prospective juror and responded to

10 questions propounded as follows

Li

EXAMINATION

13

QUESTIONS BY MR BAX

THE COURT Please as said just

16 relax and visit with us

17 By Mr Bax Is it Ms Guernsey Is that

correct

19 Uh-huh Thats right

20 As the judge told you earlier my name is Dick

Bax

Seated behind me is Bob Moen We are

23
both Assistant District Attorneys and we will be

representing the State of Texas and the family of

Officer James Harris in this case
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The judge had mentioned briefly in

sort of outline form some of the facts about this

case to determine whether or not any of the

jurors had in fact read something in the

newspapers or seen something on the TV

Do you recall anything about this case

at all

No not really

Of course there is nothing wrong with having

10 heard something about particular case It is

11
almost impossible sometimes in this community

12 anyway not to have heard lot of things that go

13
on as far as crime is concerned

14 We ask that question to determine

15
whether or not juror or prospective juror would

16
have already created some type of opinion in their

17
mind as to the guilt or innocence and take it

18

19
If heard it dont remember

20
As the judge mentioned earlier it usually takes

21
two hours to pick jury in every criminal case

22
but because this capital case where the

23
Defendant if convicted will receive one of two

24
possible punishments if convicted life or death

25
the law requires we talk to jurors individually
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prefer it that way even though it is time

consuming It makes people more comfortable

No one here is going to try to change

your opinion on anything We are not here to

debate issues on capital punishment but here to

find out how you feel and whether your feelings

and beliefs and scruples would allow you to serve

on this type of jury Okay

We get lot of people that come through

10
-- be1ive you are the eighty-fifth person we

11
have interviewed out of the eighty-five we

12
have gotten ten jurors We have many different

13 opinions of people that come through Some

14 people say believe in the death penalty if

15
the facts call for it

16 Some people come through and say

17
could never participate in that type of decision

18
because of my religious and philosophical

19
upbringing or whatever could not

20 participate due to my beliefs in capital case

21
There are no circumstances where feel could

22
be party to the taking of life of another

23
person That is fine No one is going to

24
quarrel with anyone that has that belief Okay

25
We are not going to try to change your
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Opinion if that is the way you feel But you

see the only way person becomes juror in

case like this is by the answers to the questions

we are going to ask you and based on those

answers its really the honesty has to be

to yourself because you are the one although

talking in hypothetical terms today may be

faced with the very issue we are talking about

the taking of life of another human being

10 Okay

11 So could you tell us how you feel

12 have been thinking about it all the way over

13 here have never had it put to me where had

14 to make decision right then and there think

15 giving the death penalty doesnt bother me but

16 would have to be sure in my mind that that was

17
the person that there would have to be no

18 doubt absolutely no doubt and lot of proof

19
that said it was him

20 Let me --

21
-- or her

22
dont think there is anything wrong with that

23
would hope people wouldnt come in here and

24 say If had hunch somebody did something --

25 mean like circumstantial evidence that type
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of thing would not convince me

So would you --

It would have to be like somebody saw him do it

before would give the death penalty

You know some people have come in and told us

because of the death penalty because it is such

final judgment and it is mean there is

no way to reverse the death penalty once it has

been carried out and some people have told us

10 On any other type of case can understand the

II burden of proof being beyond reasonable doubt

12 and can understand if its an automobile case

13 where the jury had some doubt but they can go

14 ahead and find person guilty

15 Under the law the burden of proofin

16 capital murder case is the same as if trying an

17
auto theft case or driving while intoxicated

18 case but again lot of people dont agree with

19
that They say Wait minute If you are askinc

20 me about taking the life of soneone would hold

21 you to higher burden of proof

22
That is what am saying

23
What you are saying beyond all doubt Not any

24
doubt in my mind

25
Thats right
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Even if was convinced beyond reasonable

doubt if still had doubt about some factor

of the case couldnt go along with it Is

that basically the way you feel

Yes

There was some gentleman that told us think

quite honestly he said what would bother him

if he participated in death penalty verdict

what would happen if fifteen or twenty years

10 down the road it turned up someone else confesses

ii to that crime or somehow the person found guilty

12 fifteen years earlier were found innocent

13 That happens

14 Because of his personal feelings he said You

15 would have to prove it to me beyond all doubt

16
and to be honest there is no way you could

17 honestly prove something beyond all doubt unless

18 you saw it yourself You see what am saying

19 Well no think would trust someone like an

20 eyewitness account type thing mean they are

21
in the courtroom mean

22
How about can you imagine situation where

23 you had two sides where you had say five four

24
or five witnesses come in and say the Defendant

25
on trial saw him commit this crime was
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there and saw it and you had four or five

witnesses come in and say saw somebody else

do it
You would have conflict in testimony

Both sides cannot be correct

Uh-huh

As juror you along with eleven other people

your job would be to resolve that conflict

Let me ask you this If you had two

10
sides where you had say more than one eyewitness

11
to an event and you had some saying the Defendant

12
did it and some saying he didnt do it would that

13
automatically create some type of doubt in your

14
mind that you would never be able to resolve in

15
that type of conflict because you had two people

16
who saw the same thing and different versions

17
know they told us not to answer

18
MR ELIZONDO object to the

19
prosecutor trying to stake the juror out to find

20
certain set of facts

21
THE COURT Overruled

22
know you are supposed to answer yes or no but

at this ooint dont know
23

24
The reason we tell you you have to know pin you

25
down to yes or no answers this lady is taking
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down everything we say

Uh-huh

And someday if some other court is looking at

this they have to know exactly what your Position

iS Okay

Yes

Do you feel you would be able to resolve confljci

or do you think because you have two sides becausE

of the way you feel

10 can probably shorten this thing dont think

11 could do it really dont think could give

12 that fellow there the death penalty

13 Could you in your own words tell how you feel
14 Let me explain He is Spanish boy
15 He doesnt speak English

16 am married to Mexican

17 All right

18 And think would get all mixed-up

19 appreciate your being that candid in telling

20 us that

21 He has already gotten my sympathy by the fact he

22 doesnt speak English

23 We talk in terms of bias

24 am supposed to be honest

25 And appreciate what you are telling me
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am going to ask you few more

questions and see if you follow me

You have heard people use the terms

bias and prejudice for people that say

cannot be impartial in certain situations

Usually when we hear those terms and say those

terms about one another usually we take it as

defensive Wait minute am not biased

person not prejudiced person But think

10 we do know we have certain biases and certain

ii prejudices

12 Uh-huh

13 You have indicated at this point you feel some

14 type of sympathy for the Defendant

15 When you mentioned this is informal

16
Just whatever

17
When you mentioned it would be like so many

18 people saying they saw one thing and so many

19 people saying they saw something else the first

20 thing that came into my mind would be two

21
police officers saying one thing and two of his

22
friends maybe in the house saying the other

23
Or you could have just --

24
And dont think could decide that am

25 sorry
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And basically because of your feelings --

That may be -- know there would always be

question as to whether he understood what was

going on dont know the facts of the case

yet Maybe the facts would be just so blatant

right there there wouldnt be question in

your mind but dont know

Do you think -- you are the only one that can

tell us this -- both sides in criminal trial

io have the right to fair trial

11 There is no question we always talk

12
about the Defendants right to fair trial

13
Uh-huh

14
am not going to downplay that He is entitled

15
to every constitutional right the right to have

16
the jury selected as we are doing to have judge

17
here and make sure everything is done properly

18 according to the law but you know the other

19
side the officers family has the right to the

20 same fair trial and the State has the same right

21
and when we say this we have to have twelve

22
people not slanted one way or the other

23
You see it would be wrong to have

24
twelve police officers on case such as this for

25
jury Okay
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Yes

Because they may come before us and say they can

be fair and subconsciously because they are

police officers and work in that area every day

they would perhaps be impartial Sic wouldnt

judge the facts the same way as someone not

involved in that type of situation would Okay

get the feeling from you because

of your association with your husband the fact

10 that the Defendant does not speak English the

11 fact that he has Spanish origin that those

12 things might sway you little bit or make you

13 perhaps not completely impartial -- and dont

14 mean that consciously -- dont think you would

15 go to the jury room --

16 dont think would do that

l7 and say would find

18 for that reason

19 But Subconsciously it might affect you in

20 listening to the facts where you might hear

21 something and subconsciously say am going to

22 make that bend this way so it will be different

23 Do you understand where am coming

24 from

25 No
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Okay

But know what you are trying to get at.

am not trying to put words in your mouth

Uh-huh

Because you Volunteered to me that fact about

the Defendants status and what not

You see you are the only one who can

tell us if that would prevent you from being

impartial to the facts

10 dont think that would prevent me from being

ii impartial to the facts but the facts would have

12 to be clearcut facts for me to do death

13 penalty

14 Do you think you could ever even assess the death

15 penalty or participate in it when it comes down

16
to it We are talking now hypothetically and

17
know you havent had time to think about it

18
There have been cases have heard on the news

19
have thought to myself If were on that case

20
the person would get the death penalty

21
Of course what do you think would happen if you

22
were in that situation though have done that

23 lot too thought if had chance

24
Correct Yes

25
When you finally get in that box and they finally
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say Okay It is your turn some people say

Gosh cant do it
Probably not

Let me explain to you how the system works and

see if you could Okay

Okay

Would you have any problem or do you believe

There are different ways you commit

capital murder Let me give you brief rundown

io on the types of crimes

11 person can subject themselves to the

12
death penalty if he kills someone during

13 robbery go into Utotem and while taking the

14 persons money at gunpoint you shoot and kill

15 someone That is capital murder

16
If you kill someone while breaking into

17
their home or business that is capital murder

18
If rapist kills his rape victim or

19 kidnapper kills his kidnap victim or someone

20
kills during the course of arson any one of

21
those situations if you kill it is capital

murder

23
If you kill police officer or

24
fireman that is elevated to capital murder

25
if they knew they were police officer or
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fireman and they were in the official discharge

of their duties

If you are prisoner and you kill an

employee of the penal institution or kill anyone

in an attempt to escape from the penal institution

that is capital murder and the last set of

circumstances if you kill for money or if you

hire someone to kill for you and the murder

actually takes place those are the only areas

10 in which person is subjected to the possibility

11 of life or death sentence

12 Do you follow me so far

13 Yes

14 Knowing how you feel we want to know whether

15
Ms Guernsey could participate in that type of

16 case Do you think you could find someone guilty

17
of the offense of capital murder if it were proven

18
to you beyond reasonable doubt knowing if you

19
did find him guilty he would receive either

20
life or death or would your personal opinions

21
and beliefs prevent you from even participating

22
in guilty verdict

23
No it wouldnt bother me there

94
You would be able to get by that if it were

25
proven to you be able to finª the person guilty
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of capital murder

Uh-huh

We go to second trial

Assume with me you are on jury and

have gotten over that first hump have found

person guilty based on the evidence

These two questions are then submitted

to the jury Okay

Although the jury doesnt go in the

10
back and say Well lets assess the death

11 penalty or lets assess life that is not

12
the way it is done -- what is done is the way

13
the jury answers these questions tells Judge

14
Oncken what he must do Hes got no choice in

15
the matter Hes got to do what your answers

16
require him to do

17
If all twelve jurors answer Question

18
yes and all twelve jurors agree that the answer

19
Question is yes and that is the verdict

20
returned the judge must assess the death penalty

21
even if the judge were of the opinion that No

22
this not death penalty case He would still

23
have to do it if the jury answers the questions

24
yes

25
Do you follow me so far
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Yes

If either Question or is answered no then

the judge must assess life imprisonment Okay

Yes

think you will agree life imprisonment is also

very severe punishment It is not as severe as

the death penalty but even if the jury were to

answer one of these no the man doesnt go home

free He is still going to do time in the

10 penitentiary

11 Do you follow me

12 Yes

13 Assume you were on the jury and you have heard

14 all the evidence concerning the Defendants

15 conduct and you believe that Yes his conduct

16 was deliberate and yes it was done with the

17 reasonable expectation that someone would die
18 Would you answer that question yes

19 knowing what your feelings are or would it

20 prevent you from perhaps answering it knowing

21 if you did answer it yes it would only take one

22 more yes answer by the jury to bring in effect

23 the death penalty

24 think could answer that yes

25 All right Assume with me now you have found
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him guilty and answered the first question yes

with eleven other jurors Now we get down to the

second question Do you know what happens if

you answer this second question yes

Uh-huh Yes

You will be participating more or less in the

death penalty by your verdict if you answer that

yes The judge will assess the death penalty

Could you ever answer Question No

10 yes or do you feel just because of your feelings

11 -- and there is nothing wrong with this -- you

12 would either answer it no to assure life

13 sentence or just refuse to answer it

14 You see and before you answer that

15 remember that you know you are the person

16 cant tell you what to do in situation like

17 that am sitting out here am never going

18 to have to make that decision

19 Uhhuh

20 wont be juror know what will be doing

21
as prosecutor will be asking the jury

22 to answer these questions yes actively seeking

23 the death penalty but am not going to be the

24 one back there deciding that and you are the one

25 that is going to be back there with eleven other
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peopleand you will have to live with your

verdict from that day forward if you can do it

If you can do it

If you feel you are not the type of

person who could ever answer both questions yes

knowing the death penalty would result that is

fine but we need to know now so you wont be

put into that position to have to come into

conflict with your personal beliefs and oath as

10 juror

No cant do it think

12 And that is fine It takes more courage --

13 feel one way but when it got down to it

14 would have to live with that the rest of my life

15 dont want to live with that

16 It takes more courage for citizen to come before

17 us at this point in time and say cant do it

18
can see its necessary can see where

19
read in the newspapers where someone else could

20 do it and can see where someone in the

21 newspaper should receive the death penalty but

22
as far as myself the way have been brought up

23
and believe could not look at myself in the

24
mirror day after day after itts over and that

25
is fine
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We are not going to grab you by the

scruff of the neck and make you sit on the jury

Our law doesnt require person to sit on

jury where it would violate their beliefs and

cause them such conflict between their personal

beliefs and what the evidence would be That

is just not right

dont think could do that no

In moment Mr Elizondo or Mr Hernandez are

io going to talk to you and come up with some pretty

11 gory fact situations and ask you to imagine some

12 guy who kidnaps busload of five and six-yearold

13 school children and takes them out and demands

14 ransom and after the ransom is paid shoots and

15
kills them all indiscriminately

16 They are going to be asking you if

17
you could say yes it was deliberate and yes

18
it was with reasonable expectation someone would

19
die and yes that person probably would commit

20
criminal types of violence in the future

21
think you could answer those

22 questions

23
Yes could

24
But if you were answering those questions knowing

25
the death penalty would result you dont think
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you could answer the questions no matter what

the facts were knowing the answers would result

in the death penalty Some facts in your mind

might call for the death penalty but Ms

Guernsey could not personally do that

wouldnt want to do it

And if you wouldnt want to do it --

1ore than likely would answer no when it got

to the second question

10 talk in terms of will YOU automatically answer

11 one of the questions no to avoid the death

12 penalty

13 take it that is what you are basically

14 saying

15 probably would

16 Even if you wouldnt automatically answer it

17 because of your feeiinqs would you be impartial

18
as to what the facts were in deciding the

19
answers

20 cant look at you and think you are

21
the type of Derson that would disregard your

22
oath as juror

23
No wouldnt

24
And when use the word impartial it is an

25 example like this You know the Sunday Blue
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laws where they say you cant sell certain items

on Sundays it is ridiculous law to me went

to the store and wanted to buy utensil was

going to make some food which is unusual Okay

They said We cant sell you this spatula

have bias against that law dont agree with

it Ive got to follow it but dont agree

with it

If was on jury with man charged

10 with violating the Blue Laws could be fair but

11 know because of my views my opposition to that

12 my personal beliefs would try to distort the

13 facts little bit and try to come around so

14 could convince myself the man was not guilty

15 dont think would be impartial in that type of

16
case In an auto theft case or some other type

17
of case think probably could

18
Do you see what am saying

19
Yes

20
And think you are telling me you dont want to

21
do it You dont think you could do it no matter

22
what the facts were

23
Right

24
Those seem to be pretty strong feelings

25 mean when it gets down to somebodys life
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that is where begin to get little shaky

II and dont think could do it

Okay

have to say no dont

No cant do it

Okay then No matter what the facts are how

convinced you are that is what he is going to

ask-

You are trying to make me think maybe will

10 change my mind if the facts were bad enough

which probably might do am very wishy-

washy but know have to say yes or no and

am getting very confused

probably better read those questions

and answer them now

You cant do that There is no evidence before

us cant go into the facts That wouldnt

be fair to either side It would be as if we were

trying the case while picking juror

have always told myself could do this assess

the death penalty but the more you say and the

more think about it the answer is no because

was on jury in federal case in February

and felt after had made the decision and

the way the thing was settled it was three months
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later before could sleeo good was still

mulling over it in my mind

That was not even death penalty case

No it was not so dont think could

In case like that in federal case the judge

is going to be the one

What want to say it is not that dont believe

in the death Penalty it is that cant assess

it

10 You believe in the death penalty

ii Yes

12 And you can see where it aids Society

13 But dont ask me to do it

14 Do you think you could live with yourself

15 No

16 ci And do you think you would be comfortable with

17 yourself

18 No

19
That is probably the strongest feeling you will

20 have to be able to participate in death penalty

21 case Nothing would prey on your mind more than

22
that one That would probably be the heaviest

23 decision you would ever have to make

24 Right

25 And what think you are telling me is no matter
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what the facts are -- am not trying to put

words in your mouth but the reason do this

the law makes the question

Why cant make the statement could not do it

THE COURT The law requires we have

other facts

THE JUROR Can smoke

THE COURT Yes

THE JUROR want to smoke think

10 clearer when smoke

11 MR BAX can give you the name of

12 doctor who gives shots in the nose to make you

13 stop am not reformed yet though

14 By Mr Bax If you tell me there is no case

15 under any fact situation where you could return

16
two no answers under any circumstances that

17
would satisfy me and everybody else at this point

18
in time

19
where could not answer -- right

20 If you were to tell me think what you just

21 mentioned to the judae in no fact situation

22 no matter what the facts were and how awful the

23
facts were in no situation could you personally

24 answer both of these questions yes that you

25
would also answer one or the other no to avoid
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the death penalty and assure life sentence

which would make you sleep better at night that

is fine7 and if that is what you are telling us

could not answer both of those questions No

is the answer to that question

am not going to try to change your mind

MR BAX Your Honor at this time

the State would have challenge

10 THE COURT Mr Elizondo

11 MR ELIZONDO May have few moments

12

13 EXAMINATION

14

15
QUESTIONs BY MR ELIZONDO

16
Ms Guernsey how are you doing

17 Beginning to feel am on trial

18
THE COURT Dont feel that way

19 By Mr Elizondo hope you dont feel that

20 way

21
In capital murder case we pick

22
twelve jurors and we can strike persons for

23
whatever reasons we want

94 Yesterday for example we had

25
police officer as juror thirtytwo years on
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the force --

MR BAX Judge am going to object

to this line of questioning it has nothing to

do with this challenge at this point in time as

to how many peremptory challenges we have whether

we can strike people for whatever reason had

police officer here yesterday

THE COURT Sustained

By Mr Elizondo Let me go ahead and go into

10 the facts -- am sorry not the facts -- but how

ii jurors are selected on capital murder case

12 Every trial in Texas is divided into

13 two parts The first part is the guilt-or-

14 innocence stage The second part is the

is punishment stage

16 If he is found guilty if twelve

17 jurors believe beyond reasonable doubt that he

18
should be found guilty then he will be found

19 guilty and then we go to the punishment phase

20 At that point in time the jurors are

21
to answer these two questions and if they believe

22
beyond reasonable doubt that the answer to

23
Question No should be yes then they should

24
answer that yes and if they believe beyond

25
reasonable doubt that the answer to Question No
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should be yes they should also answer yes

There are many types of cases many

types of criminal cases in Harris County alone

much less the state of Texas There are many

many different types of gruesome situations and

hate to even go into them but have to becausE

it is the proper question to ask you

It is almost unfair to ask you can you

give the death penalty period point-blank with-

10 out giving you any situations fact situations

11 where know you have talked with your husband

12 before over other situations and said This

13 guy should die for what he has done
14 Let me give you an example of guy

15 going all over the country Canada Michigan

16 Beaumont Houston killing women and he finally

17 gets caught and he gives confession and he

18 confesses to killing nineteen women confesses

19
to kidnapping them sexually molesting them

20 and choking and killing them

21 He goes on trial and when he goes on

22 trial you find out later he has done this on

23
two different occasions aside and apart from

24
these other nineteen times and hes been convicte

25
on these two other occasions
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You can see in that hypothetical

situation jury if they believe beyond

reasonable doubt should find him guilty and

you can also see where jury in that hypothetical

situation if they believe beyond reasonable

doubt that his conduct was committed deliberately

and with the reasonable expectation that death

would result you can see that juror in that

hypothetical situation would answer the question

10 yes and you can also see where juror in that

ii hypothetical would answer Question yes because

12 by that time the juror in that hypothetical

13 would have found out he had done this on two

14 different occasions aside and apart from the

15
nineteen Hes done this on two other occasions

16
and the jury in that hypothetical would probably

17
see there was probability he would commit

18
criminal acts of violence in the future because

19
of the crimes he has committed in the past

20 Would you agree with that

21
Yes

22
Let me give you another hypothetical school

23
bus full of children gets kidnapped They all

24
get kidnapped by the kidnapper out here in the

25
Sharpstown Mall and they call the Houston Police
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station and say need million dollars in

ransom or will kill all these thirty Children

The parents get their money together

and scrounge it up somehow get the money together

within twelve hours and the kidnapper puts money
in his pocket gets machine gun and blows those

thirty children away He gets caught He gives

confession and you find out he has done this

on two other occasions

10 You can see in that hypothetical where

11 juror would probably answer

12 MR BAX Your Honor object to what

13 juror would or would not do in those situations

14 MR ELIZONDO am just giving

15 hypothetical situation

16 THE COURT will allow you to do the

17 hypothetical

18 Sustained on the form of the question

19 By Mr Elizondo You can see in that hypothetical

20 situation if the juror believed beyond reasonable

21
doubt he killed those thirty children you can see

22
where juror in that hypothetical would answer

23
the question yes excuse me -- guilty

24 hR BAX object to his saying what

25 juror would or would not do The question is
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whether she could do it herself

THE COURT Sustained as to the form

MR ELIZONDO Thank you Your Honor

By Mr Eliznd You can see where the jury in

that hypothetical situation would get to the

punishment phase and would say to themselves

The conduct he committed was committed

deliberately

You can see where they could answer

10 Question yes You can see where they could

11 say go in the jury deliberation room and --

12 MR BAX This is the third time

13 have objected to the same thing

14 THE COURT Sustained as to the form

15 know what you are getting at can see they

16 can do it dont want to do it

17 By Mr Elizondo Are ycu saying that you would

18 automatically vote against the death penalty in

19 any fact Situation

20 dont know what would do really dont know

21
what would do dont want to be put in that

22 position and am sorry

23
Well am just trying just trying --

24
know would feel strongly about some things

25
like you are trying to bring out these cases
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MR

THE

MR

MR

response when

death penalty

very definite

THE

ELIZONDO We pass her Your Honor

COURT Do yall want to agree

HERNANDEZ Yes

BAX Yes Judge on the last

asked if she would vote against the

regardless of the facts and

yes answer

COURT You want to agree

MR ELIZONDO object to it as

know would feel strongly about them and hope

somebody else did it Okay

But hope dont ever have to do it

Please dont pick me

Okay Ive got to ask you this question one more

time

Would you automatically vote against

the death penalty in any fact situation

Yes

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

violation of 7itherspoon

THE COURT accept the States

challenge
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CHARLES GOUGENHEIM II

was called as prospective juror and responded to

questions propounded as follows

EXAMINATION

QUESTIQ1.s BY MR MOEN

THE COURT Are YOU ready

MR MOEN May proceed Judge
10 THE COURT Yes sir

11 By Mr Moen Is it Gougenhejm Is that how you

12 pronounce your last name

13 Yes sir

14 Mr Gougenheim my name is Bob Moen am with

15 the District Attorneys Office here in town

16 Seated behind me is Dick Sax also with

17 the District Attorneys Office and it will be the

18 duty of Mr Sax and myself to represent the

19 District Attorneys Office and the family of

20 Harris who was killed back on July 13th of

21 1962 Mr Sax and myself will represent those

22 peoDle in the prosecution of the individual who

23
is charged with having committed the crime and

24 that will be our function in the case to

25 represent not only the District Attorneys Office
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but the family of Officer Harris

The judge asked earlier if you had

read anything about the case and you indicated

you were familiar with it perhaps from something

on television or something heard on the radio

Yes sir That is all

The reason we ask there is absolutely nothing

wrong with having gained information of about

case from television or newspapers case in whic

10 you may ultimately serve as juror but the only

11
reason we ask is to make sure jurors havent forme

12
Conclusions or opinions based on what they have

13
read or heard and think the judge may have

14
asked you whether or not YOU formed Conclusions

15
or Opinions about the guilt or innocence of anyone

16
and think you indicated you have not

17
Yes sir That is right

18
What want to do is ask you some questions in

19
the next thirty minutes and also want to

20
explain some things to you

21
The reason .1 guess we bring jurors in

individually like yourself rather than do it all22

at once like we do in most of the cases in the23

courthouse is because of how serious case of24

this nature is
25
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jurors are required to serve on

this type of case capital murder case Unless
he or she knows what would be required of them
and then he or she Voluntarily agrees to be

juror Basically you agree to be juror by

answering the questions we ask and if serving
on such jury would not violate any of your
Opinions beliefs or scruples you have held dear
to yourself all of your life you can be qualjfje

10 to serve

11 The only way we know that Obviously
12 is by getting feedback from YOU and asking the
13 questions in the first place There are abso1utel
14 no right or wrong answers

15 The only thing we ask i.s for the juror
16

to give us those answers that most accurately
17 and truthf.ul1 reflect his or her particular

18 feelings on the question3 that we ask Okay
19 and topics that we Cover

20 Okay

21 Keeping that in mind can YOU tell me what your
22 feelings or Opinions are Concerning the death

23 Penalty for someone who has Committed particular

24 type of murder

25 Well do believe there are times when it is
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indicated

Okay Would your feelings concerning the death

penalty allow you to be juror on such case

capital murder case and would your feelings

allow you to return verdict that you know would

result in someone receiving the death penalty

Would your feelings and opinions allow you to

serve on this type of case

Yes sir

10 Okay Some people tell us that they are believers

11 in the death penalty but when it came right down

12 to them returning verdict and actually serving

13 on jury where someone would receive the death

14 penalty they actually couldnt do it and would

15
rather that responsibility be passed on to you

16 know some other member of the community and

17
dont mean that to slight people who feel like

18
that just want to check with you to see if

19 your opinions or feelings or religious scruples

20
that you might have would be violated by your

21 jury service

22
take it from what you are telling me

23
they wont be

24
Thats correct

25
Is that pretty much the way you have felt all
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your life about the death penalty or have you

ever been opposed to the death penalty and becausE

of some event in your life or conversations or

things that you have read reached the opposite

conclusion

No sir would say have pretty much always

felt that way

Okay

As far back as can remember

10 Okay Is that pretty much the product of your

11 own thought processes as an adult or perhaps

12 not only that being part of the process but

13 perhaps the way you were brought up by your

14 mother and father that has brought you to the

15 frame of mind that you are in today concerning

16 the death penalty

17 would say it is pretty much the way have been

18 raised and also believe on my own as an

19 individual

20 Okay am going to ask you to put yourself in

21 some categories if you would as best you can

22 If you cant fit yourself into one of

23 the three categories describe yourself to me as

24 best you can your feelings concerning the death

25 penalty
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would you say you were strongly

moderately or reluctantly in favor of the death

penalty for the commission of certain Crimes

Can you put yourself in one of those three

categories And we are just talking about the

death penalty in general terms not talking about

specific case or specific evidence you might

hear

Just given your feelings concerning

10
the death penalty can you put yourself in one

11
of those three categories

12
can easily say would be moderately

13 Okay Now want you to categorize your

14
political leanings for me if you would

15
How would you categorize yourself

16 politically speaking as either conservative

17
moderate or liberal Fit yourself into one of

18
those or if you cant describe your political

19
leanings if you can

20
Well basically dont have any leanings one

21
way or the other

22
Pretty much independent in your voting process

23
Best man gets your vote Thats the way feel

24
Okay Is your dad still actively employed or

is he retired
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No he is deceased

What was his occupation during the course of his

lifetime What type of job did he do

He worked for Humble Oil and Refining and also

was captain in the auxiliary police department

here in the city of Houston

see that on the back didnt know that back

in the forties and fifties that they had an

auxiliary police department here in the city of

10 Houston

11 Yes sir

12 That is kind of interesting didnt realize

13 how that worked

14 How about your mom Did she ever

15 work outside the home or would she be pretty

16 much housewife and mother all her life

17 would say pretty much eighty percent of the time

18 she was housewife

19 Not to slight that That is full-time job

20 obviously particularly if you have large

21 family

22 Do you have brothers and sisters in

23 your family

24 have half sister

25 What is her occupation if you know
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She is sales clerk

And is she married or single

Married

Do you know what her husband does for living

He is self-employed

What type of job or occupation

Mainly machining

Machinist

Yes

10 Now you are the technical director of the

11 Pulmonary Disease Section of the Veterans

12
Administration Hospital

13
Yes sir

14
What type of training or education have you had

15
to have to get you into that line of work

16
lot of it has been basically onthe-job also

17
some college background into the scientific

18
biological aspects of the field

19
Okay What was your branch of study when you were

20
in college

21
Science Biology

22
Now know you were in the Army for three years

23
from t7C to 72 What was your highest rank

24
and where were you stationed sir

25
My highest rank was Specialist and was
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stationed at Fort Polk in San Antonio spent

year in Vietnam and got reassigned to the

Pentagon for two months and the last year they

released me to go to another reserve unit

Where were you stationed in Vietnam

Bien Hoa and also Ty Ninh

When were you with the service What was your

specialty when you were with the service What

branch of the Army were you in

10 was originally trained as combat medic also

11 was an operations N.C.O

12 Did you see any combat or service in Vietnam

13
Not directly no We were assigned as an advisory

14 group to the Vietnamese Army and our advisory

15 group went to Cambodia so we had to remain in

16
Vietnam

17
noticed just recently your house was burglarized

18
Were there any suspects apprehended in that and

19 any property returned to you as result of the

20 burglary

21
No

22
Is there anything about the way the police handled

23
the case that left bad taste in your mouth or

24
the District Attorneys Office if they gave you

25
assistance on the case at all
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No

Okay Now back here it says 1955 something

and cant make out your handwriting

That was the year my father was murdered

am sorry cant make that out

know earlier you said your father was

deceased What haopened in 1955

He was an auxiliary police officer and was killed

in the line of duty

10 am sorry to bring it wouldnt have asked

11 you earlier what your father did if had known

12 that

13 Thats okay

14 What happened to the man that killed your father

15 Was he apPrehended Do you know

16 He was killed by my father

17
What were the circumstances of that Did your

18
father catch him in the act of committing

19
some crime What hapoened in that

20 From what have been told and in the clippings

21 my Eather and the recular officer he was riding

22
uith that night had picked up some guy on drunk

23
and intoxicated charge and when they were going

24
in they were also required to stop at some of

25
the local bars and check to make sure they had
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valid license My father stayed in the Patrol

car with the prisoner and another officer went

in and was bent down checking the license behind

the bar and the gentleman in the bar reached

over and shot the officer in the head and ran

out the door and my father responded to the gun
shots and jumped out of the car and there was an

exchange of gunfire and they both went down

Now see that you are member see one of

10 your hobbies it looks like flying remote

11 control aiicraft

12 No sir Regular experimental home-built aircraft

13 Actually flying your own home-built airplane

14 then

15 Yes

16 give you credit for ha-.rina lot more nerve than

17
would ever have for flying anything built in

18 my acuse

19
would say the standards we have to go by are

20 probably little bit better than the planes you

21
ride in every day

22
Ive got friend of mine who flies small aircraft

23
and its real learning experience to get up

24
in one of those things if you have never been up

25
before
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aaree with you on that

What type of hunting do you like to do Bird

hunting or deer

Mainly deer turkey

Okay Let me talk to you Gougenheirn

little more about the rocedure involved in the

case the way that

First of all there are ten categories

of murders that our legislature has said that if

10 person commits one of these ten types of

11 murders he can be punished by the jury for the

12
offense of caoitai murder and will receive if

13
found guilty only the life sentence or the death

14 sentence deoending cn the jurors answers to thesE

15 questions that appear to my left

16
The legislature has said to kill PolicE

17
officer or fireman during the course of their

18
official duties to murder the emoloyee of

19
penal institution someone we ask to run the

20 penal institution if convict kills one of those

21
individuals that is capital rturder

22
If convict kills any person while

23
trying t3 escape in the course of escaping or

24
trying to escape if he kills person that is

25
capital murder and then murder for hire
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Then our legislature has said if

murder takes place during the course of committing

one of five particular felonies that is goinc

to be caital murder as well For instance to

break into another mans home and kill the man

or woman or anyone else in the course of breaking

into their home robberymurder rapemurder

kidnappingmurder and arsonmurder

Those are all examples of murders that

take place during the course of those felonies

and because the murders Occur during the course

of those crimes the murders then become defined

as capital murder

The range of punishment

mentioned earlier for the offense

five to ninetynine years or life

person is guilty of capital murder

receive life in the Texas Department

Corrections or the death penalty

Now at the first stage of the trial

capital trial it doesnt differ from any

misdemeanor or felony trial but all you hear in

the first part is testimony about whether the man

is guilty or not guilty of the crime and you

retire with the other jurors and decide whether
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the man is guilty or not guilty

If you find the man guilty you come

back out and the foreman will hand verdict to

the clerk and the clerk W1i1 read the verdict

and if it is guilty verdict we will proceed

to the second phase of the trial and the jurors

will take their seats and we will hear evidence

again to help them answer these questions on my

left because depending on the answers to those

10 questions the man on trial will receive either

11
the death sentence or the life sentence in the

12
Texas Department of Corrections

13
No one tries to hide anything from

14 you ou know when you are going in to

15
deliberate on those questions what your answers

16
will be doing If both questions are answered

17
yes the Defendant receives the death penalty

18
If no answer appears to either one the man

19
receives life rather than the death penalty

20
It takes all twelve jurors unanimously

21
in agreement before question can be answered

22
yes however only ten before the jurors can

23
agree to unanimously answer no There is

24
slight distinction twelve for yes answer

ten for no answer
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want to go over the language or some

of the words weve got underlined in some of these

questions with you but before we do that have

you had chance to read these to yourself

Yes

Let me direct your attention to this first questioi

here Question asks you to make determination

about the man on trial asks you to make

determination based on the evidence you have

10
heard which leads you to the conclusion that the

11
man was guilty of murder based on that evidence

12
at the trial you make determination about the

13
conduct of the man in the trial and the part

14
he played Was that conduct that caused the

15
death of the deceased was it committed

16
deliberately and was it done with the reasonable

17
expectation the deceased or another would die

18
Now let me give you an example or

19
hypothetical example as to how the first question

20
comes into play Imagine robberymurder which

21
would be capital murder where man goes into

22
convenience store in the early morning hours

23
confronts the lady working behind the counter

24
points loaded gun at her and demands the money

25
and of course she is frightened as anyone
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would be He snatches the money up fires two

bullets in her body and she dies

Unbeknownst to him she steps on some

type of alarm that notifies the police and they

are waiting for him outside as he flees and

they arrest him

At that mans trial after they have

found him guilty of capital murder -- that is

what he has done robberymurder -- they will

10 decide this question Was the conduct of that

11 man that caused his death was the firing of the

12 gun that he brought into the store the firing

13 of the bullets into her body in the portion he

14 struck the head and chest area was that

15 deliberate conduct on his part and done with

16
the reasonable expectation she would die

17 Is it reasonable to expect when you

18 take loaded pistoland fire it into anothers

19 body that she would die as result of those

20 wounds

21
Do you see how that question is

22
common sense question based on the facts you

23
heard that led you to believe the man was guilty

24
of capital murder it is pretty straightforwarc

25
common sense question based on the evidence
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think you will agree with that

Yes sir

You will have to use your definition for the

word deliberately that appears and your own

definition for the word reasonable and the

reason for that is because the legislature drew

these up for jurors to use on capital murder

cases and if you are selected to serve as

juror in this case you will be doing the same

10 thing other jurors have done we have some

11 two hundred men on death row what jurors have

12 done they have had to answer these questions

13 based on the evidence presented in the case

14 You will have to use your own definitions for

15 the words in Question

16 Question is different question

17
It asks you to make determination about the

18 man on trial Is the man the type of person

19 where there exists the probability that that man

20 would commit criminal acts of violence that would

21 constitute continuing threat to society In

22
other words is he that kind of person that would

23
do these kinds of acts that would be continuing

24 threat to society

25 Now the word or the first part of the
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question and the first word we have underlined

is the word probability You will have to use

your own common sense working definition for

that word but think you realize the word is

probability and not certainty and the reason

it is not whether there is certainty the man

is that type of person as you realize the only

person in the entire universe that can tell us

to certainty what he will do is God Almighty

10 himself and he is not going to testify in this

ii case and the jurors are not expected to play

12 God They make the best judgment they can based

13 on what they have heard

14 What does the crime tell us about the

15 man in front of us Is there probability he

16
is the type of man that would do these acts

17
criminal acts of violence

18 Now the phrase criminal acts of

19
violence is all-inclusive and includes all types

20
of criminal violence You dont have to believe

21
the man would commit certain types but all types

22
whether burglaries robberies rapes or assaults

23
or any other type of criminal violence we can

24
think of Only is there probability he can do

25
those kinds of acts and would those acts once
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done constitute continuing threat to society

and that brings me to the last word society

and the reason direct your attention to that

word .s once again for that word you will have

to use your own definition. But think you

realize from the disôussjon we have had so far

just lsing your common sense that the portion

of society this man would find himself in if he

were convicted of capital murder is going to be

10 the prison society

11
The only thing wanted you to agree

12
or disagree with me on and encourage you to

13
do either one would you agree or disagree there

14 are people in the penitentiary that we ask to

15
work in the penitentiary to keep the place running

16
for us and to keep the people sent by jurors to

17
the penitentiary away from the general members

18
of society who arent in the penitentiary law

19
abiding members of our community that we ask

20
these people to work in the penitentiary for us

21
and they have right to expect to go to their

22
jobs and be free of danger to be free of threats

23
and to be basically safe from individuals who are

94
sent to the penitentiary

25
Would you agree or disagree with me
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those people have the right to expect that

when sent to the penitentiary

agree

Would you agree or.disagree with me there are

even convicts in the Penitentiary who are serving

out there debt to society who have right to

be free of fear and danger from other convicts

who may be sent to the Penitentiary

would agree also

10 Okay So that is basically what that question

11 will be asking you to do is to make the best

12 judgment call you can based on all the facts and

13 evidence you have heard about what kind of person

14
is on trial

15 Do you feel like since we have had

16
chance to go over Questions and those are

17
the type of questions you could answer Not

18
whether you would answer them yes or no that

19
will be for you to decide based on the evidence

20
but is there anything about the wording that

21
makes you feel you could not answer them based

22
on the wording or do you feel you could based

23
on the evidence you will hear

feel could
24

25
wanted to point something out to you about the
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second phase of the trial in regards to these

questions The law says that the jury can

answer both of these questions yes in proper

case just based on the crime that the jurors

heard about itself The crime itself can be

enough evidence for the jury in proper case

tnanswer both questions yes but in the second

phase of the trial the jury is entitled to hear

evidence about what type of man is on trial

10 what type of past record if any he has

11 Also the jury is entitled to hear

12 about whether the man has committed other crimes

13 that might be relevant to these questions even

14 crimes hes not yet been tried for or convicted

15 of. That is peculiar aspect of our law that

16 applies only to capital murder cases that they

17 allow those to come in

18 Normally in felony case you wouldnt

19 be able to hear about other crimes he hasnt been

20 tried and convicted of Only in capital murder

21 cases can you hear that type of evidence

22 So basically you will have all the

23 evidence with you You may hear of only the

24
crime itself but there may be other evidence

25
that is known and you will go back and answer
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these questions as best you can

Do you follow me on how that portion

of the trial works

Yes

want to point this out to you because jurors

cannot do this The judge will tell you that

the jurors are not to discuss among themselves

or consider how long man would have to serve

in the penitentiary if he received life sentence

io rather than the death penalty That is left

11
within the discretion of the Board of Pardons

12
and Paroles

13
If any of the jurors were to ask you

14
that before they reached their answers whatever

15 they were we would have to do the whole trial

16
all over again all five weeks we have worked so

17
far to get jury for the trial all of those

18
five or six weeks would be wasted and we would

19
have to start all over again

20
So ask you if you are selected

21
and know you will do what the judge tells you

22
to -- but if anyone brings it up tell them to

23
shut up and do what the judge tells you on that

24
Okay

25
Yes sir
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Let me tell you about some of the things the

judge is going to tell you you have to do as

juror on capital murder case

He will tell you as juror you will

have to presume the Defendant to be innocent

That is legal presumption That is not to

insult your intelligence

think you realize in hypothetical

case we are talking about any criminals who

10 commit crimes they are just as guilty the day
11 they are caught as when they come to the

12 courthouse to answer for that crime but

13 nonetheless the law asks jurors who dont know

14 anything about the case to go ahead and presume

15 him innocent to wait until the evidence comes

16 in and then to make their decision reach their

17 verdict on what comes in from the witness stand

18 Dont because he has been indicted

19 by Grand Jury is represented by attorneys and

20 is inside courtroom but instead base your

21 verdict on what the witnesses tell you about what

22 happened from the witness stand

23 Do you feel you could do that

24 Yes

25 Okay Now the judge will also tell you that the
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Defendant does not have to testify if he doesnt
want to in criminal case Defendant if he

chooses can remain totally silent at his trial
That is his right to either get on the stand and

testify or sit at the counsel table and not

testify He can do that

The only thing the judge will tell you
in that regard is this You are not to hold

the Defendants failure to testify as any evidence
10 of his guilt In other words silence is not

11 evidence You base your verdict based on what

12 you have been told about the offense from the

13 witness stand not on what you have not heard
14 That doesnt mean you cant wonder

15 what the Defendant would have said or would not

16 have testified to That is natural reaction

17 All of us as business people as parents want

18 to hear both sides of the story before we make

19 type of decision

20 However in criminal court sometimes

21 we or you hear one side of the story and you

22 dont hear from the Defendant

23 If for some reason he doesnt get

24 on the stand and testify that is his right

25 Do you follow me on that failure to
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testify

Yes

The judge will tell you the Grand Jury indictment

is no evidence of anything The analogy draw

is the Grand Jury indictment is kind of like

starters pistoj in footrace Until the Pistol

goes of and we have an indictment from Grand

Jury you cant have the trial and the trial

cant start

101 That is not evidence of anything
11 That is the only significa
12 The judge will also tell you the

13 burden of proof in criminal case always rests

14 with Mr Bax and myself and the burden of proof

15 means before you can say by your verdict any

16 man is guilty of crime lawyers like Mr Bax

17 and myself have to prove it to you

18 trial is wide-open Proceeding

19 however In criminal trial both sides have

20 an OPportunity to put on whatever witnesses they

21 want call whatever witnesses down here to the

22 courthouse they want at no expense it doesnt

23 cost anything to get people to the courthouse

24 except the taxpayers He can give subpoena

25 to the clerk who forwards that to the Sheriffs
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Department and they mail that request to the

witness and if the witness doesnt show the

Sheriffs Office will come and pick up the witness

and bring him down here

The only person who bears that expense

is the taxpayers You make request then come

down here That is why say both sides have

an opportunity to do that prove or disprove what

they want

10 Only one side has the burden of proving

11
anything and that is Mr Bax and myself We have

12
to prove to you and the jurors the man in fact

13
is guilty and your answers to both questions

14
should be yes

15
That burden is to proof beyond

16
reasonable doubt So often on the lawyer shows

17
we hear beyond all doubt any doubt or

18
shadow of doubt and you can leave those

19
phrases where they belong on the lawyer shows

20
The test is beyond reasonable doubt

21
not all doubt or shadow of doubt

22
particularly draw your attention to

23
Question because think you realize the only

24
person that know of that could convince you

25
beyond all doubt shadow of doubt as to
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Question No is God Almighty himself Jurors

are not asked to play God but make their decisions

beyond reasonable doubt not any all or

shadow of doubt

Do you follow me on that

Yes

Finally the judge will tell you when you are

judging the credibility of witness you are not

to give witness more belief or less belief

10 just because of witness job That is before

11 witness testifies

12 Once Witness gets on the stand if

13 his job enters into his testimony it is perfectly

14 permissible for juror to consider witness

15 occupation such doctor testifying about medical

16 evidence experiences He would be crazy not to

17 consider his training and medical experience in

18 considering what he is telling the jury He

19 would be nuts not to consider his job and the

20 experience he might have or police officer

21
who might have twentyone or twenty-two years of

22 experience investigating some particular type of

23 crime telling you what hes found as result of

24 his investigation He would be crazy to tell you

not to consjcer that
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All the law asks you to do is not give

witness more or less belief before they get on

the stand to testify because of his or her job

After they testify if the job enters into it

it is perfectly all right to consider the job

Do you follow me on how that works

Yes

Finally -- the judge wont tell you this but

tell the jurors this that havent been on jury

10 before As juror you will be the decider of

11 the facts along with other members of the jury

12 panel You will decide what took place on July

13 13th 1982 Jurors do that from the testimony or

14 make that decision from the testimony they hear

15
from the witness stand and when you are listening

16
to someone who is testifying you have the ability

17
and other jurors do too to believe or disbelieve

18 everything witness tells you even though the

19
witness is saying what they are saying under

20
oath

21 Now it sounds crazy doesnt it to

22
think you might disbelieve what someone told

23 you on the witness stand under oath think

24 you realize from common sense Mr Gougenheim

25
like everybody else does we dont live in



perfect society There are people who live in

our community who live in our state who live

in our world who will even though they have

taken an oath to God walk right up to the

witness stand and tell lies That is why the

obligation falls on jurors to decide how much of

witness testimony they are going to believe and

how much they are going to disbelieve and when

they are making that decision they can consider

10 and discuss among themselves what biases motive

11 or prejudices witness might have for testifying

12 the way they are What does witness have to

13 gain what does witness have to lose et cetera

14 Those are questions you can ask yourselves

15 and probably will ask yourselves when judging

16 the believability or credibility of witness

17 Do you follow me Ofl that

18 2\ Yes

19 Now one final thing want to talk to you about

20 and that is the range of punishment for murder

21 We mentioned that was five to ninetynine years

22 or life

23 The reason talk about the range of

24 punishment for murder is because murder is what

25 is defined as lesser included offense of
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capital murder Now what that means is basically

this Lets use the hypothetical we talked about

earlier where the man goes into the convenience

store and shot the teller

Lets say there were witnesses present

who thought the man was robbing the woman and

reported that information to the police after he

ran outside and was caught and the police did

shaky investigation and didnt check to see if

io money was missing and the man gets indicted for

11 capital murder

12 This is hypothetical case and you

13 are juror on the case and you find what really

14 haopened was this was girl friend-boyfriend

is dispute The man that killed the cashier had

16
been living with her for couple of years and

17
she was ready to move out and he was extremely

18 angry about it and they had had an argument

19
He followed her to the store with pistol

20 argued about the same thing again and he took

21
the gun and killed her

22
You see under the facts of that

23
hypothetical he was not guilty of capital murder

24
We dont have another felony But he is guilty

25
of murder and the jury in that case should say
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not guilty of capital murder but guilty of the

offense of murder and the jury would decide

where that murder fits within the range of

punishment of five to ninetynine years or life

EVen that man would have right

if he is proven hes never been convicted before

of felony in this state or any other state or

the United States and never been granted

probation he would have the right to ask the

10 jury to give him probation even though he had

11 killed that woman and the jury could consider

12 and discuss among themselves whether they could

13 give him probation and they could either reject

14 the idea or give him probation instead of sending

15 him to the penitentiary

16 Have you heard of probation before

17 Yes

18
Let me explain little bit technically about how

19
it works at the courthouse If man hasnt been

20 convicted in state before if he hasnt gotten

21 probation for felony he can ask the jury for

22 probation

23 Now the way jury gives probation

24
is this If the jury finds man guilty of

25 felony even the crime of murder if they decide
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that the range of punishment should be ten years

or less

If the jury feels like it is crime

where the man deserves twenty thirty forty

years in the penitentiary they dont consider

probation It is only in those cases where the

jury unanimously agrees the punishment should be

ten years or less the jury should consider if it

is proper case for probation and if the man

io is proper candidate for probation if they feel

11 he is and it fits that type of case they can

12
recommend it to the judge and if the jury does

13 recommend it the man can in fact receive

14 probation

15
am not trying to imply to you in

16 any capital murder case or any type of murder

17
case is one where the man receives probation

18 am trying to explain to you general aspects

19
and principles of law

20
What wanted to ask you ultimately

21
is this Can you conceive in your own mind

22
where you might be juroron case and return

23
verdict and find someone guilty of the offense

24
of murder where you would be able to consider

25
if you felt like it was proper case would
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be able to consider the question of probation

as possible form or range of punishment even

though the person had been found guilty of the

offense of murder

Can you conceive of some facts in

your mind where probation might be proper even

though person has been found guilty of murder

Yes

was going to give you some examples but

io think from what you have read in the paper batter

11
wife syndrome think from those like the man

12 in Amarillo who shot his brother three or four

13 times was dying believe and he was vegetabi

14 and there was conversation about the brother

15 asking him to do that and he went in the car and

16 got his gun and shot his brother no financial

17 gain or anything else involved basically put him

18
out of his misery

19
There are other things in the paper but

20
think from things you have read and heard you

21
can conceive of cases where probation would be

22 proper for someone convicted of murder

23
want to point something out and

24
swear this will be the last thing will talk

25
about
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In answer to these questions your

answers should not be automatically yes or no

just because you have found someone guilty of

capital murder You should base your answers to

these questions on what the evidence tells you

your answers should be

At first blush it seems kind of funny

if found someone guilty of intentionally and

knowingly killing someone police officer if

10
find someone guilty of committing capital murder

11 that seems to indicate to me his conduct was

12 deliberate At first blush it does

13 But what am getting at is this There

14 are fact situations where someone is found guilty

15 of capital murder where the jurors answer to the

16
first question would probably be no

17
Let me give you an example of what

18 we are talking about Take the hypothetical

19 we used where man goes into convenience store

20 and kills cashier Lets say hes thirty or

21 thirty-five years old been in the penitentiary

22 before and he recruits seventeenyearold

23
he has to be seventeen or older under our law

24
-- and he recruits him to go with him and it

25
can be shown by the testimony he has fallen under
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the influence of this fellow and he puts gun

in his hand and tells him want you to be

1ookout

The boy goes over knowing robbery

is going to take place and participates to that

extent The seventeenyearold doesnt know

what has happened when the woman is shot and he

flees He is arrested along with the thirty-five-

yearold and under our law of parties even

10 though the seventeenyearold was outside as

11 lookout he would be held equally responsible for

12 the death inside because under our law of

13 parties the persons acting together can be

14 equally held guilty of the offense You can.t

15 claim surprise the law says If you are going

16 to do an aggravated robbery and take pistols you

17 cant claim surprise in the shooting of someone

18 think in that case when it came to

19 the question of answering the question on the

20 seventeenyearold you can see how the answer

21
in this case should be no

22 That is correct

23 Because there was no conduct on his part sure

24 he assisted in the aggravated robbery -- but

25
there was no conduct on his part and if there
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was conduct it wasnt done with the reasonable

expectation someone would die

think what am trying to point out

is based on the evidence that question can be

answered yes or no even though that person has

been found guilty of capital murder

Do you follow me on how these questions

can be based on evidence Do you follow me on

that

10
Yes

11
Do you have any questions of me at all so far

12 No You have covered everything pretty well

13 appreciate your saying that know we have to

14 go over it kind of quick and the last thing

15
want to do is leave you with any questions in your

16
mind or leave you with anything we have talked

17 about that might confuse you

18
Do you feel like there is any reason

19
now that we have had chance to talk you would

20
not be impartial to both sides in the case both

21
the family and Officer Harris

No think could be very fair

23
lied said that was the last thing There

24
will be one other thing

95
think the evidence will show the
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Defendant is an illegal alien The only thing

would like to point out in that regard if

you disagree that is fine too the Defendant

should not be found guilty or not guilty just

because he is an illegal alien

Do you agree or disagree

agree

You could consider that evidence as to what type

of person the Defendant is when you answer Questio

10 No but as far as the guilt or innocence is

11 concerned any Defendant should not be found guilt

12 of crime just because he is not lawfully in our

13 country and take it you have told me you believE

14 that

15 do

16 appreciate your visiting with us and will

17 pass you to the Defense and they will have

18 questions

19

20 EXAMINATION

21

22 QUESTIONS BY MR HERNANDEZ

23
Good morning Mr Gougenheim

24
Hi

25 guess it is my time to ask you more questions
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like Mr Moen asked you

Before do that let me say we ask

you these questions basically in good faith

We ask you in good faith in order that we might

be able to select or give you some indication

we would be able to select the best possible

twelve jurors that could be fair and impartial

and honest

That is why we ask the questions It

10 is not to embarrass you or humiliate you in any

11 way These questions dont have right or wrong

12 answers

13 Itis how you feel How you yourself

14 feel about it today how you feel about this man

15 and how you feel about the death penalty That

16 is the most important thing

17 Okay

18 So what am seeking is not an answer that right

19 satisfy me hut am seeking an answer that might

20 satisfy yourself whether you can in all honesty

21 judge this man once you are over here because

22 once you are over here we cant ask you any

23 questions We cant talk to you

24
So bear with me It is not that want

25
to get into your personal life but bear with me
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and you will understand why have to ask you

some questions

Okay

You know how leery Mr Elizondo and are the

simple fact that it happened to your father

This is capital case My client has

been indicted by the Grand Jury for intentionally

and knowingly causing the death of police

officer while the police officer was in the

10 line of duty as your father was so you can

11
understand how leery we are and you can understand

12 why have to ask you these questions because

13
what am doing want to search or have you

14
search into yourself deep down and tell yourself

15
and ask yourself Can judge this man Will

16
be able to do that and of course it is all

17 relating back to your background Can go home

18
and tell my wife or can go home and tell my

19 mother that placed myself here And lets

20
take it step further Can go home and tell

21
my mother that found somebody -- whoever it

22
might be -- not guilty of intentionally and

23
knowingly causing the death of police officer

24
That is why am asking you these

25
questions because it is important to us and
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of course you know it is very important to

him literally life or death

So am asking you can you judge this

man with feelings or inner feelings set aside

and if you cannot like said there is no right

or wrong answers Nobodys going to harp on you
We live in the type of society where nobody is

going to require you to be juror because of your

feelings or religious beliefs You might be

10 able to -- although you might not be able to serve

ii on this jury or this particular case that

12 doesnt detract from the fact you are good

13 citizen

14 You can serve on other juries and be

15 good juror and good citizen but it doesnt

16 detract or take away from anything if you say

17 No dont think can or maybe you can

dont know

19 What is your feeling

20 Well feel like can be very objective about

21
the whole case agree from my past can see

22
where yall would be very hesitant to accept me

23 However his case and my fathers case are two

94 completely separate things where see there is

25
no feeling or bearing on what happened in the
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past in my life with his particular case

Wellq you know you understand that this case

wi1l-probably be very emotional You know that

the wife of Officer Harris will probably

testify and dont know if the children will

testify We are very hesitant We are very

leery of the fact that you may sit here and listen

to the trial and in listening to the emotions

that might come out of this trial you may

10
sympathize subconsciously with that family and

11
say.I grew up without father and she will

12 grow up without father So that is why am

13
asking if in any way whether that would affect

14
you in any way shape form or fashion and you

15
can understand my reasoning or Mr Elizondo

16
our reasoning

17
Yes

18
What am trying to get at --

19
believe do and in that regard growing up

20
with or without father in my particular case

21
feel like have to try to extrapolate any

other type of case from my own beliefs and

23
happenings It wouldnt have any bearing on it

24
have had stepfather feel like he did gooc

25
job of raising me just as my real father would havE
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done

How old were you when your father died

was about four and half

Let me go one step further and ask you whether

listening to the evidence and finding out in your

own heart that he was not guilty and hypothetical

speaking you presented or you with the other

eleven jurors presented verdict of not guilty

would you be able to face your family and your

10 mother Would it be hardship or would it

11 affect you in any way being over here and saying

12 dont think could look at my motherin the

face and tell her that after whats happened

14 feel could separate the two the main reason

15 being having been in the medical field oh for

16 well since have been in the service feel

17 very adequately get my subjective feelings

18 out of anything from just listening to the bare

19
basic facts and formulate my answers and opinions

20 from fact and not from my personal feelings

21
7ere you in Medivac Unit in Vietnam

22 No was in the advisory unit

23
Where were you stationed

24
Bien Hoa

That was an I-Corps
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Yes

was I-Corps and we had to pick up an Evac

Yall went into Cambodia

Ourseif Vietnamese counterparts did but that was

after they had prevented me from going across

the border

Let me then go ahead and be more specific on

what Mr Moen would explain to you of what would

be required of you as juror

10 There are three basic concepts the

11 presumption of innocence the burden of proof

12
and reasonable doubt and let me go and be more

13 specific on each one of them

14 Excuse me

15 The law requires that any citizen any

16
Defendant brought before criminal trial is

17
presumed to be innocent until that presumption of

18
innocence can be overcome beyond reasonable

19
doubt by the State

20
Can you give or would you agree with

21
me that that presumption of innocence will stay

22
with this Defendant in this trial

23
Could you give my client that presumptioi

24
of innocence as he sits here today

25
Yes
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Of course you know that he has been indicted
by the Harris County Grand Jury for

intentionally
knowingly causing the death of Police

Officer
Harris while in the line of

Uty

That indictment itself and Mr Guerras
Sitting here represented by Mr Elizondo and
Tould that be Strike against him as he Sit5
ere today

No it would not be

you can grant him that benefit

can

And that presumption

is correct

other concept is the burden of proof The
law clearly states that Defendant or any
Lfendant or any citizen that charges have been

Id against him does not have the burden to
rove his innocence The burden is always on the

They have brought the charges They have
burden to prove the charges to you

Can YOU follow that rule Can you1o that law

Sir

ly client have to prove his innocence to
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fore you could return verdict

ncierstand that the burden never shifts

1out the whole trial

rrect
both stages the

and in the punishment stage

never Shifts

also does not compel Defendant or any

in this Country to testify It does

gives him the right either to testify

5tify

He does not have to present any evidence

not have to get up on the witness stand

there and let the State prove the case

yond reasonable doubt That burden

to be with the State

Would the mere fact that my client does

would you hold that against him
uld not

act that we might not present evidence

trary of what the State has presented

that against him
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No

Now the burden that is placed upon the State is

the burden of beyond reasonable doubt

Now in the civil system or in the

civil courtroom across the street it is by

preponderance of evidence That is the burden

In other words the greater weight of the

credible evidence however slight the scale

tips that side wins

Do you agree with me there

Okay

Now the burden becomes much heavier in the

criminal system Beyond reasonable doubt

It tilts much much more to the other

side

Reasonable doubt will not be defined for

you That definition has to come from you The

judge cannot define it for you and we cannot

define reasonable doubt for you Mr Moen cannot

define reasonable doubt for you

Simply put it is doubt founded within

reason or whatever your definition might be but

it is not beyond any doubt or all doubt but

reasonable doubt

Do you follow me there Do you agree
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with me

Yes

yOU think that that would be heavy burden

for the State

woulä say itwOuld be fairly heavy one
Would you be able to follow it that law

Yes believe could

So do you agree or disagree with it
agree

All right Now there is no doubt YOU will be

in position where YOU would have to judge the

jredibi1ity
of the witnesses There will be

witnesses for the States side saying one thing
of course there will be our witnesses

aying completely the other

You are the judge of the facts You are

-he judge to unscramble all the conflict There

ill be police officers testifying

Would the mere fact that police

-fficer is police officer that per se Without

estifying would you give him more credibility
than any citizen testifying before you

would consider it the same

YOU will agree with me then that police

er can make mistakes just like any other
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human being

That is correct

And he is subject to the same human frailties as

any other citizen Would you agree with me

there

Yes

So you wouldnt give say one class of people

more credibility because of whatever reasons

say because they were police officers

10 No

11 Or doctor more credibility than normal

12 citizen

13 feel like their word would be just as good as

14 mine

15 All right then go back to the situation where

16 in the witness before you or witnesses they

17 might be emotional For example Ms Harris

18 Can you separate the emotions from the facts of

19 what happened July 13th 1982

20 Yes believe could

21 And separate that and take that take only the

22 facts and judge it by the facts and the facts

23 alone

24 Yes sir

25
All right Now as Mr Moen mentioned earlier
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it will be known in the trial that my client

Mr Guerra is an illegal alien

His being part of class say of

illegal aliens how would that affect you in this

case

Not at all feel like anybody here has the same

rights that we all do

So the fact he is here illegally in this country

would not affect your judgment in this case

10 whatsoever

No sir

12 So are you saying that he is entitled to the same

13
rights that any citizen has

14
Yes

15
Well let me go one step further on that

16
Several months ago the Supreme

17
Court came out with decision saying the children

18
of illegal aliens were entitled to free

19
education

20
Did you hear about that

21
Yes did

22
What was your initial reaction

23
Well guess like lot of people thought

24
gosh where are we going to come up with the money

25
to provide for all of these educations
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After sitting back and thinking about

it basically where was our country the people

that founded our country where did they come

from The other countries

So feel like there is nothing basically

wrong at all with it that they could provide and

help build an even better and stronger United

States in the future

You know initially yes we might have

some funding problems

Now there will be two stages of this trial

the guiltandinnocence stage and of course the

punishment stage and in each one the same

concept continues It doesnt stop Say for

example if you found my client guilty it still

continuesin those two questions

Would you make the State prove to you

beyond reasonable doubt because believe me

they will be asking you to answer these two

questions yes would you make them prove it to

you beyond reasonable doubt before you would

make decision

Yes

Would you make them prove it to you beyond

reasonable doubt

10

11

12

.1

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Yes

Can you promise me that you can keep an open

mind until you have heard all the evidence

Yes can

And give that presumption to Mr Guerra throughout

the whole trial

Yes could

And place the burden on the State and demand

that they prove it to you beyond reasonable

10 doubt

Yes could

12
Mr Elizondo noticed that you went to Stephen

13
Austin

14 Yes sir

15
And dont know if you are aware that the

16
incident took place close to Stephen Austin

17
and as matter of fact it took placemaybe less

18
than eight blocks from Stephen Austin

19
Are you familiar with that area

20
Yes

21
Did you grow up in that area

22
Yes still live in the same zip code was

23
born in

24
Is that Glenmore

25
Glenmore
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

.5

Is that off of Harrisburg

No sir It is off back on the other side of the
freeway

Off Polk

Off of Wayside on the freeway Originally
grew UP off Lawndale and near Wayside Villa De
Matel just right next to that convent

guess you could understanä why we are very
leery although you promised to us that you can
be fair

MR MOEN Repetitious Thats been
asked and answered three times Judge

THE COURT Overruled

By Mr Hernandez Let me ask you this questjon
Say you go into the deliberation room and scratch
your head and say Damn think he is guilty

think he did it but the State didnt prove it
beyond reasonable doubt and that is the law
and for example if he didnt testify and you
say to yourself Well he didnt testify and
then subconsciously because of what happened
to your father would you give the State that
extra help to get them Over the hump and find
him guilty

No wouldnt
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Lets go step further

Say you get in there and scratch your

head and say Damn think he did it He

might have done it He could have done it It

is possible but they didnt prove it to me
didnt prove it to me beyond reasonable doubt

What would your answer be

Well would be actually having to say they

didnt do their job He would be innocent Unles

10 could be sure in my own mind that if was in

the same position could convict myself wouldnt

12 be able to convict anybody else Unless am

13 sure enough would be willing to put myself on

14 the line am not going to put anybody else on

15
the line

16 know in my case like said earlier

17 agree and would be very hesitant to accept

18 myself but being myself would say would try

19
lot harder to be very objective about it

20
You know Mr Gougenheim you dont have to put

21
yourself in his position and we are going to ask

22 you or will ask you one more time Can you be

23
fair to us as well as the State

24
Yes can

25
And set aside any ill feelings of past history
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Yes can
This is vry very very serious case It is

life-or-death case literally

It wouldnt affect you one iota to come

out with not guilty verdict having to face your

family members

Not at all

Your uncles

That is one-thing my mother has always said

10 Never worryabout what happened at that time

11 Its the future That has come and it has gone

12 Thank you All we ask is fair trial Thank

13 you for your honesty

14 MR HERNANDEZ That is all we have

15
MR MOEN We will accept Mr

16
Gougenheim Judge

17
MR HERNANDEZ May we have moment

18
Your Honor

19
THE COURT Yes

20
MR ELIZONDO Your Honor prior to

21
excusing Mr Gougenheim we reurge our motion

22
to inspect the entire venire so we can

23
intelligently use our peremptory challenges

24
THE COURT Your motion to examine the

25
entire venire is denied
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MR ELIZONDO We will excuse him

Your Honor

THE COURT Mr Gougenheim thank you

very much You will be excused

TOMMY RAY SMITH

was called as prospective juror and responded to

10 questions propounded as follows

11

12 EXAMINATION

13

14 QUESTIONS BY MR BAX

15 THE COURT You may proceed Mr Bax

16 MR BAX Thank you

17 By Mr Bax Good afternoon Mr Smith

18 Hello

19
How are you doing today

20 Fine

21
Did you stick around here all morning long and

22 everything

23
Uh-huh

24
We are in the process of selecting twelve people

25 to sit on jury It is capital murder jury
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Usually we can pick jury in two

to three hours and start testimony the same day

we select jury We started selecting this

jury back on August 30th This is the middle

of our fifth week guess

We need two more jurors but you can

see it is long and drawnout process as you

can see You had to wait around all morning

until we reached you

10 We do this primarily because of the

11 punishment involved in capital murder case

12 The law requires we do it individually and

13 quite frankly that is the only way to do it

14 If person is convicted of capital

15 murder he receives one of two sentences the

16 life sentence or the death penalty That is all

17
There is nothing in between nothing less than

18 that

19 Because there are so many different

20 viewpoints in our community on the death penalty

21
the law allows us to talk to you individually so

22 you are not influenced by what other people might

23 think and hopefully you will feel more

24
comfortable about the way you feel

25 You are number eightyseven the
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eigtyseventh person we have talked to and

probably eightyseven opinions have been before

us
Some people come before us and say

Yes believe in the death penalty and believE

in the proper case could carry through with

vrdict that would result in the death penalty

Others say couldnt do it because

of ray personal beliefs religious background

10 et cetera could never partake in the taking of

11 life no matter what the evidence was

12 Either side is fine We are not going

13 to have debate on the pros and cons of capital

14 punishment

15 am trying to find out what your

16
beliefs are and certainly no one is going to

17 try to change your opinions Okay

18 Okay

19
There are no right or wrong answers Okay

20 Okay

21
The only answers that would be wrong would be

22 answers not true to yourself Our law does not

23
require someone to become juror where that

24 jury service would violate their conscientious

25 religious or moral scruples No one is going
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to take you by the scruff of the neck and put

you on the jury Okay

Okay

Can you tell us about your feelings about the

death penalty whether you believe in it and

whether you would be able to participate in that

type of trial or because of your religious

beliefs personal beliefs it would preclude you

from being in such case

10
do believe in it believe could participate

11
in it

12
Have you been of that opinion all of your adult

13
life

14
Yes sir

15
There is nothing of personal experience that came

16
along and changed your opinion

17
No sir

18
Let me go over with you if could the certain

19
types of cases where the death penalty is

20
possible punishment

21

First of all there always has to be

22
an intentional or knowing taking of life which

23
is murder

murder in and of itself does not

25
become capital murder There has to be somethinç
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coupled with the murder to make it capital murder

If you kill person during the course

of robbery if you go into Utotem and you

are robbing the clerk in the Utotem and during

the course of that robbery you shoot and kill

the clerk or another customer that is elevated

to capital murder

If you kill someone during the

breakin of their home or business that is

io capital murder

11 For the rapist to kill the rape victim

12
for the kidnapper to kill the kidnap.victim that

13
is capital murder

14 If you kill someone during the course

15
of arson that is capital murder

16
If you commit felony offense plus

17
murder one of those felony offenses plus

18 murder that is capital murder

19
Our law also protects certain

20 individuals policemen and firemen and people

21
employed by our prison system If you kill

22
fireman or policeman knowing they are such

23 person and they are carrying out their lawful

24
duties that is elevated then to capital murder

25
If you kill an employee of the prison
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system and you are an inmate or if you kill

anyone in an attempt to escape from penal

institution that is raised to capital murder

Finally the last area is where

person either hires someone to kill for him or

person is hired to kill by another person and

the murder actually takes place

Those are the only ten areas where the

death penalty becomes possible punishment

10 Do you feel those are the proper

ii types of cases for the death penalty

12 Yes sir

13 Where it can be an appropriate punishment if the

14 facts call for it

15 Yes sir

16
Up until around 1967 in Texas person could get

17i
the death penalty for any number of cases any

18 type of murder case where death resulted or

19 you could get it where there was rape with

20 no death or robbery where no death resulted or

21
came about as result of that criminal conduct

22 But that law was struck down by the

23 Supreme Court of the United States Lou see

24
what happened back in 1967 jury heard all the

25 facts of case and went in the back and
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deliberated and if they found Defendant guilty

they continued to deliberate as to punishment

and the punishment range would be anywhere from

two years to maximum of life or death so

jury basically decided should this man get

death

Because of that basic reasoning where

the jury was allowed to give the death penalty

the Supreme Court struck that down In 1974 our

10 Supreme Court came up with different method of

11 determining whether person should get the death

12 penalty First of all they had to be convicted

13
of one of those offenses and if he is found

14 guilty these questions are submitted to the

15 jury If the jury answered Questions and

16 yes the judge would give the death penalty If

17
Question or is answered no the judge assesses

18
life imprisonment

19
The jury doesnt say Does he deserve

20 it but they base their answers on i-he evidence

21
and it attempts to be more clinical to make it

22
more objective when the jury is deciding on the

23
punishment Okay

24
Okay

25
These two questions are not particular to this
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case As said the legislature created them

back in 1974 Every death penalty case that has

reached the punishment stage since that time

these two questions have had to be answered by

the jury

Just taking the two questions and

looking at the first one have you had chance

to read these over

This morning havent

Take few seconds and read them over and we will

go through them

Okay There are few words in both

of these questions that are underlined and the

14 reason these words are underlined they wont

be underlined at the end of the trial they are

there for your discussion purposes Those terms

17
wont be defined for you by the judge The jury

will have to use their everyday common meaning

for those terms and phrases when deciding what ther

20 answers should be

Question No though calls for

yes or no answer and is really two questions in

23
one Two parts

Number one was the conduct of the

Defendantdeliberate and number two was that
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conduct done with reasonable expectation

someone would die as result of that conduct

Question No calls upon the jury to

really reevaluate the evidence they have already

heard in deciding if person is guilty Okay

Assuming you are on jury where person is found

guilty at the punishment stage

Do you follow me so far

Yes

You are asked this auestion

To get to the punishment stage you have

had to find that person intentionally caused

the death of another person All right To some

people the word deliberately means the same

as the word intentionally dont know if it

does to you or doesnt

To me deliberately means on purpose

Okayor willfully

Okay

You may after you have heard the evidence and

found the person guilty based on that same

evidence you may have already answered this

question in your mind

Do you follow me

Yes

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Simply because you have found person guilty

of intentionally causing the death of someone

doesnt mean this question is automatically

answered yes at the Punishment stage

Right

You see if that were the case we wouldnt need

to submit this question to the jury

Let me give you an example of where

you could have found person guilty of

intentionally taking the life of another person

but you could have no answer to these two

parts

Suppose two people get together and

decide they are going to do robbery There is

thirty_five_year_old man who is an ex-convjct

and he enlists and solicits seventeen_year_old

boy to go along as lookout He has an influence

on the boy and he gives him pistol and tells

him Your job in the robbery is going to be to

2O
stand out in the front and keep watch and run

the car The seventeen_year_old says Fine
The thirtyfive_year_old says will

23
go inside and get the money and the thirty-five

yearold goes inside and sees the only person

in the store is the clerk and in an effort so
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his crime will never be detected he shoots and

kills the clerk

There is no question that the thirty-fivc

year-old man has committed capital murder He has

killed an employee of the store during the course

of robbery

okay Under our law if two people

conspire to commit felony two people commit

the felony of robbery if one of the coconspirators

10
one of the people commits another felony during

11
the course of that murder both people are guilty

12
of murder if the murder should have been

13
anticipated as possibility of their actions

14 together think you will understand that

15 anytime two people plan on doing robbery and

16
they both have loaded weapons it should be

17
anticipated if something goes wrong someone may

18
get shot

19
Under the law someone is guilty of

20
murder even though he didnt pull the trigger

21
All right

22
As to answering the question on

23
the thirty-five-yearold you may say Yes his

conduct was deliberate and he acted with
24

25
reasonable expectation someone would die but
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in answering the question of the seventeenyear-

old out front you might say he didnt have

reasonable expectation someone would die

You can see depending on the facts

this person though you found this person guilty

the answer could be yes or no but the seventeen

yearold lets say that the evidence showed

that the seventeen-year-old agreed with the

thirtyfive-year-old that Yes we will kill

10 anyone around in that case your answer may be

11 different to the seventeen-yearold

12 What am trying to get across there

13 is no automatic answers to the questions simply

14 because you found someone caused the death Wait

15 and make your answers based on the evidence and

16 not on the guilty finding

17 Is there anything about the first

18 question the way it is phrased or written that

19 you feel would cause you difficulty in answering

20 it am not saying how you would answer it but

21
could you answer it yes or no based on the

22 evidence

23
Yes

24
The second question is little bit different

25
It is asking about the person on trial what type
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of person is on trial Is he the type of person

who is probably going to commit criminal acts

of violence in the future that will be threat

to society Okay

The term probability will not be defined

To me it means more likely than not chances

are something more than fifty percent more than

possibility Anything is possible but less

would you agree than certainty

10 You see the law doesnt require

11 prove to you something is certain in the future

12 but likely to happen

13 Less than certainty

14 Less than certainty and more than

15 possibility

16 There is no way can prove beyond

17 reasonable doubt that something is certain

18 Right Nothing is certain

19 And the law doesnt require me to prove something

20 to certainty That is physicailly impossible

21 to do The law requires me to prove it to

22 probability

23 Criminal acts of violence include

24 other capital murders other murders but are

25 not just limited to murders or capital murders
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Criminal acts of violence include burglaries

robberies rapes beating up on people assault

type cases dont have to prove he will go out

and kill another policeman or kill someone during

the course of robbery but just commit criminal

acts of violence or that he is likely to commit

those acts

Likewise there is no way can predict

he is likely to commit certain crimes but just

10 that he is continuing threat to society

11 whichever society he finds himself in be it back

12 on our Street Someday or even within the

13 penitentiary where there is society not only of

14 the inmates but also of wardens guards

15 librarians medical people there to aid the

16 prisoners

17 Are there any questions about this

18 Question No Do you feel you would be able

19 to answer that based on the evidence

20 Based on the evidence yes if it is proved

21 At the punishment stage the first question can

22 be answered by just the evidence in the case

23 itself but other evidence can be introduced as

24 to Question aside from the crime the person

25 is on trial for to aid the jury in answering
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that question It is not required that additional

evidence be offered If it is available it would

be offered to the jury to help you in answering

that question

The law however says if the jury is

satisfied that the evidence in particular case

is so cold-blooded or what not it may be able to

satisfy the jury just on the facts alone

Do you follow me there

10 Yes sir

11
Is there anything up to this point any questions

12
about anything we have gone over

13
No

14
You will not have to remember any of this If

15 you are selected on the jury it will be next

16
week before you hear the case and then if the

17
jury found the Defendant guilty it would be at

Is
least the end of the next week before these

19
questions come up The judge will give you this

20
in your instructions prior to deliberations

21
Okay

22
Okay

23
Let me go over some of your obligations as

24
juror and they would be the same instructions

25
that the judge would give you and the eleven
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other jurors This would be true whether it

was driving while intoxicated case or capital

case These rights belong to all Defendants

First of all Defendant is by law

believed to be innocent until proven he is

guilty beyond reasonable doubt

The fact Grand Jury has indicted him
the fact he is represented by attorneys and finds

himself here today the judge will tell you gives
10 rise to no inference of guilt

11 Can YOU afford this Defendant the

12 presumption of innocence at this time

13 Yes

14 And simply that means you know the jury has

15 to take the box with an open mind it would be

16 wrong for someone to go and say he is indicted

17 and where there is smoke there is fire He

18 must have done something

19 am not going to insult your

20 intelligence and say we picked him up off the

21 street The law requires there be something

22 there but the law requires you give no

23 signifjca to that and make the State prove its

24
case to YOU beyond reasonable doubt

25 Can you do that
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Yes

Of course if he was guilty back on the date this

happened he is guilty today and he will be guilty

until the day he dies but say you are of the

right frame of mind you must assume he is

innocent and if prove he is guilty fine If

dontt you will have to acquit him Okay

Okay

Defendant in criminal trial does not have to

give testimony does not have to testify himself

He does not have to call witnesses in his behalf

The burden in criminal trial is always

on the State We have the burden of proving to

the jury person is guilty The Defense has no

burden They do not have to prove their client

is innocent They do not have to ask one question

throughout the whole trial and if they choose to

do that choose not to ask questions choose not

to put the witness on the stand that cannot be

considered as any type of evidence by the jury

The jury can only consider evidence

from the witness stand where you are seated now

and must base their verdict of guilty or not

guilty based on what they have heard and not

what they dont hear and guess the best
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llustratjon is we put on our case and Mr
Hernandez and Mr EljZd rest after our

testimony Yall decide Well Bax and Moen did

good job They put on pretty good case but
you know they didnt convince us beyond

reasonable doubt The Defendant didnt testify

though so we just add that as evidence and get
the State over the hump and find the man guilty

You can see that would be wrong and

10 dont think you would do that

11 No

12 So if the Defendant does not testify YOU will

13 not hold that against him

14 No No

15 If he did testify and assume in this trial he

16 will testify he is like any other witness and

17 as juror your main function will be to decide

18 the credibility of the witnesses

19 When witness testifies.they will

20 take an oath to tell the truth They dont
21 always do that If they did guess would be

22 out of job and the judge would be out of job

23 if every witness told the truth on the stand

24 You will have to decide who is telling

25 the truth to decide Conflicts in testimony if
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one side says this happened and the other side

says it didnt

Yen will be looking at the witness

judging their demeanor their motives and asking

yourself is it reasonable Does it fit in with

the evidenefrom other sources And you will

decide if you believe all part or nothing of

what witness says and that goes for the

Defendant or-a police officer it doesnt matter

10 who is testifying Everybody takes the stand

11 with an equal footing no believability or

12 disbelievability and either can gain credibility

13 or lose it in the eyes of the jury as they

14 testify

15 No witness be it police officer

16 doctor plumber no matter what occupation

17 the person has they dont have automatic

18 believability The jury is required to listen

19 to their testimony and make their decision

20 Uh-huh

21 have to -- and am going rather quickly

22 end up doing lot of talking Stop me if there

23 are questions

24 Okay

25 have to prove my case to jury by what we
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call reasonable doubt dont know what this

is have never been on jury doubt will

be because am 1awyer am sure one side

or the other will cross my name off the list

guess it is something that is

individual to each juror guess as the judge

said you use your common sense and after hearing

the evidence if you are satisfied if you are

convinced in your own mind the person did it

10 it has been proven beyond reasonable doubt

11 If you are not satisfied not convinced am

12 sure you would have reasonable doubt in that

13 case and you should find the Defendant not guilty

14 can tell you that proof beyond

15 reasonable doubt is not proof beyond all doubt

16
It is not proof beyond shadow of doubt or any

17
doubt The only way could ever prove anything

18
to twelve people beyond any doubt or beyond

19
shadow of doubt would be if they all were

20
witnesses and they all saw each and every

21
transaction from the same and exact vantage point

22
and even then those twelve people would probably

23
have twelve different stories as to what

24 happened

25
Right
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The law doesnt require prove case beyond

all doubt and of course there wont be

videotape replay or anything to aid the jury

Do you feel that is fair burden of

proof beyond reasonable doubt

Yes

Do you have any question about that at all

No

Do you feel that you will be able to listen to

io two sides that may be diametrically opposed and

ii go through it analyze it and make determinatior

12 as to which side was correct or which side was

13 maybe lying and incorrect

14 Yes do

15 Of course you do some umpiring and everything

16 guess that is basically what jury does -- see

17
the evidence and make judgment call on the

18
evidence as they see it and they just judge it

19
It is not going to be split decision

20 like you sometimes have to do being an umpire

21
You have time to think about it and talk about

22
it

23
Have you ever umpired games weve

24 got couple of teams at the District Attorneys

25
Office called the Indictments and Re-indictments
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No ours is strictly called Girls Fast Pitch

Girls Fast Pitch

In South Houston

Do you ever doany slow pitch softball Do you

play fast pitch yourself

Slow pitch

dont think could stand in and hit fast

pitch

The girls can throw them and sock the guys

10
imagine

dont know why they call it softball

12
dont either

13
couple of more things You can see

14
that the Defendant has an interpreter here He

15
does not speak the English language or he may havE

16
some understanding but not enough to converse

17
openly in English He believe the evidence

18
will show is not in this country lawfully

19
You can tell me whether you agree or

20
disagree but because person is not here

21
lawfully is an illegal alien he should not be

22
found guilty or not guilty on that fact

23 Right

24
That has nothing to do with whether or not he

committed this offense
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Do you agree

agree

That may have something to do -- you may find

that benefits you or doesnt benefit you as far

as answering these questions but as far as whethei

he did or didnt do it that has nothing to do

with this case Okay

Right

The judge will also instruct you that as juror

10 on deciding the issues of punishment you are not

11
to discuss allude to or mention at all how long

12 person would have to serve on any particular

13
sentence

14 For example if you are trying to decide

15
should we answer this one yes or no based on the

16
evidence that is and it would be wrong

17
for someone to say Wed better answer it yes

18
so he will get the death penalty If he gets the

19
life sentence he will get out in twenty years

20
MR ELIZONDO Objection to stressing

21
the law of pardons and paroles Your Honor

22
THE COURT Overruled

23
By Mr Bax You must base your sentence on the

24
evidence and the judge will tell you discussing

25
how long person would have to serve would be
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strictly in the discretion of the Board of Pardons

and Paroles and he will stress if someone has

to talk about it the other jurors are under an

obligation to stop that immediately and you need

to knock on the door and tell the bailiff so the

judge can do something about it And the reason

mention it and say something about it is if

it is discussed by jury it is back to square

one It is automatic reversal and we have to

10 start all over again selecting new jury and

11 going through five or six weeks of selection plus

12 new testimony Correct

13 Right

14 We talked about murder plus another element to

15 make it capital murder think you can see where

16 you would have situation where jury may say

17 after hearing the evidence Yes he killed James

18 Harris There is no question he intentionally

19 caused that persons death but you may have

20 reasonable doubt after hearing the evidence that

21 the person who did the killing the Defendant

22
whether he knew the fellow was police officer

23 Okay

24
Lets say it was situation where the

25 police officer was an undercover narcotics
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dressed in street clothes you know with

nd long hair and everything so he

in and no evidence was presented to

the man ever identified himself as

ficer There was no question he shot

the person The jury could not return

ct of capital murder You would only have

half of it as to the intentional taking

tn life You couldnt find him guilty of

murder but could find him guilty of

.he lesser included offense included

here is lesser punishment range

If person is convicted of taking the

ither person without justification

of punishment is five years to ninety-

ears or life

So you can see it is still wide range

still goes up to life The reason

wide range of punishment of course

are committed under many many different

uations by many many people with differen

rounds for many many different reasons

You could have cold-blooded people

people as they drive by in their cars

lling for punishment at the top of the
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scale but there are also women who have been

the victims of abuse by their husbands over many

many years and finally they shoot and kill their

husbands in selfprotection or mercy killings

which would probably fall at the lower end of the

range of punishment

There are some in between

The law says the jury after hearing

the evidence after finding person guilty of

io the offense of murder if that jury believes that

the punishment range for that case is somewhere

between five years and ten years if the jury

13 feels it is proper they can recommend probation

for that offense

Probation of course is the release

16 under conditions imposed by the Court

Can you see where there could be cases

where you think you could consider probation if

the facts called for it for the taking of life

This person has taken life

Let me give you couple of examples It is hard

-- we deal with this stuff day in and day out and

we bring you down here and we are not trying to

commit you to this fact situation but are just

trying to give you an idea of what happens



Let me take you through hypothetical

capital murder reduce it to murder and to where

jury would consider probation

Assume man and wife have been

married for fifty years raised children have

grandchildren and the wife becomes terminally

iii She is placed in the hospital and put on

life-support system

There is no question all the doctors

10 agree within six months she will be dead Shes

11 in lot of pain and all the savings of that

12 couple saved up over the years for their happy

13 retirement has been expended day by day to keep

14 her alive

15 She discusses this with her husband

16 and says Honey pull the plug have lived

17 happy life We have raised family hurt

18 want to go dont want to leave you with nothinc

19 but food stamps and welfare

20 He finally reaches over and pulls the

21 plug He has done an intentional act to cause

22
her death

23 Family members on her side of the family

24 feel that is not right he didnt do that for that

25 reason but she owned property in Conroe he
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wanted to sell to some Construction man and she

never wanted to sell that They feel the only

reason he pulled that plug was to get control

of that property and sell it for money and some

how the Grand Jury gets ahold of it for capital

murder

The case is tried and the jury hears

that evidenc.e and says It is B.S just

ridiculous That man didnt kill her for that

10 property He killed her for an act of love

11 They dont find him guilty of capital murder

12 but follow their oath as juror and find him

13 guilty of murder

14 They go back and say What do we do

15
What is the range of punishment

16 The jury could -- am not saying what

17 you would do in that situation -- but it may be

18
the type of case where the jury thinks probation

19
is proper

20 Do you see there are cases though

21
there may be only few where you could

22
envision probation Can you see where there may

23
be case where probation would be proper for the

24 taking of life

25 Ido
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Capital murder murder and ultimately

probation as result of that

Right

think that is about everything as far as

let me look over my list here

Do you have any questions on any of the

law or anything we have talked about up to this

point in time

No

Let rae take look at your -- is that

lieutenant

believe he is am not sure if he is

lieutenant

There is lieutenant named Bill Edison think
at H.P.D How well do you know him

know him from.church My wife knows his wife

probably better than know Bill

Okay

We are friends

The question they always ask and of course if

you were on this jury and no matter what you do
people are going to ask you about your verdict

when itts all over and dont think you are the

type of person that would vote one way or the

other just to satisfy someone you were going to
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talk to later for example Mr Edison

Would you find it difficult or have

problem going to him if you found the Defendant

not guilty and saying did what thought

was required to do under the evidence and the

law

No

Is there anything about your relationship that

would cause problem in being juror in this

10 case

ii No

12 Did you recall anything about the facts of this

13 case when the judge mentioned it

14 Just little bit that you know maybe we saw

15 on the news or something but not very much

16 Okay

17
Other than the fact recognized the name when

18 they said Officer Harris recognized the name

19
There is nothing wrong with having read or heard

20 something It would probably be impossible not

21
to hear things like that if that happened in our

22 community

23
The only reason that question is asked

24
of the jurors is to find out if they have formed

25
an opinion or conclusion as to the Defendants
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guilt or innocence and assume by your answers

to me thus far you have not formed an Opinion

or conclusion thus far

have not

Do you have any brothers or sisters

have brother

What type of work does he do

He is pastor

Here in HouStOn

10 No in New Boston Texas

ii And take it that is Baptist also right
12 Yes

13 Does he have feeling or have yall talked about

14 the death penalty

15 Nope

16 How about with your wife Have you had any

17 discussions with her perhaps over reading

18 newspaper article or TV accounts

19 Yes

20 How does she feel about it

21 She feels like do

22 In proper case

23 In proper case

24 Of course we are talking in this case about the

25 killing of Policeman lot of people think
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that is something more serious than lot of

other cases even the killing of clerk during

robbery and dont think people mean it is

more serious because police officers life

per se is more valuable than anybodyelses life

but person who is trying to protect us as

whole guess makes it that much more serious

but even talking about the murder of police

officer under the eyes of the law it is the same

io as far as evidence is concerned as any other

ii category of capital murder

12 The State still must prove at the

13 punishment stage that the answers should be yes

14 and they are not automatically yes because

15 person took the life of police officer

16
Do you follow me there

17
Uh-huh

18 Well if you have no questions of me think

19
have pretty much covered everything need to

20
talk with you about

21
Is there anything whatsoever we need

22
to say

23
No

24
Mr Smith have enjoyed talking with you and

25
if you are selected as juror in this case
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look forward to serving with you

MR BAX will pass the juror

EXAMINATION

QUESTIONS BY MR ELIZONDO

Mr Smith how are you doing

Fine

It has been long day

10 Yes it has

11 It is already 230 believe you are eightysever

12
the eightyseventh juror we have interviewed in

13
the last ten sic weeks Weve got ten jurors

14
SO far We need two more

15 This is capital murder case and as

16
in every criminal case in Texas it is divided

17
into two parts the guiltorjnnocn stage and

18
the punishment stage

19
Just as actively as the State is going

20
to be seeking the death penalty in this case we

21
are going to be actively seeking not guilty in

22
this case and that is why want to ask you

23
few questions and see how you honestly feel about

24
certain things and see if you can give this man

25
fair and impartial trial
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Okay

In capital murder case the State must prove

its case to you beyond reasonable doubt They

must prove to you that on particular day in

Harris County Texas this man shot and killed

police officer in the lawful discharge of an

official duty knowing at the time that he was

police officer

They must prove that to you beyond

10 reasonable doubt

11 The term reasonable doubt will not be

12 defined for you The judge will not give you

13 definition.. The prosecutor cant cant

14 because there is no legal definition of the term

15 reasonable doubt

16 All can do is give you comparison

17 or analogy that across the street at 301 Fannin

18 in the civil courthouse where they try lawsuits

19 over contract disputes over workmens

20 compensation cases over property disputes

21 sometimes for millions of dollars the burden of

22 proof over there is by preponderance of the

23 evidence the greater weight of the credible

24 evidence the greater weight

25
Over here in the criminal courthouse
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the legislature said before somebody can be found

guilty of criminal case or capital murder as

in this case the State will have higher burden

heavier burden and that burden will be to

prove their case to twelve jurors satisfaction

beyond reasonable doubt So you can see that

there is heavier burden and rightfully so

because before you can find somebody guilty of

crime such as this and then kill him wed.

io better be sure they have the right man

ii Right

12 Do you agree or disagree

13 agree

14 So basically the way they go about their proof

15 they go ahead and read the indictment to the

16 jury and the Defendant will plead not guilty

17
and they will present witnesses and after they

18 get through presenting witnesses the Defendant

19 can if he chooses he can rest his case not put

20
on any evidence whatsoever because youve got to

21
remember one thing They brought the charges

22
and now theyve got to prove them

23 Okay

24
So lets assume for one minute in hypothetical

25
situation that the State goes ahead and rests
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their case and we rest our case too dont put

on one bit of evidence

You go in the jury deliberation room

and you are thinking to yourself you are thinking1

think he did it He might have done it maybe

he did but they haventt proven this case to my

satisfaction beyond reasonable doubt

In that situation what would your

verdict be

10
If am saying to myself think am nat

11
sure

12
But it hasnt been proven beyond reasonable doubt

13
that he did it

14
If had doubt like you are saying could not

15
find him guilty if had doubt

16
Okay

17
And in my mind was not sure

18
You can see where you might get in switch where

19
you might say to yourself think he did it He

20
might have done it but it hasntt been proven

21
beyond reasonable doubt Do you see where you

22
might get put in switch Where it is possible

23
Yes .1 think anything is possible

24
Sure Anything

25
But do you see where you could get
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yourself in that position

Personally myself yes can see where

could do it

The person can if he chooses he can testify

He can present witnesses suspect that he

will in this case

If the Defendant testifies he can be

impeached or discredited by proof of any prior

felony convictions within the last ten years

10 lets say and you can base that base that or

11
the lack of any and by using that you can more

12 or less judge persons credibility

13
You can judge their credibility by

14
other ways by their biases or any motives or

15 any reason that person may have for saying

16
something

17
You have been an umpire and you have

18
seen people say two diametrically opposed things

19
and you have to make decision right

20
Yes

21
You have been around and it will be your job as

22
juror to base your verdict and base it upon

23
what you hear what the witness stand and think

24 you can do that

25
Right
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If the Defendant -- you as juror will be the

judge of the facts There will be twelve judges

of the facts and one judge of the law He will

judge on the objections and the admissibility of

evidence et cetera

You as the juror will have the final

say on the facts You can believe some of

all of or none of what person testifies to

That is your prerogative

10 You as the judge of the facts for

11 whatever reason can believe none of what

12 witness says or all of or some of it Okay

13 Okay

14 If the Defendant testifies and if we present

15 evidence suspect there will be two diametrical1

16 opposed stories and then again it will be your

17 job under your oath under the law to resolve

18 those conflicts

19 Do you think you can do that

20 Yes do

21 How long have you been an umpire

22 Just one year

23 How many games have you umpired

24 Last year imagine called about thirty

25 games
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Okay Did you ever have any severe disagreements

with paxt.ies

Yes

Almost all the time

No not all the time

But you have had -- you have had to make bad

calls not bad calls some tough calls

Yes

If the Defendant is found guilty -- and am going

10 into this in an abundance of caution -- if he is

found guilty we will go to the punishment phase

12 At the punishment phase you have those

13 two questions At that point in time if he is

14
found guilty there are only two possible

15 punishments life or death

16
If he is found not guilty we dont go

17
to the punishment phase

18 Right

19
At the punishment phase then the punishment

20
will be determined by how you answer those two

21
questions

22
Now if you have found person guilty

23
of intentionally and knowingly killing police

24
officer would you automatically just because

25 you have done that would you automatically
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assess the death penalty or would you consider

those two questions

Well we would be charged to Consider the two

questions right

Sure Sure

would consider the two questions

Okay The word deliberately in Question is

underlined and is asking you whether the conduct

of the Defendant that caused the death of the

10 deceased was committed deliberately and with

11 reasonable expectation that the death of the

12 deceased or another would result

13 The word deliberately is underlined

14 There is no legal definition of the word

15 deliberately The judge cant give you one The

16 prosecutor cant give you one cant give you

17 one

18 All can do by reason of analogy

19 again is give you an example that you will go to

20 the jury deliberation room to deliberate first

21 of all on guilt or innocence At that point in

22 time you will think about with measurable

23 consideration whether or not this person committed

24 the offense as alleged and if the State proved

25 their case to you beyond reasonable doubt
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Some people say the word deliberately

might mean premeditated

What do you think the word deliberately

means

Purposefully

Purposefully

knew was going to do it

Question No is asking you more or less to

foretell or forecast the future It is asking

10 you if there is probability that the Defendant

11 would commit criminal acts of violence that would

12 constitute Continuing threat to society

13 Probability to some people means more

14 likely than not chances are

15 What do you think it means

16 dont know

17 The reason am asking is because minute ago

18 you said anything is possible and the reason

19 am going into that would you answer anything

20 yes because of what you said that anything is

21 possible

22 There is probability -- to me it just means

23
in my opinion later on do think later on

24 in his life is there any chance that he might

25 commit another crime is what it means to me
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Criminal acts of violence

Criminal acts of violence

l4ore than one crime

Okay

lets assume the State has now proven to you

beyond reasonable doubt that the answer to

Question No should be yes Would you then

answer that question no

-Would you repeat that please

10 -Lets see if can

11
Lets assume that the State has not

12 proven to you beyond reasonable doubt that the

13 answer to Question No should be yes Would

14 you then or could you then answer that question

15 no

16
If they hadnt proven it beyond reasonable doubt

17
that the answer

18
That the answer to Question No should be yes

19
Would you or could you then answer it

20
no

21
Yes could answer it no

22 Okay Both of those questions before they can

23
be answered yes the State must prove to you

24
beyond reasonable doubt that the answer to those

25
two questions should be yes and if they dont
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prove to you beyond reasonable doubt that the

answer to those two questions should be yes

then you should it will be your duty under

your oath to answer both of those questions

no

Do you follow me

Yes

How long have you been Sunday school director

My first year

10 Is that right This time

11 just started this month

12 And how often do you do that or what do your

13 duties entail Is that an everyday operation

14 No

15 Just on Sundays

16 Just on Sundays strictly to see that each class

17 and each department had teacher there for that

is Sunday and find substitutes and set program

19 goals

20 And if you cant find substitutes you go and

21 take their place

22 Yes if cant find anybody

23 How long did you live in Brownsville

24 was just born there really dont know

25 think two years think we moved here when
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was two

You moved to Houston or South Houston

South Houston

Have you always lived in that area

Always

Do you think or do you believe that police

officer can make mistake

Yes

Human beings like you and me

10 We all make mistakes

11 Let me ask you another question What do you thin

12 about eyewitness testimony know that is broac

13 question but let me narrow it down little bit

14 if can and maybe help you little bit

15 Do you think an eyewitness can make

16 mistake

17 Yes

18 Have you ever gone to person and said Hey
19 Joe How are you doing and this guy turns

20 around and it is not Joe

21 Yes

22 Have you ever -- dont play baseball that much

23 he is telling me terminology cant follow

24 Have you ever bumped somebody out

25 Thrown him out in baseball game No
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Have you ever called shot and then later after

you called that shot said Maybe Shouldnt

have called that shot

think sometimes have been umpiring and you

have maybe when it was close call you go home

thinking about it but always think in my mind

always think in my mind called it like saw

it and made the best call

You know about five or six months ago Supreme

10 Court decision came down and said the children of

11 illegal aliens had the right to free education

12 Do you remember that What was your initial

13 reaction when you heard that

14 Immediately it was that they did not -- did not

15 have the right to free education

16 free education

17 Here

18 And do you still feel that way

19 am little divided on how feel

20 Why do you feel that way

21 Well

22 Again am not quarreling with you just want

23
to know how you feel because it may come to your

24 knowledge that he is an illegal alien and am

25 trying to find out how you feel
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want to ask myself question Who am to

decide these children could not have the right to

free education was child once and you

know they are children and our lives are molded

as children and if these children are denied the

opportunity maybe for an education then it may

affect how they grow up and what they become later

in life and sometimes wonder who am to say

whether or not they should or should not have the

10 right to an education here in the United States

11 But your initial reaction was you were against

12 it

13 Yes when first heard it on the news because

14 felt like that is my tax money

15 guess so

16 Did you form any kind of Opinions about

17 illegal aliens as class of people lets say
18 No

19
Can you give Ricardo Aldape Guerra fair and

20 impartial trial

21
Yes

22 Regardless of whether he has been indicted

23 represented by two lawyers comes to you as an

24 illegal alien would you and could you give him

25
fair and impartial trial
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Yes

And if the evidence or lack of evidence showed

that he wasnt guilty of the offense if the

State didnt prove to you he was guilty beyond

reasonable doubt could you come back and tell

anybody and everybody not guilty

If he was not proven guilty could come back and

say that

You know this is going to be very emotional
10 trial suspect that Officer Harris
11 wife will testify suspect that some of his

12 children will testify dont know
13 Can you in the trial of this case
14 separate emotion from fact and try him on the

15 facts of the case and base your verdict and

16 base it upon the facts and the law in this case
17 Yes

18 That is pretty powerful thing

19 It is tough question

20 It is tough question

21 Let me give you an example The Hinckle

22 case where the guy was charged with trying to

23 kill President Reagan

24 Did you ever form an Opinion on that

25 case
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Well would have to say yes you knew saw it

on the news

You saw it

formed my opinion from my living room didnt

form it from the jury room

You can see where those jurors in that case had

pretty tough decision to make probably lot

of phone calls and letters but they formed their

decision from what they heard on the witness

10 stand They followed their oaths as jurors and

ii came back with what they thought was proper

12 verdict am not going to quarrel with their

13 verdict

14 Do you see what am saying

15 see it

16 Now you know Lieutenant Edison

17 Yes

18 How well do you know him

19 Friends

20 Very good friends or how often do you see him

21 guess once week see Bill once week

22 dont see Bill very often He works evenings

23
and when get off he is gone

24
Do they live in the same neighborhood as you

25
Two or three miles from us
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That gets me little scared also

Lets assume you come back or you are

back in the jury deliberation room and you say
am not sure the State has proven its case

beyond reasonable doubt He might have done

it He said he did but am not convinced beyond

reasonable doubt but if go back and say not

guilty am afraid to talk to Bill Edison or

tell him voted not guilty

10 What do you think about that

11 wouldnt be afraid to talk to Bill

12 Or his wife

13 Or his wife

14 Or your wife

15 Or my wife

16 Let me backtrack little bit dont recall

17 what your answer was little while ago when Mr

18 Bax asked you if your brother felt the same way

19 about the death penalty and think you said you

20 didnt know

21 My brother and have never talked about that

22 Have you talked to Bill about this case by any

23 chance

24 No

25 You know if you were selected as juror you
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wont be allowed to talk about this case to any

body during the whole trial and of course

you know you cant talk to Bill am sure

you can follow that oath or follow that

admonishment

Yes

just need to get commitment from you if

can and that is all want you to do is base

your verdict base it upon what you hear from

10 that witness stand

ii Yes

12 And if the State has not proven the case to you

13 beyond reasonable doubt will you and can you

14 come back with not guilty verdict

15 Yes

16 Keep it in mind we dont have to prove thing

17 That is the law

18 Are you keeping that in mind

19 Yes

20 One other question If you had to put yourself in

21 position would you say you are in favor of the

22 death penalty reluctantly moderately or

23 strongly

24 would have to say strongly

25 Why do you feel that way
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feel like that the taking of human life is

wrong and feel like in our world we need to

understand that and until we do that until

people believe that way and people realize when

you take someone elses life that yours can be

taken that our world will never improve at all

Your answer to the last question brought up more

questions

Oh

10 Do you believe in an eye for an eye and tooth

11
for tooth

12
An eye for an eye and tooth for tooth

13 Explain that

14 Punishment for revenges sake

15 Revenge because he killed somebody

16
Uh-huh am not revengeful person if that

17
is what you are asking am just saying in

18 case where the facts are given and man took

19
another mans life and it is without doubt

20
reasonable doubt or whatever you call it if he

21
took another mans life believe in the death

22
penalty

23
Okay Well can see where you know where you

24
are coming from need to find out

25
How do you feel about the States
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burden of proof Lets assume that the State
does not prove their case to you beyond

reasonable doubt How do YOU feel about their
burden of proof moderately or strongly lets
say

am not sure understand you Repeat that
am just trying to get at how strongly

THE COURT didnt either

MR ELIZONDO am not sure got it
10 myself It is hard to put this particular
11 question into words

12 By Mr ElIZQfld0 Do you have preference as
13 punishment life or death

14 Do have preference

15 If YOU found him guilty of capital murder
16 It seems like broad question

17 guess it 1S You have two choices life or

18 death as punishment in capital case
19 MR BAX Judge objection unless he

20 asks regardle55 of the evidence would he have

21 preference not in all cases what is his

22 preference

23 By Mr Elizondo Regardle55 of the evidence
24

Hypothetically do YOU have preference

25
in capital murder case Would you prefer life
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as Punishment or death as punishment You told
me you strongly believe in the death Penalty

would prefer death

Would you Consider life

Yes

But not very much huh

would just have to hear the you know sit in
te jury box sit and hear the facts and base
my decision on what hear

10 Are you going to hold the State to its burden
11 of proof in Proving this case beyond reasonable
12 doubt

13 Yes

14 am going to go ahead and --

15 Hold on for second

16 MR ELIZONDO Your Honor may the

17 juror be excused for second

18 THE COURT Please step into the jury
19 room for second

20 The prospective juror retired to the

21 jury room and out of his presence and hearing
22 the following Proceedings were had
23 MR ELIZONDO Your Honor just

24 wanted to Voice challenge for cause outside of

25 his presence because know we are going to have
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to take him and voice challenge for cause based

upon the fact he feels strongly for the death

penalty We are out of strikes peremptory

strikes and the juror is unacceptable to us

MR BAX Judge we plead he is

qualified in the same way the law doesnt preclude

people simply because they are opposed to the

death penalty It doesnt preclude people simply

because they are in favor of the death penalty

io and the juror said although he had preference

11
he would consider life and his answer showed

12 he would consider evidence before him and would

13 not automatically answer any questions

14 MR MOEN We find him acceptable too

15
THE COURT The challenge will be

16
denied

17
MR ELIZONDO We will ask for additiona

18 peremptory strikes Your Honor

19
THE COURT That also will be denied

20
MR BAX Do you want him brought back

21
THE COURT Do you want to ask him

22
additional questions

23
MR BAX may just ask one or two

24
based upon his challenge to make sure the record

25
is clear on that
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Whereupon the prospective juror

returned to the courtroom and in his presence

and hearing the following proceedings were

had

MR ELIZONDO Thank you Mr Smith

That is all the questions have

EXAMINATION

10 QUESTIONS BY MR BAX

11 MR BAX Your Honor just one or two

12 more questions

13 By Mr Bax Mr Smith you have voiced here

14 preference for the death penalty if person is

15 found guilty of capital murder Would that

16 perference override the facts or would you base

17 your answers to Questions and on the evidence

18 would base it would you repeat that

19 Would you base your answers to these questions

20 on the evidence or automatically answer them yes

21
because you have preference for the death

22 penalty

23 No would base my answers on the evidence

24
On the evidence

25
On the evidence deliberate
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And if Question No wasnt proved to you beyond

reasonable doubt would you be able to answer

that question no

Yes

And if Question No was not proved to you beyond

reasonable doubt would you answer that question

no

Yes

And that would be even though you would have

io preference for the death penalty that wouldnt

11 sway you one way or the other You would base

12 your answers on the evidence

13 On the evidence

14 MR BAX That is all have Your

15
Honor

16
THE COURT Any further questions

17
MR ELIZONDO have no further

18
questions Your Honor

19
MR BAX We will accept Mr Smith

20
THE COURT Mr Smith you will be

21
Juror No 11 in this case

22
Do we have the clerk around That

23
is all right if she is not here

24 Stand please sir

25 Whereupon the juror was sworn
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THE COURT You may be seated just

moment and will give you few instructions

As told you earlier..today it will

probably be Monday or Tuesday when we start the

evidence in this case You will be allowed to

go home during that interim period of time There

ay or may not be any publicity in the newspaper

or on the radio or TV about this case between

now and then Should there be will caution

10 you and admonish you to avoid reading watching

11 or listening to any publicity concerning this

12 case

13 Your verdict must be by evidence that

14 you hear from the chair where you now sit and

15 nothing else

16 Now during the course of the trial

17 anticipate there will be media coverage in all

18 three of these forums and will strongly

19
admonish the jury at that time to scrupulously

20 avoid reading or watching any publicity concerning

21
this case

22 As told you earlier it probably will

23
take four or five days to try the case once we

24 get started and it may be necessary for you to

25
be sequestered or locked up in hotel room one
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perhaps two nights dont know So please

make whatever arrangements you need to with your

employment and that sort of thing

Do you have any questions of me at this

time

THE JUROR No sir

THE COURT All right Is there anything

further

MR BAX Nothing from the State Your

10 Honor

11 MR ELIZONDO Nothing from the Defense

12 Your Honor

13 THE COURT Mr Smith you may now be

14 excused and we will notify you perhaps tomorrow

15 as to exactly when to report but do not report

16 until we notify you when to come down Okay

17 THE JUROR All right

18 MR ELIZQNDQ For the record after

19 the selection of Tommy Ray Smith again voice

20 an objection to Mr Smith as totally unacceptable

21
to us and viewing it now we probably if we

22
had now challenges for cause would probably have

23
chosen Cynthia Matthews instead of Tommy Ray

24
Smith

25 THE COURT It was challenge
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Your objection is overruled

Please note that the objection is

noted and denied

MR ELIZONDO think said it wrong

Judge

For clarification purposes if we had

been allowed challenge for cause on Cynthia

Matthews we would not have used peremptory

strike on Cynthia Matthews and therefore had

10 an additional peremptory challenge to strik
11 Tommy Ray Smith

12 THE COURT Are you asking for ruling

13 on that

14 MR ELIZONDO Yes sir

15 THE COURT Overruled

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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BOBBY JEAN FOREMAN

was called as prospective juror and responded to

questions propounded as follows

EXAMINATION

QUESTIONS BY MR MOEN

THE COURT Mr Foreman they are going

to ask you questions and please bear in mind

10 what told you earlier today

11 By Mr Moen Mr Foreman you have been waiting

12 around all day and think you are entitled to an

13 explanation as to why

14 The law requires we talk to individuals

15 individually in capital case We have to It

16 is not case of whether we want to or not but

17 we have to intervjej the jurors individually and

18 it takes almost fortyfive minutes to an hour

19 as you are aware of by now to talk to

20 prospective juror on cases like this

21 think there are couple of reasons

22 One we have to do it by law and two its the

23 serious nature of the case and other thinas ie

24 have to explain to jury that we have to do in

25 criminal case and they have to understand
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what will be required of them by their jury

service and also person isnt required to

do anything where person would violate his

religious beliefs or moral scruples et cetera

We want to make sure or absolutely

sure that jurors convictions or beliefs will

not be violated by being juror on case such

as this

think you realize the issue of the

io death penalty is such an issue many people have

11 different ideas about it Some people are in

12
favor of it Some people are opposed to it and

13 they tell us that and of course no one grabs

14
those jurors by the back of the neck and throws

15
them in the jury box and says You dont have

16
choice Youve got to be juror even though

17 your service would vthlate your conscientious

18
beliefs That is not the type of country we

19
live in

20
But the only way we have to tell is

21
to have them come up individually explain to

22
them individually and see how they feel

23
Frankly by your answers you will

24
qualify yourself or excuse yourself on jury

25
like this so what we are asking for are not
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answers you think we want to hear

We dont want to hear any answers

except the way you honestly feel about the

questions you have to ask and there are no right

or wrong answers Because you feel one way or

the other doesnt detract one way or the other

in case like this from the fact that you are

good citizen We dont want anyone to come over

here and say they could be juror on case

10 like this if their feelings would not let them

11 or opinions would not let them If they can

12 that is fine if they couldnt be that is fine

13 The only thing we ask is how you feel

14 Keeping that in mind tell us what

15 your feelings or convictions are concerning the

16 death penalty Would your Opinions and feelings

17 allow you to be juror in such case and return

18 verdict knowing someone might be put to death

19 or would your feelings or Opinions keep you

20 from being juror on such case

21 Well believe in it but it is hard for me

22 it is hard for me to sit here and say can

23 actually do it

24 Okay

25
It is not that dont believe in it because
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think it is you know the man done the crime

you know and it is only fair but it would be

kind of hard for me to sit here and say that now

without lot of forethought

Okay

And cant really say dont believe in it
because do

We are not trying to obviously at this time
cant tell you what the facts are The facts

10 are what you learn from the witness stand It

ii wouldnt right for me to stay here and tell you
12 IrMr Foreman here is my version of the facts

13 What would you do in case like that And

14 for Mr Elizondo to say what are his versions

15 of the facts That is not right for us to stake

16 you out

17 The only set of facts that count are

18
what you hear from the witness stand not what

19
the lawyers tell you they are

20 We are speaking strictly in general

21
terms The only thing want to know is strictly

22 speaking would your feelings allow you to be

23
on capital case and based on the evidence you

24
hear could you return verdict you know would

25
result in someone getting the death penalty
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Yes think could

take it what you are telling me is your feelings

are basically one of being in favor of the death

penalty for person who commits certain crimes

Is that correct statement as to the way you feel

about the death penalty

Yes

want you to put yourself in category for me

if you can and tell me by way of explaining to

10 me your feelings concerning the death penalty

11
Would you say that you are strongly

12
in favor of the death penalty reluctantly in

13
favor of the death penalty or moderately in

14
favor of the death penalty Can you put yourself

15
in one of those three categories for me

16
would put it at reluctantly

17
How would you and want you to classify

ij
18

yourself for me you see its easier for me

19
to ask you questions like this and have you

20
respond than say Mr Foreman tell me about

21
yourself in fifteen minutes or less

22
If someone asked me that question

23
would say Go jump in river

24
So ask you by asking you questions

25
and having you respond Okay
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Politically how would you list

yourself conservative moderate liberal or

describe yourself some other way than that or

can you put yourself into one of those categories

politically speaking talking about your

political philosophies and ideologies

Well am really not that much into politics

as far as that goes vote Democrat is about

all can tell you

10 That is good That tells me enough

11 Let me explain little about the

12 procedure in capital murder case by way of

13 telling you what happens in trial like this

14
First of all not all murders that take

15 place in our state are punished as capital murders

16 Only certain murders are

17
You see it has nothing to do with

18
how many people are killed or how awful they

19 might be killed in what horrible fashion they

20 might be killed

21
Our legislature has said if someone

22
takes another human beings life in the course

23
of breaking into someones home or while they

24
are robbing someone or raoing someone or

25
kidnapping someone or burning someones
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Property if man commits murder during the

course of committing one of those crimes he

has committed higher form of murder if you

will He has committed capital murder

If man murders police officer or

fireman or someone who is employed if convict

murders an employee at penal institution

someone we ask to keep our prisons running for

us or if convict kills anyone during escape

10 or if anyone kills for money money for hire

11 those are the only instances if person commits

12 one of those ten crimes those ten murders that

13 person can only receive life sentence or the

14 death penalty from the jury once he is found

15 guilty

16 Now the way that punishment is

17 assessed is by the jury answering these two

18 questions that appear over here on my left No

19 one tries to hide anything from you If both

20 questions are answered yes you know what the

21 effect of your answers will be The man will

22 receive the death penalty

23 If no answer appears to either one

24 of the questions then instead of the death

25 penalty the man will receive the life sentence
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These are the questions that are to be answered

by the jury based on the evidence that they hear

They are to put their oersonal feelings aside as

to any type of outcome they might want to have

in case

Let me tell you how difficult your

decisions might be in capital murder case You

might hear the facts in any capital murder case

and be convinced in your mind the man is guilty

1o
and say so by your verdict You might hear the

Ii evidence and have no question in your mind that

12
the answer to both questions should be yes and

13 yet you are personally convinced this is the type

14
of case where man should receive life sentence

15
rather than the death penalty Because of his

16 age or status in life you are convInced from

17l
the evidence your answers should be yes but

18
your personal feelings tell you the man should

19
receive life sentence rather than the death

20
penalty

21
Under those circumstances what the

22
jurors must do is answer the questions yes

23
The law would require you as juror to answer

241
those questions based strictly on the evidence

25 rather than your personal like or dislike for
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range of punishment for either one of the

punishments either life sentence or the death

penalty

Now am not trying to scare you

dont mean to do that What am trying to

apprise Mr Foreman of is this We are speaking

in hypothetical terms when we talk about the death

penalty but we are really past the hypothetical

We are talking about reality and practicality

10 Uh-huh

11 expect at the end of next week -- we will be

12 starting testimony probably Monday -- to be

13 standing in front of the jury and asking you to

14 answer yes based on the evidence The questions

15 would be given them and if they do so the man

16 whom they have found guilty if they answer those

17 questions yes he will be put to death at some

18 point in the future

19 We are not talking about hypotheticals

20 but talking about realities right now

21 You might find yourself in the position

22 as juror on this case of having some personal

23 feelings about what outcome or punishment the man

24 might receive that he should receive life

25 sentence rather than the death sentence and yet
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because of the evidence have to answer both of

these questions yes

The only time juror has to be in that

position is if his or her personal feelings would

allow them to be on capital murder jury and

the only way we know that is to ask each person

to tell us those things and see if their feelings

would allow them to do that

Do you feel if you were called upon tO

10 perform that task you could voluntarily do that

11 Some jurors say they can some jurors

12 say they could not That is why we ask

13 Yes think could you know

14 Dont all am telling you is this Is that

15
-- think about it Take all the time you need to

16 think about it and am not trying to say you

17 havent thought about it am trying to say it

18
is decision you have to live with We are

19
the lawyers on the case and we have our

20 respective sides we have to present in trial

21
like this We are not the people who have to get

22
in the jury box and make the hard decisions the

23
jurors do

24
7e take our positions and ask the

25
jurors to do things but ultimately the jurors
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are the ones who have to live with their decisions

in the case

think you would see how you would

feel if because of your feelings on the evidence

you found yourself in the position of being able

to answer the questions about the man on trial

You know how bad you would feel about the family

of the deceased just as think you know how bad

you would feel if you made mistake and answered

10 the questions yes sentencing man to death
11 where you felt your answers should be no

12 Those are the type of questions you

13 will be confronted with and want to be sure

14 your feelings would allow you to serve as

15 juror on the case

16 think they would as long as -- as long as coul

17
be sure without doubt

18 Okay Well lot of people say that

19 Let me explain something --

20 But Without doubt mean that dont have to

21
have no kind of feelings guess no personal

22 Conscience bothering or nothing like that

23
That is what iou mean when you say without

24
doubt

25
Yes
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Let me explain something to you

The burden of proof in criminal case

the phrase burden of proof is legal phrase
and what that phrase means is basically this Whe

man commits crime in Harris County the

District Attorneys have the burden of proving
to other members of the community that that man
in fact did that crime he is accused of That

burden falls on people like yourself Citizens

10 do that to prove to other citizens

11 We dont snatch people off the street

12 and bring them into the courthouse and say Now
13 you prove it You have had no legal training

14 You are not lawyer but go ahead and prove that

15 man is liar Go ahead and use the rules of

16 procedure

17 You dont throw people in the frying

18 pan like that Basically that is performed by

19 the District Attorneys Office When someone is

20 accused of crime they have right to trial

21 by jury and our burden is to prove to members

22 of the jury that this man committed the crime he

23
is accused of in this county not some other

24 town but right here That burden is to prove

25
to the jurors beyond reasonable doubt not all
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doubt -- and Im not quarreling with you --

if you say you have doubt lot of jurors

say that understand what you are saying The

burden is beyond reasonable doubt not all

doubt not beyond all or shadow of doubt

Yet on capital murder case before could

return verdict that might result in someones

life being taken you are going to have to COnvincE

me beyond all doubt If had any doubts in my

10 mind would have to go ahead and answer those

11 questions no or say not guilty by my verdict

12 You may convince me beyond reasonable

13 doubt but my personal verdict on case like

14 this where mans life is at stake literally

15 you will have to convince me beyond all doubt

16 Do you feel that way or can you abide by the

17 reasonable doubt proof

18 Once again there are no right or wrong

19 answers but how do you feel

20 Me personally think it would be all doubt

21 My conscience

22 Dont shake your head You havent done darn

23 thing wrong except to say how you feel So that

24 is not something to be ashamed of but something

25 to be proud of That is why dont want you
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thinking am picking at you

understand

want to make sure how you feel so you dont

wind up over here in the position of being juror

and say cant do this wish had told

them how felt If they had asked me questions

could have told them how felt Because of

my personal tests or whatever or something wasnt

explained to me
10 Your response is not different from

11 lot of responses by other jurors who find

12 themselves in your position You see particular1

13 in regard to Question it is the type of

14 question where you will always have questions

15 in your mind That asks you about the type of

16 person on trial about the type of person he is

17
and asks you to make an answer based on the

18
evidence as to whether there was probability

19
that the man on trial was the type of person that

20
would commit criminal acts of violence in the

21
future that would constitute continuing threat

22
to society That asks you to make judgment

23
call about the man on trial as to what type of

24 person he is and does the probability exist

25
that he would commit criminal acts of violence
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in the future that would constitute continuing

threat to society

So you might hear evidence and you

would always have doubts in your mind about what

kind of person is on trial but that is the type

of difficult questions jurors are confronted with

in capital murder case and they are to make

the best judgment they can based on the evidence

beyond reasonable doubt not beyond all.doubt

10 any doubt or shadow of doubt

11 Do you feel like that second question

12 is the type of question you could ever answer

13 given your feelings concerning needing to be

14 convinced in your own mind as to where there

15 wasnt any doubt left or do you feel the second

16 question is the type of question you would need

17 to answer no regardless of the facts that you

18 would hear

19 That would be really hard for me to answer That

20 is like forming personal opinion to me

21 It really is

22 It is hard question for me to answer

23 Some people tell us they just couldnt do it

24
because of the way the question is answered

25
That question has caused many jurors prospective
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jurors almost ninety now caused many people

problems and over the years in number of

capital murder cases have tried

You are not alone it has caused

many people problems

Some people immediately told me they

couldnt answer it That is what am getting
at it is the type of question think YOU would
agree with me you would Probably always have some

10 doubt in your mind no matter what the evidence

11 was about your answer to that question

12 think there is chance person could
13 change and of course that might be nagging
14 type of thing YOU might have in your mind when

15 you are answering that question no matter what

16 the evidence YOU heard concerning what the man

17 had cone You might always have some question

18 in your mind

19 would definitely have question about it Ther

20 is no doubt about it would have to question

21 myself real hard on it

22
Yes

23 Do yOU feel like it is the type of

24 question that you Could ever answer or do you feel

25
like your feelings concernig case like this
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where 1itrally mans life is at stake that

is just unfair question to ask juror to make

Conclusion or judgment like that

really dont think could answer it

appreciate your telling me that think you

realize literally the situation you could find

yourself in on Question No It is the type

of question that asks you to make judgment

call

10 -You might literally find yourself in

11 the position of hearing the evidence and believing

12 from the evidence that your answer should be yes
13 but knowing if you answer the question the man

14 would receive the death penalty if the first queston
15 is answered yes and given your personal feelings

16 about the type of punishment the man would receive

17 on the case et cetera think you can see the

18 dilemma you might find yourself in and making

19 prediction about the type of person on trial and

20 because of that prediction the man might receive

21 the death penalty think you can see the type

22 of weight that would put on your shoulders as

23 juror in case like this

24 Uh-huh That is the reason think will have

25 hard time answering that second question
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Okay

think to me cant see me as being the

judge standing in judgment of that

That is not an uncommon response We have heard

that from many people and certainly you should

not feel the least bit ashamed for feeling that

way know you dont just want to tell you

this is an informal portion of the trial

Although you come and sit with lot

io of strangers we know these people work with them

11 on dayto--day basis They are not strangers

12
to us but you find yourself literally on the

13
hot seat confronted with strangers

14 That is exactly what the second

15 question does asks you to make Drediction and

16
if the prediction is yes the man will receive

17
the death penalty Many people have told us

18 they cant answer the question and that is what

19
wanted to ask you

20 Given your feelings about everything

21
so far the type of case it is the death

22 penalty being involved the type of question

23
No is can you ever imagine being able to

24
answer that question yes regardless of what the

25
evidence would be
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If it come down to yes or no am sure could

say yes if could you know if it could be

proven but am not saying you know cant

say that because --

Do you feel like it could ever be proven to you
though That is kind of what am getting at

When you ask juror imagine now you

are on the jury panel and now youve got to

answer that question and the evidence looks to

10 you like your answer should be yes what would

11 you do any lawabiding citizen any person who

12 registers to vote tries to abide by the law

13 What are they going to say They will say

14 will do what have to do That is the type of

15 situation we have now where you say Yes if

16 go to the jury box will do what the law

17 requires me to dot but you dont have to go in
18 voluntarily

19 This is not the type of situation where

20 the bailiff grabs you by the scruff of the neck

21 and says Mr Foreman go over there whether

22 you believe in it or not Get over there

23 Violate your moral religious and personal

24 convictions That is not what we want

25 That is why in case like this we



take time to talk with the jurors individually
to find out exactly what they feel That is why

am saying if you have objections to Question

No where you feel it is unfair to make

prediction about person dont feel bad about

feeling that way but if you do feel that way
now is the time to tell us

wouldnt feel bad about answering the questjo
but like said if it come down to yes or

10 could say yes

11 Okay and the test that you would have to use

12 before you could answer the question yes is

13 whether or not you have been convinced by the

14 evidence beyond reasonable doubt Not beyond

15 all doubt or any doubt but using that test

16 could you then still answer the question Not

17 all doubt any doubt or shadow of doubt but

18 put these personal proofs out of your mind if

19 you could

20 Could you answer the question if you

21 were Convinced from the evidence beyond

22 reasonable doubt and not all doubt You might

23 still have nagging doubts in your mind about the

24
kind of person on trial but as long as you were

25 convinced from the evidence beyond reasonable
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doubt you should answer the question yes unless

Mr Foreman is the type of person that would need

more proof than that would have to have all

doubt removed or any doubt removed before he

could answer that question

Do you feel YOU could abide by that

beyond reasonable doubt burden or test or do

you feel like you would need to have all doubt

removed from your mind or any nagging doubts

10 removed from your mind before you would be able

11 to answer that second question yes

12 think could do it beyond reasonable doubt
13 You think you could stick by it know when you

14 think something you are Probably like am when

15 someone asks me something new and novel will

16 say think this is the way feel or probably

17 the way feel that way and that is fine

18 Those are natural responses

19 The only thing we need to have from

20 You though on case like this we have been

21
at this for five weeks and we have another weeks

22
worth of testimony have roughly six weeks

23
invested -- the one thing live in deadly fear

24
of is that juror or prospective juror will

25
wind up serving on case without having made
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definite commitment that he or she could do it

When you say think dont put yourself

in the position of saying week down the road

you could not do it When you say think are

you telling me you could and you could abide by

that instruction given by the Court or are you

telling me you couldnt

could abide by the rule reasonable doubt

Good needed that commitment from you because

10 when you go to the jury panel week from now

ii that might be exactly the position you find

12 yourself in

13 Now can you tell me you would answer

14 these questions just based on the evidence without

15 letting the life sentence or death penalty

16 punishments affect what your answers are

17 You see that is another thing the

18 jurors have That is another oath the jurors have

19
to take They have to say that will render

20 true verdict according to the evidence and the

21
law given to me so help me God and also jurors

22
have to state that their answers to those

23
questions will not be affected by the mandatory

24
punishments the man might receive that being

25
either the life sentence or the death penalty
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Could you give me an opinion as well

Would your feelings let you do that

Dont get me wrong am not trying

to scare you again or talk you into something

am trying to tell you you will have to let the

cards fall where they may so to speak

If the evidence indicated your answers

should be yes even though you had preference

at the end of the evidence thatthe man receive

io the life sentence rather than the death penalty

11 you would have to answer yes and put your personal

12 preferences aside and answer those questions

13 strictly on the evidence

14 Do you feel you could do that

15 Yes feel could do that

16
take it when you say think could --

17
Yes could do it

18
This first question which we only talked about

19 briefly that is common sense question That

20
asks you to make determination about the conduct

21
of the man that has been found guilty of capital

22
murder

93
Let me give you hypothetical as to

24
how that works man goes into convenience

25
store with pistol and points it at the cashier
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and says Give me your money

She is frightened and she turns the

money over to him It is early in the morning

This is the only witness to the robbery so he

shoots her twice and she dies He shoots her

once in the chest and once in the head

Unbeknownst to him she steps on some

type of alarm and alerts the police and he is

arrested as he exits the store He is convicted

10 and indicted for capital murder murder during

11 the course of robbery That is capital murder

12 one of the crimes we talked about earlier

13 After the jury found that man guilty

14 they would have to answer the first question and

15 the question asks you to make determination

16j
about the conduct of the man on trial that has

171
been found guilty of capital murder

18
Was the conduct on his part that caused

19
the death of the deceased was it deliberate

20 conduct and was it done with the reasonable

21 expectation that the deceased would die In

221
other words when you take loaded pistol into

23
convenience store to rob someone and you point

24
it at person and you fire bullets from that

25 weapon into that persons body into their chest
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and head is that deliberate act Is that

deliberate conduct and is it reasonable to

expect someone would die when you shoot him in the

head with loaded gun or shoot him in the chest

area with loaded gun

You see where that is rather

question that the juror is given
based on the evidence they have heard to find

the man guilty the evidence they have heard to

10 find him guilty of capital murder

11
flo you follow me on that first question

12 Yes follow it

13 You will have to use your own definition for the

14 word deliberately You have to use your own
15 definition

16 Do you feel those are the types of

17 questjog YOU would be able to answer based on the

18 evidence you would hear

19 know could answer that one

20 And of course if you answer the first question

21 yes we pass to the second question and try to

22 make determination about the type of person on

23 trial and try to make that determination to

24 Probability

25 The question doesnt ask you to make
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finding of certainty that the man would commit

criminal acts of violence that would constitute

continuing threat to society because think

you realize that the only person in the entire

world who could state what person would do in

the future is God Almighty himself and you as

juror are not to put yourself in that position

You are to put yourself in the position of being

human being and base your verdict on the

io evidence which will be heard

11 Do you follow me on what that question

12 would ask you to do

13
Yes

14 We talked about the first question

15 Do you feel the second question is the

16 type of question you could answer depending upon

17
the evidence you would hear

18
Yes

19
Let me ask you this Can you tell me what your

20 definition for the word deliberately is What

21
do you think deliberately means to you in your

22
own words

23
He meant to do it

24
Okay That is kind of what it means to me on

25 purpose he meant it
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Uh-huh

Do you feel like if the evidence Convinced you

in your mind that person had intentionally

taken another human beings life under the facts

and circumstances we have mentioned that would

amount to capital murder whether it be robbery

or rape or kidnapping or murder of police

officer or fireman If youfeel person has

intentionally committed that crime and you heard

10 from the evidence he was guilty of that what

11 do you think your answer to the first question

12 would be

13 Yes

14 What do you think that type of evidence tells you

15 about the type of person who had done that

16 someone who would intentionally take another

17 human beings life in the course of committing

18 one of those crimes or setting fire just to have

19
the firemen put it out and then shoot one of them

20 down because that is his particular definition

21
of good nice fun

22 Do you think that tells you something

23
about an individual as to what type of person he

24
is

25
Uh-huh
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Do you have or can you tell me what your own

personal definition is for the word Probabi1it
If you can put it into your own words

If not will give you some help

really havent thought much about it

More likely than not chances are

Yes That pretty well defines it

Do you have any questions of me now about Questions

and before we get off of those Is there

10 anything that can clear up for you at this

11 time

12 No They seem to be pretty well covered

13 Okay The judge will give you one admonition

14 in writing just something he will tell the jurors

15 about in writing He will tell you you are not to

16 consider how long the Defendant would have to

17 serve on theljfe sentence That is just not

18 discussion that is to take place among the

19 jurors it will not take place The jury will

20 not discuss how long the person will serve life

sentence That is within the exclusive

jurisdiction of the Board of Pardons and Paroles

23 They will decide that Jurors cant even discuss

24
that

tjh-huh
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It seems like there was something wanted to

talk to you about and have lost my train of

thought

expect the evidence in the trial will

show the Defendant is not legally here in our

country that he is an illegal alien think

it is at least partially apparent to you by the

fact there is an interpreter telling him about

these proceedings in English Things that

10 say are being interpreted from English to Spanish

11
for him

12 Do you feel that would cause you

13
difficulties as to being fair and impartial the

14
fact that man is illegally in our country and has

15
taken the life of police officer and had he not

16
been here like he should have been the man would

17
still be alive Do you feel that would cause

18
difficulties in being impartial during the course

19
of the trial and if it does fine and if not

20
that is fine too

21
No don.t believe that would keep me from being

22
fair

23
Okay Let me tell you cover few other things

24
with you

25
Let me talk about this first
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think the judge mentioned it

dont think did meant to

The range of punishment for murder is

five to ninety-nine years or life It is differ nt

range of punishment from capital murder it is

different punishment range for someone to

intentionally or knowingly take another life He

can only receive minimum of five years to

maximum of ninetynine years or life and in

10 addition he can ask the jury to consider giving

11 him probation even though he has been found guilty

12 of killing another human being

13 Are you familiar with that term

14 probation Have you ever heard that in

15 connection with what goes on down here at the

16 courthouse

17
Yes

18
Let me explain little bit technically about how

19 probation works

20 man can only receive probation for

21 having committed felony offense if first of

22 all the jury unanimously agrees he should

23
receive only ten years or less in the

24 penitentiary

25
You see if the jury hears the facts
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in the case and decides the man ought to be

sent to the Penitentiary for very long time

that is where he will go He doesnt get

probation

Only where the jury Unanimously agrees

the man should not go to the Penitentiary for

more than ten years then the jury can discuss

and consider among themselves whether or not they

are going to recommend probation to the judge

10 and if the jury does recommend probation the

ii judge has to follow that recommendation He will

12 give the man probation Okay

13 Do you see how probation works

14 Uh-huh

15 Probation is release by the Court The person

16 doesnt have to go to the penitentiary and he

17 is placed on the terms and conditions of probation

18 The only reason wanted to explain

19
that to you is to ask you If you were juror

20 on murder case had found someone guilty of

21 murder which is to intentionally and knowingly

22
end another human beings life can you think of

23
fact or circumstance where you could consider

24 probation for someone committing that type of

25
crime if you felt it was proper or do you feel
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like probation should never be possible

punishment for someone taking another human

beings life

No dont believe probation would be fitting

Well you are entitled to your feelings and

am not going to try to change yourmind

am really not going to try to change

your mind but want to be sure havent asked

you that question unfairly want to give you

examples of specific types of homicides and see

if you feel those would be proper cases for

probation or if there are proper cases for

probation in taking another persons life

Imagine battered wife type of case

where husband comes home every Saturday night

and his idea of good time is to beat her up

in front of the kids and blacken her eyes and

she has been working hard and trying to keep her

family together and has been working hard and

getting the children off the school like good

housewife does and trying to get him straightened

out with his drinking problem and he refuses

all help and this goes on for long period of

time

She takes the gun out from the bed

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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table and shoots him one night and he dies She

has intentionally and knowingly taken his life

gets fed up and kills him takes his life

Let me give you another example of what

might be in your mind the sympathetic type of

homicide case.where

THE COURT Mr Moen hold up just

minute

Brief interruption

10 By Mr Moen Lets just by way of explaining

11 to you the cases that fall within the definition

12 of murder of course you are entitled to feel

13 the way you do about probation for someone who

14 has taken another persons life and many people

15 come and tell us what you have stated that

16 where someone has taken another human beings

17 life no matter what type of case it is mercy

18 killing battered wife anything else they dont

19
feel any person should receive probation for

20 having ended another persons life That is fine

21
There is nothing wrong with feeling that way

22 The only thing need to clear up is

23 exactly how you do feel

24 Can you think of any circumstances in

25 your mind where probation could be considered by
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you for someone who has intentionally taken

anothers life or do you feel like someone

who has committed that type of crime should at

least have to spend some time in the penitentiary

to answer for having taken another life

believe that he should

You are entitled to that belief

at least spend time

am not arguing with you Many people feel that

10 way and you are entitled to feel that way and

11 am not going to try to change your mind and

12 give you an example of mercy killing and

13 say what would you do in this mercy killing when

14 couple was fifty or sixty years old and we

15
could go on and on and on and you are entitled

16
to the way you feel and dont want you to worry

17
about the way you feel

18
Let me pass on to something else

19
The Defendant in this trial is presumed to be

20
innocent That is legal presumption If jurors

21
can do it they are to keep an open mind and not

22 presume where there is smoke there is fire

23
Of course he wasnt snatched up off

24
the street because he was walking down the Street

25
at the wrong time and wrong place The Grand
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Jury must have heard some evidence and here he

is in the courthouse answering capital murder

indictment He is represented by two lawyers
Those are thoughts the jury is to put out of their
minds if they can and presume the Defendant be

innocent and base their verdict on the evidence

they may hear if they can do that

Of course that is kind of like saying
Look at that pink elephant walking down the

sidewalk and we go to the window and sure

enough there is pink elephant and then the

judge is saying Forget about the pink elephant

Disregard it It is kind of hard to get it out

of your mind You saw it

Presumption of innocence is kind of like

that In way it goes contrary to your common

sense after the Defendant finds himself in the

Courtroom

The only thing want to ask you is
Do you feel you could abide by that presumption

of innocence or based on the circumstances

there must be some evidence he did something or

some testimony of someone somewhere or otherwise

he Wouldnt find himself here in one of these

courtrooms

10

11
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14
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could abide by that because have been

accused wrongly before

Not in connection with criminal case was it
Was it something at work or family affair

It was D.W.I

What happened cm that Did you have to come and

hire lawyer and go through trial or anything

like that

No was on vacation in Ohio and didnt know

10 the roads and had Out-of-state tags and had

11 liquor on my breath and that is just the way it

12 happened

13 How did you manage to explain your way out of

14 that Were you Texan at the time

15 didnt It cost rae three hundred dollars

16 didnt explain my way out

17 What happened Did you have to pay the fine for

18 it

19 Yes

20 was going to ask you how Texan in Ohio managed

21
to talk their way out of D.w.i

22 didnt get out of it was on vacation

23 told him was on my way back to Texas it was

24 threeday sentence

25 The Defendant doesnt have to testify in this
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case if he doesnt want to dont know if

they told you that or if you had that type of

legal advice back when you were accused by Ohio

police of D.W.I but he can if he chooses

remain silent at his trial

Do you feel you could abide by that

admonition and base your decision on what you

have heard rather than on what you did not hear

from the Defendant or do you feel like you would

10
want to hear his side of it hear what he had to

11
say

12
could abide by it but wouldnt it -- you know

13
it would be little fairer if he you know gave

14
his side of the story

15
How do you think you would feel if you didnt hear

16
from the Defendant when it came to answer both

17
of these questions yes or if you felt from the

18
evidence your answers to both these questions

19
should be yes bUt you hadnt heard from the

20
Defendant How do you think you would feel

21
or might feel if you found yourself in that

22
position

23
Do you feel like you might hold it

24
against him if he didnt get on the stand and

25
tell you what his version of the facts were or
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what do you think would be going on in your mind

wouldnt hold it against him but would you

know would expect him to at least try to defend

himself

What if he didnt

Well would just -- would have to go by what

was said and all that

Okay

couldnt -- say couldnt --

10 Do you think Defendant ought to at least when

11 he is accused of such serious crime as capital

12 murder much less some lesser type of crime do

13 you think he should be required almost to put

14
forth some type of evidence in his behalf call

15 some witnesses on or get on the stand himself

16
dont think he ought to be required think

17
it would be to his benefit

18
Do you think it would be good idea if he tried

19
to do something like that

20
Uhhuh

21
If he doesnt you will have to decide the case

22
based on what you heard from the witness stand

23
Yes

24
Mr Foreman appreciate your letting me visit

25
with you
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Because of your feeling concerning

probation am going to ask the judge if you can

be excused so that is what am getting ready to

talk to him about

MR MOEN Judge pursuant to my

conversation to Mr Foreman concerning probation

and his feelings with regard to probation

concerning someone committing the offense of

murder we would respectfully ask that he be

10
excused

11
THE COURT Mr Elizondo or Mr

12
Hernandez

13

14
EXAMINATION

15

16
QUESTIONS BY MR HERNANDEZ

17
Mr Foreman let me see if can clear this up

18
little bit

19
In capital murder case along with

20
it comes lesser included offenses

21
Say for example you dontt find someone

22
guilty of capital murder but find him guilty

23
of murder he or she find him guilty of murder

whoever it might be the Defendant
24

The punishment for murder is five to
25
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ninety-nine years or life

Yes

Now in situation where the specific Defendant

say in hypothetical has not been convicted of

any crime or had any prior record before then

the jury can consider what they call probation

Okay

MR MOEN The onhiest slight objection

would have Judge is that person can be

10 convicted of crime and ask the jury for

11 probation and the only thing they would have

12 to prove is they havent been convicted of

13 felony in this state or any other state of the

14 United States That is slight misstatement

15 to which object

16 THE COURT Yes

17 By Mr Hernandez Now let me give some

18 examples of some hypotheticals where in certain

19 cases there is probability where probation

20 might come into play

21 Say in the hypothetical of an elderly

22 couple who have been married for thirtyfive years

23 Yes

24 Hes got an illness terminal illness He is not

25 expected to live and the only way he is living
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now in the hospital is through life-saving

machinery

The wife is there He is there They

talk about how their financial assets that they

have gathered throughout the thirty-five years of

marriage is draining and that he knows that

slowly but surely he is going to die The doctors

have told him it is terminal it is just matter

of time

10 They have talked about perhaps it would

11 be best if she could go ahead and pull the life-

12 saving plug and let him die and perhaps he is

13 in pain and of course initially she refuses

14 but after many discussions she finally decides

15 or both decide on their part that it is best that

16 way and perhaps she could have little left

17
over in the savings that might be left She

18 pulls it and he dies

19 member or members of his family find

20 out about it and there is piece of property say

21
in the lake area in Conroe that this developer

22
has been seeking to buy from them for many years

23
and they have refused He has refused All of

24
sudden she wants to erase all the memories

25
so she sells all this property
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Somehow she gets indicted by the Grand

Jury for capital murder murder in that she pulled

the plugfor money in that she received money

from the property Okay

Uh-huh

The jury hears the case and decides that it is

not an act of murder for money but it is an act

of murder for love so they find her not guilty

of capital murder but they find her guilty of

10 murder because actually that is what it was

11 mean she intentionally took the life of

12 another human being

13
Do you understand now what am trying

14
to get at

15
Yes understand that

16
Do you see where in that hypothetical you could

17
consider or the jury

18
MR MOEN Excuse me would ask

19
that he not limit the question as to what he

20
could do to that specific hypothetical think

21
the juror needs to be qualified on whether he coulc

22
make general application of probation rather

23
than on one specific case

24
By Mr Hernandez Let me explain to you two more

25
hypotheticals the hypothetical of Mr Moen about
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the battered wife where she couldnt take it
had done everything she could found him jobs

taken him to A.A and he is still an alcoholic

where she couldnt take it no more and then one

Saturday night he comes in and continues to do

the same thing and she decides that enough is

enough and through the heat of the argument she

pulls the trigger

Or to go further on --

10 MR MOEN object to the example

11 used because if the trigger was pulled in the heat

12 of the argument it may very well not be murder

13 case but lesser offense of murder if she

14 intentionally and knowingly shot him to death

15 think that should be explained object to that

16 as misleading

17 THE COURT Sustained

18 By Mr I-Iernandez What am trying to get at

19
-- wont argue with you From the initial start

20 what the judge talked to you about was that we

21 were here to ask you personal questions not to

22 pry into your personal life but to see what your

23 feelings are and am not here to argue so dont

24 think am not here to embarrass or humiliate

25 you in any way There are no right or wrong
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answers It is how Mr Foreman feels

What am trying to get at is Can

you think -- or think of certain situations where

consideration of probation could come into play

in murder case

MR MOEN object to the form of the

question as to whether it could come into play

think the proper question is whether or not

he could consider probation for someone who had

10 been found guilty of the offense of murder not

11 whether it could come into play or not

12 THE COURT Sustained as to the form

13 By Mr Hernandez In other words there are no

14 instances whatsoever in which you could consider

15 probation

16 Well as far as am concerned there would only

17 be one and that was the way you explained it

18 while ago the act of love can sympathize with

19 that kind of situation

20 But then again the way believe

21
think they should be given every chance to live

22
without pulling the plug

23 Let me give one more hypothetical and see how

24 you feel about this situation When husband

25 comes home and sees his children dead and his
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wife has been sexually abused and in her dying

breath she says Joe Blow down the street did

it He grabs his gun goes down there and knocks

on the door and Joe Blow answers with smile

and the husband says Did you do it and he

says Yes So what And Joe Blow blows him

away

Can you see in that certain situation

10 Can see me in that certain situation

ii No Can you see probation being considered in

12 that type of situation

13
MR MOEN Excuse me Once again

14 object to him giving examples of certain type

15
of case but the law is queer clear it is

16
also very queer at times but the question is

17 to not limit it like he is probably doing to stake

18
the juror out but only to generally apply the

19
law to someone found guilty of murder

20
THE COURT Sustained

21
By Mr Hernandez You could unequivocally say

221 you could not consider probation in any murder

23
case Couldnt you --

24
You put it that way cant cant say

25
wouldnt consider probation
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You would consider the facts of the case with

its merits

But it is more than likely wouldnt consider

probation it would have to be real -- dont

know how to say it It would have to be certain

very specific situation

But you could consider probation in proper case

in your own mind

Yes Yes

10 MR HERNANDEZ think he is qualified

11 Judge

12 THE COURT Objection overruled

13 MR MOEN May talk to Mr Foreman

14 for just second on that point based on his

15 responses

16 MR HERNANDEZ dont know if he has

17 any time Your Honor

18 THE COURT will let you have him

19 back when they are finished

20 MR MOEN can do it now and pass

21
him back rather than let them go on twenty or

22 thirty minutes

23 THE COURT Go ahead

24

25
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EXAMINATION

QUESTIONS BY MR MOEN

On the type of cases Mr Hernandez was talking

about what he didnt tell you is this Is that

before you could even find the woman guilty on the

case where she had killed her husband at the

hospital you would have to believe she

intentionally and knowingly did that If she was

10 acting out of feeling of remorse where her

11 thought processes werent clear et cetera she

12 might not be accused of murder She would have

13 to intentionally and knowingly act not out of

14 sense of remorse or sorrow where she was acting

15 as result of impulse from some sudden passion

16
that is not murder

17 She would have to intentionally and

18 knowingly do it with clear mind

19
Does that even strike you as being the

20 type of case where you wouldnt be able to even

21
find her guilty

22 MR ELIZONDO object to the

23 prosecutor staking this juror out as to certain

24
set of facts

25 THE COURT would have to agree with
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you

By Mr Moen The examples he was giving you

were not examples of murder That is what wanted

to point out

The situation where he talked about

the old woman it is not what you would do but

murder is to intentionally and knowingly take

anothers life not to act out of second of

passion or remorse such as the examples Mr
Hernandez used about the woman who finds herself

with husband in the hospital or the man who

comes home and finds himself with the wife and

daughter

person is only guilty of murder if

they intentionally and knowingly take anothers

life Without justificaio That is our law

If there was justifjcatj for it such as self-

defense

MR HERNANDEZ Objection Your Honor

That is not murder Your Honor

MR MOEN Self-defense is not murder

Do you follow me on that
By Mr Moen

understand that

So on the examples he is giving you basically

no one is trying to mislead you but they can
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be misleading

If someone acts out of passion with

adequate cause such as the man who goes down to

the house immediately grabs pistol there is

no one on the face of the earth that is sudden

passion with an adequate cause to go down that

way and you see that is not murder Murder

is only where you intentionally and knowingly

take anothers life without justificatjo

10 Those are the types of cases was

11 basically asking you about If you were juror

12 on case where you had found someone guilty of

13 intentionally and knowingly taking anothers

14 life and YOU believed in your mind there was no

15 justificatjo for it in that type of case would

16 you ever be able to consider probation or do

17 you feel like person who takes another persons

18 life and there is no justification for it should

19 spend at least some time in the penitentiary and

20 probation should not be form of punishment for

21
that type of offense

22 Well if there is no jUStificatjo then YOU

23 know youve got me trying to answer two questions

24
here

25 Okay
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Okay Under certain situations could see it
but if there is no justification dont think

it should even be brought up

Okay That is what am getting at Our law

is exactly that

For person to be guilty of murder

he has to intentionally and knowingly take

another persons life under facts and circumstancec

that do not justify taking life It is for

10 person to participate in homicide without

11 juStifications For person to act in self

12 defense he is not guilty of murder

13 We go back to --

14 For person to take another persons life from

15 sudden passion arising from adequate cause that

16
is not murder That is voluntary manslaughter

17 That is another crime altogehter form of

18 homicide but it is not murder for man to come

19 home and find his children killed and his wife

20 says Joe Blow down the street did it and he

21
runs down and shoots the man in the face That

22
is voluntary manslaughter not murder

23 Murder is where person intentionally

24
or knowingly ends another humans life with facts

25
and circumstances that dont justify the taking of
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that life That is murder

Try if you can to separate those

voluntary manslaughter cases from the offense of

murder if you can

can do that

And search yourself your mind and heart and can

you think of any circumstances in your mind any

fact situations or circumstances in your mind

where you would ever be able to consider probation

10 for someone who had committed the offense of

11 murder intentionally and knowingly taking

12 anothers life without justification in that

13 type of case murder case

14 Like said if there is no justification

15 couldnt see it

16 Okay take it you could from your early

17 responses where it was case of voluntary

18 manslaughter where there was some type of

19 justification such as the wife and husband at

20 the hospital and she is acting out of feeling of

21 remorse or overwhelmed by the situation the

22 husband finds himself in et cetera or the man

23
who comes home and finds his wife and daughter

24
et cetera and grabs the pistol and rushes to the

25 mans house and the man laughs in his face
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take it in those types of cases where sudden

passion was taken into consideration by the jury
it had arisen in moment in those types of

voluntary manslaughter cases YOU could consider

probation in those types of cases

Yes in something like that would have to say

yes under very specific situations like that
But as far as the crime of murder is concerned

and wanted to be absolutely clear on this point

10 but as far as the crime of murder is concerned

11 where someone intentionally or knowingly acts

12 and it is not as result of passion or not as

13 result of some adequate cause or selfdefense

14 in other words there is no justifjcati as our

15 law requires where someone intentionally or

16 knowingly takes persons life under those

17 circumstances are you telling me you cant at

18 least at this time think of circumstances where

19 you could consider giving the person probation

20 Not at this time not without justificatjo

21 couldnt

22 You would always require rightfully so always

23 require justification for the taking of anothers

24
life before you could consider probation

25 At least At least
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What type of justification would you like to

have

Let me try to get little more

specific What type of thing would you like to

hear

dont know Like say some man sitting there

beating -- wouldnt say that either some man

sitting there beating me to death and all Ive got

is club To me that is justificajo

10 You act to protect yourself

11 Yes cant put myself in that situation

12 cant even imagine myself in that situation

13 In that type of case the law would say Where

14 Mr Foreman were being attacked by someone Mr
15 Foreman was trying to act to save his own life

16 either from the act or force against him or from

17 the mans fear of force or danger Mr Foreman

18 would have the right to respond and take

19 persons life and that is not murder That is

20 self-defense That is what am getting at

21 The only type of situations we are

22 talking about is where person intentionally and

23 knowingly takes another humans life and there are

24 no facts or situations that excuse it as being

25 selfdefense In other words there is no
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justification of someone guilty of murder and

that is how our law defines murder

Could you ever consider probation for

someone who had done something like that

No not -- like said not without justification

Now let me explain to you something about the

case earlier that Mr Hernandez was talking about

Imagine both of those fact situations

but lets put them in the framework of murder

io rather than voluntary manslaughter

ii Take the situation where man comes

12 home and finds his wife dying and she tells him

13
Joe Blow did it and he thinks -- he doesnt

14 rush with passion but lets say he its around

15 and simmers down He is mad like anyone would be

16
and upset like anyone would be but he calms down

17
and acting with cool manner he thinks My wife

18
has died My daughter is dead What evidEnce is

19
there to convict Joe Blow Of course my wife in

20
her dying breath told me but what if we get down

21
to the courthouse and they dont believe me and

22
he gets off scot-free for killing my wife and

23
daughter and he takes the law in his own hands

24
and he goes to the door and when Joe Blow gets

25
to the door he intentionally or knowingly fires
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the gun and kills Joe Blow

P1 Doesnt that still put him back into the crime

of passion

The difference have drawn for you between the

example Mr Hernandez gave and gave is he has

calmed down now He is no longer acting out of

passion as result of what happened to his wife

or daughter or lets say it is during the course

of the trial even and he doesnt like the way

10 the trial is going or lets say he reports it

ii to the police and policeman goes by and he start

12 thinking about what might happen at the courthouse

13 he starts thinking about what might happen at

14
the trial and he says It will be my word agains

15 Joe Blows What thight happen then What if this

16
man gets off scotfree Enough time has passed

17 and he is no longer acting under passion Time

18
has passed and he has cooled off and thought abou

19
it and he waits and goes to Joe Blows house and

20 when Joe Blow gets home when he gets back from

21 work he walks up and blows his brains out or

22
shoots and kills him He has intentionally and

23 knowingly taken Joe Blows life

24
The law doesnt say you can kill

25
someone because they kill member of your family
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Certainly if you walked in and saw Joe Blow in

the act you would have the right certainly if

it was done to protect any member of your family

but am talking about times past and Joe Blows

cooled off or rather the mans cooled off

Certainly he has had sorrow from his wifes

death but he has made rational decision that

rather than to risk trial he is going to take

matters in his own hands and kill Joe Blow That

io is to take persons life into his own hands

ii without justification

12 You put it that way and it goes back to

13 justification without justification

14 That is right

15 That is no excuse

16 That is exactly right In the eyes of the law

17 there is no excuse for that

18
am looking at it two ways and it is hard to

19
answer

20
You see one way would be voluntary manslaughter

21
and not murder

22
The way have described it to you is

23 actually an act of murder You see they are

24
both homicides Dont get me wrong See we

25
have different forms of homicides in our state
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For man to take persons life

under sudden passion arising from adequate

cause that is voluntary manslaughter not murder

and would suggest not to insult your

intelligence but think you realize what would

happen if you went home today and found Ms Foremar

and your threeyear-old daughter dead with your

wife in her dying breath saying your daughters

been killed and sexually molested and in her

10 dying breath your wife says Brown two houses

11
down the street did it Darling love you

12
and she dies and you pick up pistol and go

13 down and shoot him in the face what do you think

14
Dont you think person would be acting from

15
sudden passion arising from cause

16
think would do it

17
Hey would be down there with you would

18
run to the house wouldnt walk

19
What am talking about is situation

20
where time passes and he reports it to the police

21
He cools down and three four days or week

221
goes by and he decides rather than risk that

231 jury trial or rather than come down to the

24
situation where it is my word against his and

my dying wifes word against his am not going
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to run the risk that he will be found not guilty

by jury down there if someone doesnt believe

me will take matters in my own hands Ill

wait for him to get home from work and when he

arrives will take matters in my own hands and

kill him

cant see man coming home and seeing his

wife you know being knowing who done it

cant see him not reporting it to the police

10 He might not ever do it as matter of fact but

11
am speaking in hypothetical terms

12
understand that

13
am trying to separate it from that voluntary

14 manslaughter situation where he comes home

15
can understand that but it is still hard for

16
me to see the situation

17
Sure it is because we have given you the most

18
hypothetical example we can think of

19
Do you think that man ought to be found

20
guilty or not guilty for having done that In

21
your mind does that even strike you as being

22
murder case

23
Well am sure it is you know would have to

24
see it as criminal offense but

25
Not necessarily you wouldnt have to am not
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trying to talk you into it

am not saying you are

am trying to see how that grabs you

After you know after seeing something like

that it wouldnt even phase me as far as that

goes you know mean wouldnt wouldnt

have no remorse over it The man if was told

man killed my wife and all that

If you were juror on case like that Take

10
it out of the personal situation

11
If you were juror Lets not ask

12
what you would do in that case What am trying

13
to do is give you specific examples of cases

14
specific examples of murder cases to get you to

15
thinking as to whether or not -- that is what

16
am doing trying to get you to think as to whether

17
or not in your mind you could ever consider the

18
question of probation in fact consider giving

19
someone probation who had in fact intentionally

20
or knowingly taken another human beings life

21
without justification

22
Can you think of any facts or do you

23
feel like where person has ended another

24
human beings life intentionally and knowingly

and there is no justification for it that
25
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person should go to the penitentiary and

probation should not be question

still cant see it without justification

Q. Okay Well am not trying to confuse you and

hope have not You are entitled to the way

you feel

Well --

That is why we take so much time to give you

different examples to talk to you about it So

10 no one is trying to trick you We try to give

11 you the most farfetched hypothetjcals we can

12 think of You are entitled to the way you feel

13 We are not trying to change your mind

14 Is there any set of facts where you woulc

15 feel different or is that the way you would feel

16 period if man had taken or woman had taken

17 anothers life intentionally without justification

18 Is that the way you would feel

19
Not without justification

20 Okay Thank you Mr Foreman

21 Well since you are clear in your mind

22
am going to respectfully ask the judge again

23
to excuse you because of your feelings on

24 probation and that is nothing to be ashamed of

25
You are entitled to the way you feel That is
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why we spent so much time and am sure Mr

Hernandez and Mr Elizondo are going to ask you

questions maybe give you the mercy killing again

but listento what they say and answer as best

you can

will pass the juror

EXAMINATION

10 QUESTIONs BY MR ELIZONDO

11 Mr Foreman how are you doing

12 Pretty good

13 am sure you are pretty well confused now

14 Working on it

15 What Mr Moen is asking is can you consider not

16 necessarily give but consider probation in the

17 proper case in your own mind bearing in mind

18
all these examples

19 Now if you have justification you

20 dontt have murder case Selfdefense would

21 justify murder case

22 MR MOEN object to selfdefense

23 justifying murder case If it occurs in self

24 defense it is not murder case

25 THE COURT If the juror believes it is
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selfdefense

By Mr Elizondo That is what am saying If

the juror believed the man or Defendant acted

in self-defense the jurors would have to follow

their oath and say not guilty

Now these examples we have been

giving you we are just giving these examples

so we can stimulate your thought processes and

see if you can consider not necessarily give

10 but just consider probation in the proper case

11 in your own mind

12 There is an example about the elderly

13 couple where the wife pulls the plug and kills

14 her husband of thirty-five years

15 Under our law if she pulls that plug

16
she is guilty or if juror believed that she did

17
it intentionally and knowingly pulled that plug

18 knowingly and intentionally and that by pulling

19
that plug she had caused the death of her beloved

20 husband under our law that is murder

21 intentionally and knowingly causing the death of

22 somebody

23
Now in that hypothetical situation

24 you can see where juror might consider probation

25
Uh-huh
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MR .MOEN Excuse me but object

to staking him out or attempting to stake him

out or saying what juror might do in

hypothetical

He can ask the juror as to whether or

not -- test his general qualifications but not

stake him out as to specific set of facts

THE COURT As to that objection

will overrule it

10 By Mr Elizondo Or in the example Mr Moen

11 gave you where this murderer goes in there and

12 sexually molests his two daughters and kills them

13 and beats up his wife and she lives and in her

14 dying breath to her husband while he is seeing

15 her she says Joe Blow down the Street did it
16 and he calls the police and says Joe Blow did

17
it Go down and arrest him and they arrest

18 him and he starts thinking about it and he says

19
This time he might not be found guilty am

20 going to take the law in my hands am going to

21
make sure this man gets what he deserves and

22
am going to go and kill him and he does and

23
kills him

24
In that hypothetical situation you can

25
see where juror might consider probation in that
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case

MR MOEN Same objection He is asking

juror to make asking him what he would do in

specific set of facts or what juror might

do

THE COURT did not understand him

to ask the question in the way you object to it

overrule it

By-Mr Elizondo There are many many kinds of

10
fact situations and that is why murder has got

wide range of punishment of five to ninety-nine

12
years or life

13
The legislature says there are many

14
ways murder can be committed and jury can

15
consider -- not give it but consider probatiOn if

16
it is proper case in their own mind

17
Now hope that have given you some

18
examples that might stimulate your thought

19
process and am going to ask you this Bearing

20
all that in mind can you in the proper case in

21
your mind consider just consider probation in

murder case
22

23
In situation like yall are giving me can

24
So you can consider probation am not saying

25
give but just consider it even for minute and
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say am not necessarily going to do it but

just consider it Do you see what am getting

at

Yes can see

So you can consider probation in the proper case

in your own mind

Yes

Okay

You make it real easy

10 That is all we wanted All want to know is how

11 you honestly feel about certain things and you

12 say you can consider it

13 Under situations like heard just now

14 am not saying give but just consider Okay

15 Yes

16 MR ELIZONDO We submit that he is

17 qualified

18 THE COURT The objection is overruled

19 MR MOEN What objection Judge

20 thought had challenge not an objection

21 THE COURT Yes Challenge

22 MR ELIZONDO Did you pass him

23 1R MOEN Twenty minutes ago

24 MR ELIZONDO It has been long

25 day Mr Foreman
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By Mr Elizondo This is capital murder

case and am sure you know as in all cases

in Texas it is divided into two parts First

of all is the guilt-or-innocence phase and then

the punishment phase They are two separate and

distinct parts of criminal trial

In the first part the jurys sole

function is to determine if the man is guilty of

the offense charged

10 can guarantee you one thing As

ii actively as they are seeking the death penalty

12 we will be actively seeking not guilty in the

13 guilt-or-jnnocenc stage It will be your job

14 as one of the prospective jurors to determine

15 if the State has met its burden of proof its

16 burden of proving its case to you beyond

17 reasonable doubt

18 They have to prove to you first of

19 all that on particular day in Harris County

20 Texas this Defendant shot and killed police

21
officer in the lawful discharge of an official

22 duty knowing at the time he was police officer

23
They must prove that to you beyond reasonable

24
doubt

25 The term reasonable doubt will not be
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defined for you The judge will not give you

definiton cant give you one He cant give

you one because there is no legal definition

of the term reasonable doubt

About all can do is tell you that

across the street in the civil courthouse at 301

Fannin where they try lawsuits for millions of

dollars over money over property damages the

burden of proof over there is proof by

io preponderance of the evidence the greater weight

11 of the credible evidence

12 Over here in the criminal courthouse

13
the legislature said before you can find anyone

14 guilty of capital murder or any kind of crime

15
the State has to have higher burden of proof

16
than on the civil side and that will be proof

17
beyond reasonable doubt and rightfully so

18
that before you can find anyone guilty of this

19
type of offense and before you can kill him youd

20
better make sure we have the right man

21
Do you agree with that or disagree with

22
that

23 agree with that

24
Do you think that the burden of proof should be

25
heavier in civil case where they try lawsuits
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for money or damages

really öouldnt tell you because dont know

that much about civil law

In capital murder case the way the State

normally goes and proceeds on criminal case in

Texas is first of all they will read the

indictment to the jury The Defendant will plead

not guilty The witnesses will then be asked to

come forward and come by here and take the same

10 stand where you are sitting right now and thay

11 will give their version of the facts

12 After the State is through presenting

13 witnesses they will.then rest their case which

14 means That is all we have and we rest our case

15
Your Honor

16 The Defendant can if he chooses he

17 can also rest his case right behind the State

18 He doesnt have to but he can

19 suggest in this case the Defendant

20 probably will testify and he will probably call

21
witnesses and testify and at that time at that

22 point in time can almost guarantee you there

23
will be two diametricallydifferent stories

24
and it will be your job as juror to resolve the

25
conflict of testimony and am sure you will
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do that

am sure can if can get or pass before

yall am sure can

We are not laughing at you We are tired

Anyway in capital murder case if the

Defendant is found guilty and am talking of

this in an abundance of caution we go to the

punishment phase where you can answer those two

questions either yes or no At that point in

10 time then there will only be one of two possible

11 punishments life or death and of course.life

12 or death is determined by how you answer those

13 two questions up there

14 If you believe beyond reasonable doubt

15 that the conduct of the Defendant that caused the

16 death of the deceased was committed deliberately

17 and with the reasonable expectation that the

18 death of the deceased or another would result

19 if you believe that beyond reasonable doubt

20 then your answer should be yes If you dontt

21
believe it beyond reasonable doubt then your

22 answer should be no

23 Do you agree with that

24 Yes

25
The second question is if you believe beyond
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reasonable doubt whether there is probability

that the Defendant would commit criminal acts of

violence that would constitute continuing threat

to society Then if you believe that beyond

reasonable doubt that the answer to that should

be yes then it will be your duty to say yes

If you dont believe that beyond

reasonable doubt then youve got to follow your

oath and say no

10 You can do that correct

ii Yes

12 The word probability is underlined there in

13 Question No and it is more or less asking

14 you to foretell or forecast the future

15 Probability to some people means

16
chances are more likely than not

17 Do you agree with that definition

18
Uh-huh

19
Do you think that person can change his mode

20
of behavior mode of operations mode of conduct

21
Anything is possible guess

22
am sure it could be changed yes but is it

23 you know without that -- you know like said

24
without the reasonable doubt dontt see where

25 would have any problem with the question
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Let me backtrack little bit

During the guiltorinnocence stage

if the Defendant testifies he can be impeached

or discredited with the proof of any felony

convict-ions within the last ten years and you

can use that to judge his credibility am

sure you could The law says you can

Let me ask you few questions

general questions about your job

10 What do you do exactly for Merichem

11
Chemical Company guess

12
am an operator make chemicals and distill

13
them and all that

14
How long have you been doing that

15 Going on four years

16
And before that you worked for Manufacturin

17
Company

18
Yes

19
And what did they do

20
Its heat transfer plant We made radiators

21
and stuff like that for offshore rigs and diesels

22
Do you have any brothers and sisters

23
Ive got four three brothers and one sister

24
And what do your brothers do for living

25
One of them is painter One of them is cook
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We dont go into the other one but my sister

is housewife

Hold on for second Okay

Let me ask you one question If you

dont want to talk about it dont want to

pry but is he police officer

No No he just has hard time holding job

Lets put it that way

Okay just have couple of more questions

10 and want to ask you Would you demand or want

11 the State to prove its case to you beyond

12 reasonable doubt --

13 Uh-huh

14 -- before you could find this man guilty

15 They would have to prove it to me beyond

16 reasonable doubt definitely

17 You wouldnt expect us to put on evidence

18 because we dont have to They have to put on

19 the evidence The burden is on them They

20 brought the charges and theyve got to prove

21 them

22 Uh-huh

23 That is what the law says

24 Uh-huh

25 That is all have Mr Foreman.
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Thank you for talking to us look

forward to seeing you on that jury panel

MR BAX May we have moment Your

Honor

Discussion between attorneys

MR MOEN We will excuse Mr Foreman

THE COURT All right Mr Foreman

you will be excused You will not be required

to serve on the jury

10 Thank you very much We appreciate

11 your time

12 You can have cigarette anyway

13 MR ELIZONDO Thank you Mr Foreman

14

15

16

17 JAMES ANDREW CHOPP

18 was called as prospective juror and responded to

19 questions propoundei as follows

20

21 EXAMINATION

22

23
QUESTIONS BY MR BAX

24
THE COURT All right You may

25 proceed
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.MR BAX May proceed Your Honor

By Mr 3ax This is Mr is it Chopp

Chopp

Okay am sorry you had to wait around as long

as you did. It is going to be longer guess

As you can tell this is long drawn-

out deal that we go through want to put you at

ease first and tell you there are no right or

wrong answers to anything we are going to talk

io about today

11 We do this individually so we can get

12 to know you little better and so you will feel

13 more comfortable in telling us things

14 Monday mornings we usually pick jury

15
and Monday afternoon after everybody goes to

16
lunch we start taking testimony

17
will tell you we started picking this

18
jury on August 30th and it has taken us almost

19
the entire month of September We have interviewe

20 ninety people now and out of those ninety people

21
have now eleven jurors We need one more

22
You can see it takes while and the

23
reason we do it individually and the reason it

24
takes as long as it does is because of the nature

25
of this case
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As the judge told you earlier this

morning should this Defendant be found guilty

of capital murder of killing police officer

he will receive one of only two possible

punishments It will either be life imprisonment

or it will be the death penalty

In our community no one in America is

ever forced to sit on jury where that jury

service would do harm or violence to their

10
beliefs Okay

11
We have had several different types

12
of people that have come through that we have

13
talked to and like we said earlier we are not

14
going to try to change your opinion as to how it

15
is Okay

16
You have an absolute right to feel howevE

17
you feel and neither Mr Elizondo or the judge

18
or myself will argue with you or try to change

19
your opinion That is not what we are here for

20
We are here to see if Mr Chopp can be

21
juror in this case without doing violence to

22
his beliefs We dont want to put you in that

23
position and the only way you can become juror

24
is by your answers to the questions and we dont

25
put you on the jury by your answers you put
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yourself on the jury

If you can do it fine and if you

cant fine

lot of people say Gosh am

citizen and ought to be able to go along with

what the laws are but lot of people say Wait

minute You are talking about taking persons

life That is not my game cant do that

can see where someone else might be able to but

10 personally because of my religious background

11
couldnt do it couldnt sit on that type of

12 jury

13 Okay Let me give you little back

14 ground Some people say could do it

15 could do it and return that verdict Other

16 people say No that is Gods decision who

17
should die as an individual am equal to

18 that person on trial personally could never

19
do that

20 Can you tell us how you feel Can you

21
tell us if you feel you could ever personally

22 participate in verdict that could result in the

23
death of an individual

24
dont believe could because dont believe

25
one death should be the cause of another one is
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the way feel and it is just that dont

believe in taking life for another life

Is that something pretty much the way you have

felt --

That is just the way feel about it dont

feel could take someone elses life myself

regardless of how angry got and if did

commit murder or something of the sort

wouldnt want you know would want them to

10 be as lenient as possible just punish me any

ii other way but by death That is the way would

12 look at it

13 That is the way would feel too That is the

14 way lot of people have felt who have come

15 through here They have told us in the same way

16 you have

17 The death penalty is irreversible You

18 give somebody the death penalty and you cant

19
reverse that down the line somewhere

20 If guy gets fifty years in the

21
penitentiary someday he could be let out Okay

22
That wouldnt bring him back in any manner and

23
wouldnt help too much as far could see

24
And probably wouldnt stop anybody else from

25 doing it
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No it wouLdnt

Is it fair to say you are opposed to the death

penalty

dont agree with it Not through this --

That is fine and you can see where it would be

wrong to try and force someone to sit on case

asking for the death penalty if that person says

couldnt do it

Right

10 Can you think of any case any fact situation

11 where you could be party to the death penalty

12 or would you be opposed to the death penalty in

13 all cases

14 Where its little kid you know or something

15 like this

16 If we are allowed to make an example

17 like the kid his head was wedged in commode

18 over there in Kountze that time could kind

19 of find malice within my heart and say yes burn

20 him or shoot him

21
When you read about somebody at that very moment

22 you can get very angry and say can feel fine

23 about taking that persons life but how would

24 you feel month later or year later when the

25 tempers have cooled down Could Mr Chopp sit
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on that jury

After found out all the facts about it if

had looked into it and then you know down

within just thought about it and say you know

well wonder if this could have been prevented

or was it done through some kind of defense or

something you know but kid like say

in that example gave little kid couldnt

help himself or do anything about it

10
But in this case he could help himself

There is no defense

12
You think you would still prefer in that case

13
still go for life sentence rather than the

14
death penalty wouldnt you

15
believe so

16
Let me go over the questions the judge will ask

17
you have to ask you these questions Okay

18
What think you are telling me is

19
because of your beliefs the way you feel you

20
could never be juror in that type of case

21
wouldnt like to

22
And you could never return verdict that would

23
cause -- call for the death penalty but would

94
always return verdict for life sentence

25
Like say if were to sit on case and get
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the details but before go home dont have

it in my mind for the death penalty but if sat

on case and found out all the facts about it

could change my mind maybe about it

See am not here -- am not here trying to

change your mind about it

still dont believe in it

That is what am trying to find out lot

of people say dont believe in it Okay

10 Uh-huh

11
And dont believe in it strong enough and

12
dont care what the facts are am not going

13
to try to be party to taking someones life

14 cant do it am strong person but this

15
is the way believe This is the way was

16
brought up and dont care if hear the facts

17
or not am not going to go for the death

18 penalty can go for life sentence can

19
see person needs to be punished and needs to

20
be kept away from us as long as possible but my

21
religion tells us dont have that right to take

22
another persons life You may do it in your

23
courtrooms but cant do it

94
thought that was what you were

25
telling me when you started off that Mr Chopp
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was of the opinion that sure maybe the death

penalty was proper in some cases but you

personally could not return that verdict

No

Is that basically what you were telling us

Right

Let me take you through the steps and see if you

could serve on jury

think what you are telling us in

10 any other case other than the death penalty you

ii could be fine juror and make decision on the

12 evidence

13 After listened to all the evidence you know

14 of the case am pretty sure

15 Lets say you heard some evidence in this case

16
and cant talk to you about the facts of this

17 case Okay

18 We are going to talk make-believe

19
want to make up some facts Okay and assume

20 you heard the evidence and after hearing all

21
the evidence you said to yourself The man is

22 guilty It is proven to me that he committed

23 capital murder Okay But you know if you

24
found him guilty of capital murder if you

25
returned that verdict that the judge either is
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going to sentence him to life or death Okay

Knowing that the judge is going to

sentence him to either life or death could you

find person guilty of capital murder Could

you sit in judgment of him or would your feelings

prevent you from participating in verdict of

guilty because you would know by that verdict

he would receive either life or death

Well from the beginning would have to know

10 if he had been tried for that penalty before

11 could really give verdict

12 Like say would go for any other

13 type of punishment life imprisonment or whatever

14 but not the death penalty until find out really

15 what the whole situation is you know the details

16 on it

17 Let me tell you something right now am going

18 to try to be as honest as can All right

19 We are out here talking right now about make-

20 believe and hypothetical cases and what about

21
this and what about that Okay

22
But will tell you straightforward

23 You see him sitting right there and if the jury

24 that is finally selected on this case finds him

25 guilty of killing this police officer Mr Moen
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and wi.1l be actively seeking the death penalty

It is not going to be makebelieve not going to bE

what if. We will be before this jury and if

you are cn it will be asking you to go against

your beliefs on the death penalty and return

verdict that will call for the death penalty

dont want to put you in position

of being-on the jury where later down the line

Mr Chopp will say know what the facts are

and believe the facts will prove to me he

should receive the death penalty but could not

do it

You are the only one who could put

yourself in that switch

Like say if get all the facts but by just

going on couldnt say not knowing the facts

that caused it and all that would have to say

no to it

If am chosen to sit in on it would

have to go along with whatever facts gather in

the case

Can you ever imagine yourself voting for the

death penalty in any case

MR ELIZONDO object He has

already answered that question if he knows the
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facts

THE COURT am not satisfied in my

own mind he has

Ask him the question

By Mr Bax Can you imagine voting for the death

penalty with eleven other jurors

probably could where there was someone close

to me member of the family or someone

Of course you couldnt be juror and the law

10
wouldnt put you in that position

11
Of course anyone who would say The

12 only time could agree with the death penalty

13
is if someone killed my child my mother my

14
brother or close family member In that case

15
it wouldnt be fair for the person on trial to

16
have family member of the deceased on the

17
jury Okay

18
Okay

19
Is that the only case you can lhink cf where it

20
was personal case for you to return the death

21
verdict

What feel if knew it wouldnt bring them

23
back would like God to punish him would

24
be that way

25
So you would go for the life sentence
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P. That is right or whatever happened there if

someone else takes his life while he is in prison

or something that would be fine with me but

as far as me saying take it it is not anything

tome

You see these two questions here These two

questions The first one is talking about the

conduct of the Defendant on trial and the second

one is talking about committing criminal acts of

io violence in the future

11 Those two questions the answers to

12 them decide whether man lives or dies Okay

13 If you find person guilty of capital

14 murder and you and eleven other jurors say yes

15
to No and you say yes to No okay you

16 know what will happen The judge automatically

17
assesses the death penalty

18
You know the judge could be up there

19
saying dont think this man should die

20
dont think he should but he cant change what

21
the jury will do with those two questions If

22 they answer yes yes he is going to die and

23
the reason he is going to die is because twelve

24 people answered those questions yes

25
lot of people come before us and say
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can deal with that If that is what the

evidence called for can do it
Other people say You are telling us

can take anothers life and would

automatically answer no which means life

sentence

If the jury answers or no it

means life sentence Okay

Would you automatically answer one of

10 those no to make the death penalty to make sure

11 the man received the life sentence

12 think that is what you are basically

13 telling us when you say you cannot take life
14 leave that to God to decide

15 would say no to No Probably would

16 lot of people say You could never prove No

17 to me You could never prove No no matter

18 what the facts are would probably always

19 answer No yes

20 Uh-huh

21 That way he would receive life Sentence

22 That is what said

23
Can you ever imagine in any situation automatica11

24 answering those questions yes which would result

25
in the death penalty or would you answer one no
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which would result in life sentence

could answer one yes if heard the facts

whether it were deliberately or --

THE COURT Mr Chopp let me clear

up one thing Before you are asked to render

verdict on either guilt or innocence or

punishment you are going to hear all the facts

You are not going to be set down in the jury box

and not hear anything and be asked to render

10 verdict You are going to hear all the facts

11 Lets assume that right off the base Okay

12 THE JUROR Okay

13 By Mr Bax This may be confusing you and you

14
havent had lot of time to consider all of this

15 but you see think what you are telling me

16 deep inside and what your feelings are is you

17
are opposed to the death penalty and that is

18
fine am not going to sit here and say Mr

19 Chopp dont you think there are good cases

20
That is fine You have right in

21
our society to feel the way you want to under

22
the law That does not make you any less

23
citizen than anyone whos come before us and

24
probably has made you lot better than the

25
people who would withhold these feelings within
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themselves and not tell us how they feel

Sure

am trying to find out how you feel and if

your feelings are so strong and you appear to

be man when he says he believes in something

he doesnt believe in it just little bit but

all the way

Right

and when you are telling us you believe only

God decides if man lives or dies to me that

is strong feeling you have inside you

That is right

And dont think it is feeling anyone can chang

whether these two questions are put before you or

before anyone asks you could you sentence him to

die think your answer is going to be the same

Mr Chopp couldnt do that

dont believe so

Are you telling me then you could probably answer

No yes if the evidence proved No were yes

Yes

But in no case could you ever answer No yes

because if you answered that yes along with No

he is going to ask for the death penalty

Like said that is for God to decide Like
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person whether he tried to be God-fearing

child or just violent-type person

And there is no way you could tell for sure what

the future was going to be

would feel guilty would feel like

committed crime myself If he would go out

if he would go out and do something else --

Of course you know he is going to be in prison

the rest of his life you see so even if you

10 answer it no the chances are he is going to be

11 in prison from that day until the day he dies

12 Okay

13 Do you follow me so far

14 They commit crimes in prison in the

15 penitentiary if they are going to be prisoners

16 They sure do but even knowing they are going

17 to commit crimes in the future you could not

18 answer that question yes knowing he is going to

19 get the death penalty

20 No

21 Mr Elizondo or Mr Hernandez are going to ask

22 you questions in few minutes and may put

23 emphasis on different words

24 think am fairly clear in my mind

25 there is no situation where Mr Chopp could
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answer bothof these questions yes no matter

how bad the-facts were and no matter how bad

the evidence was Mr Chopp says God decides

those issues not me as juror

Is that fair statement

That is fair statement

And even if told you about thirty children

were gunned down by man who did it for money

and this is what they usually talk to people

10 about suppose man goes out and kidnaps

11 thirty children five and sixyear-olds and

12 demands million dollars ransom or they will

13 kill the children

14 The people get up the million dollars

15 and they pay the ransom They go and pay the

16 money and he kills them anyway

17 have different attitude about that

18 Still isnt your feeling still the same You

19 still dont have the right to take that mans

20 life It is still Gods decision to take that

21 mans life

22 It is

23 And even if faced with that case when you got

24 to Question you are still going to answer that

25 Question no You are not going to answer that
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yes knowing it would be the death penalty

cant say always If something personal

Personal

To me that have happen to me could somethinc

in that case something like that

If one of those thirty kids were one of your

children -- is that what you are saying On that

school bus

You said personal to you Are you

io saying if someone in your family were killed

11 you could answer these questions

12 That case like that kidnapping and killing

13 could see where could answer yes to that

14 kidnapping and taking them out and killing them

15
All right but let me ask you this You can see

16
where that could be death penalty case

17 Right

18
Could you do it knowing you dont believe in the

19
death penalty and knowing your beliefs are that

20
God should make that decision

21 agree with you That is death

22
penalty case if someone did that would

23
have no problem answering yes yes but believe

24
in the death penalty

25
But like say that is not going to bring any
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of them back and cant say definitely whether

should or not If be -- after everything

has presented itself and everything could

probably get whole different inner feeling

Okay am not sure if follow where you are

at right now think we have gone back to the

point --

want to consider the facts as the judge said

Even after you considered the facts you know

10 if you assess the death penalty you are not

11 going to bring those thirty kids back

12 No

13 By knowing you cant bring those thirty kids

14 back by answering yes yes to these questions

15 would you still answer one of them no to avoid the

death penalty

17 still would

18 You see that is what am getting at You

19 disagree with the death penalty no matter what

20 the facts are

21
Like said until get different feeling

22 within

23 You are pointing to your heart

24 Have you ever had different feeling

25 other than being opposed to the death penalty
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Not really It is just when something presents

itself to me like that It is up to me after

think about it wonder if could do it

from the way feel

Let me give you an example of something and see

if we follow each other

am sure you have heard of the terms

like bias prejudice and impartiality

Correct

10 And lot of times when people accuse another

11 person of being biased or prejudiced the person

12 being accused of being biased and prejudiced

13 takes offense at it and says am not biased

14 and am not prejudiced because for some

15 reason we give bad connotations to those terms

16 But think we all have biases and

17 prejudices

18 am biased against green vegetables

19 dont like green vegetables You cant convince

20 me green vegetables are good could not be

21 good judge of green vegetables

22 Ive got another bias dont like

23
this law that says you cant sell certain goods

24 on Sundays There is law that says on Sundays

25 grocery stores cant sell some kitchen utensils
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To me that is ridiculous law If can

buy spoon on Monday through Saturday why cant
buy it on Sunday to make my dinner

wouldI like to think could be fair

on any type of jury would sit on dont think
of myself as bigot or biased or prejudjce in

any manner but if were called to sit on

jury where man were accused of selling spoon
on Sunday to be honest dont think could

10 be fair juror in that case because of my

11 Position on the case

12 would Probably distort the facts

13 to believe the Defendant was not guilty You

14 see how feel would not do it Consciously
15 but subconsciously because of my beliefs It

16 would affect the way follow the evidence Do

17 you understand

18 Yes

19 Both sides have right to fair trial There

20
is no question the Defense has right to fair

21 trial but you know the officer in this case

22
has right to fair trial too and the widow

23
of the officer has right to fair trial and

24
the people of the state have right to fair

25 trial
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You know what your feelings are

Sure

You know how strong they are

Right at the present

Do you think the way you feel presently that

this is the type of jury that you should be on

or do you think that perhaps Mr Chopp because

of his feelings would be good juror in an auto

theft case or burglary case but when we are

10 talking about killing somebody --

ii would not like to sit on the jury but would

12 sit on the case

13 Even if you are not selected on this jury feel

14 free to come and listen every day

15 could get better outlook on whether it should

16 be done or shouldnt be done

17 Okay Getting back to my question again youve

18 got some reservations in your mind obviously

19 whether you can do it

20 Right

21 Even if the evidence called for it you are not

22 sure you could do it You are saying you would

23 have to be there and see it done

24 Yes

25 Knowing you have reservations right now can you
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tell me that you are positive in your own mind

you can be fair juror to both sides or do you

feel that maybe This is not my type of case at

least not right now Maybe after sit and listen

to case like this will know better

That is the way look at it If could listen

to it by getting the facts have to gather them

to myself after you present them to me and have

to you know get feeling about it

10 Sure and right now you dont know what your

11 feeling would be even if the evidence would be

12 so overwhelming you knew you would answer yes

13 You cant tell me you would answer yes if

14 confronted with them and even in case where

15 you found they should be answered yes you might

16 answer them no

17
That is possibility

18
You cant tell me one hundred percent you will

19
answer yes to these questions because maybe your

20 feelings will take over and you will answer them

21
contrary to the evidence just so you can wake up

22
in the morning and look in the mirror and face

23
yourself

24
Thats it Thats it

25
When say Mr Chopp do you think you can be
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fair to us in this caset am not saying

that in nasty manner

Do you understand

Yes

think what you are telling us is Mr Chopp

cannot be fair juror in death penalty case

because he cant tell me now he can follow the

evidence

see

10 Would you agree with me

11 Just like going to funeral If its not any

12 of my relatives it doesnt affect my emotions

13 might sit there like am at football game

14 or something and that doesnt have any effect

15 on me but would have to let it take effect

16 within me in order to make decision on it you

17 know and dont say yes or no

18 So what you are telling me is you may hear all

19 the evidence okay and after hearing all the

20 evidence you may be convinced that the answers

21 should be yes yes

22 Yes

23 but you cant tell me you would answer them

24 yes yes because your personal beliefs about the

25 death penalty might prevent you from doing it
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Thats right because of what effect it might

have on me

And you dont believe in man dying by another

mans act but that should be Gods decision

and that it doesnt matter what the facts are

in the case

No cant

You cant tell me if you believed the answer

was yes you would go ahead and answer it yes

Yes

You would answer it no

Mr Elizondo is going to tell you you

are going to take an oath and swear to God you

would answer the questions according to the

evidence and he is going to say Are you saying

you are going to violate your oath and

believe when we are talking about something as

strong as the death penalty and man dying

what would stand between your oath would be

personal feelings because if you wanted to

could refuse to answer these questions You

wouldnt have to violate your oath You could

go back and say am not answering know

the answer should be yes but am not answering

because if answer he is going to die and
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II might be party to that

Do you feel that is the position you

would find yours1f in You wouldnt be able to

answer the questions

That is right

MR BAX At this time the State would

have challengefor cause

THE COURT Mr Elizondo

EXAMINATION

QUESTIONS BY MR ELIZONDO

Mr Chopp how are you doing

ii

It has been long day and hope

you are not confused

need to talk with you little bit

about the death penalty it would be sad day

in this country if we had twelve people in that

jury box and say there were twelve people and

the death penalty didnt affect them at all

They should be affected dont you

think

Certainly

There is nothing wrong with the way you are

thinking That is natural it would be sad
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jf you were to come in and say U1 could answer

the two questions yes right away without even

thinking about it That would be sad but

fortunately in this country we have people who

will think about it and after thinking about it

they will answer those questions the way they

believe those questions should be answered

Dont you agree with that

MR BAX object to that based on

10 what the evidence would require not what the

11 evidence should be

12 By Mr Elizondo That is what mean what the

13 evidence shows they should answer yes or no

14 They should answer yes or no

15 Do you agree with that

16 agree with it That is what said

17 And you know there are some people in this

18 country who have forfeited their right to live

19 by their conduct and their past conduct

20 Let me give you few examples Mr

21
Bax brings up the school bus full of children

22 you know and am going to give you

23 hypothetical example and am going to give you

24 some more examples. just to kind of stimulate your

25 thought processes and see how you would feel
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about certain things

Lets say school bus full of fiveyear-

old deaf children gets hijacked by kidnapper

over here at the south end of town in the southeast

malJ and the kidnapper calls the police department

and the kidnapper tells the police department

Give me million dollars by noon or will kill

all these children

The parents somehow they scrounge the

10 money up somehow and they give the money to the

11 police and the police give it to the kidnapper

12 and the kidnapper puts that money in his pocket

13 gets his machine gun out and kills those children

14 anyway

15 You come to find out when he gives his

16 confession he confesses to the whole thing

17 OU come to find out he has done the same thing

18 on two other occasions

19 There is one thing about the death

20 penalty If he gets the death penalty we can

21 guarantee one thing and that is that he will neve

22
do it again Isnt that right

23 Right

24 He will never bother any more school children

25 Dont you agree
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There you go

What amtrying to get at There are other

situations There are these people running

around the country this guy running around

the country in Canada Michigan Houston

Galveston going around killing women

MR BAX If he is referring to

specific example of someone that is not

capital murder case and object to him using

10 that

11 MR ELIZONDO Your Honor if may

12 would like to give him hypothetical example

13 MR BAX But to say there is guy

14 MR ELIZONDO Let me give him

15 hypothetical situation

16 By Mr Elizondo In hypothetical situation

17
there is person running around all over Canada

18 Michigan all over Hbuston and Galveston and

19 he is killing women He kidnaps women sexually

20 molests them and then blows their brains out

21
with .45

22 That under our law would be capital

93
murder

24
If jury believed that he did it

25
and he admitted these offenses -- beyond
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reasonable doubt and he goes to trial and you

find out during the trial you find lot of

facts you find hes been convicted on two other

occasions for the same type of stuff you find

he gives confession in that type of hypothetical

case you can see where juror can consider

-- might even find him guilty first of all

and then we go to the punishment phase and you

can see in that hypothetical situation jury

10 could consider answering Question yes because

11 he did it deliberately in that situation and

12 you can see in that situation jury might

13 consider and might answer Question yes

14 believe could in that matter

15 You see what am getting at There are many

16 many fact situations

17 Ronald Clark OBryan Remember him

18 He was the guy who ruined Halloween went out

19 there and bought some cyanide poison and put it

20 in Pixie Sticks and gave it to his children and

21 went to the insurance company and made himself

22 beneficiary and goes out there and gives the

23 cyanide to his children

24 You can see where that conduct might

25
be committed deliberately
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MR BAX object to him trying to

commit it to any one fact situation have

no objection to him just talking in hypothetical

terms but he is asking the question as to whether

he could himself ever participate in answering

those questions yes is what we are here about

MR ELIZONDO Let me rephrase the

question

By Mr Elizondo You can see there are many

io many people who dont believe as we do and

11 forfeit their right to live

12 Do you see that

13 Let me ask you Do you think in the

14 proper case in your own mind you could assess

15
the death penalty in your own mind

16
In the matter of the kids on the bus yes

17
am not saying in that particular situation

18
Or either where he had committed crime two

19
or three times sure

20 Okay

21
Like said could go on that No yes

22
If were to say just say no to it

23
and he would go out and commit crime would

24 figure did it was cause of it you know

25
might as well go out and help --
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By answering

-- by sending out no to No That isthe

second time

At the second phase they dont shoot that

question at you but give you other evidence

sometimes

MR BAX object to that There

doesnt have to be other evidence

MR ELIZONDO Judge said sometimes

10
THE COURT Sustained

11
By Mr Elizondo You know they can if there

12
is evidence they can give other evidence or

13
they can just judge that by itself You can

14
submit that to jury just the case itself

15
how it was committed and based upon that

16
then jury can if they believe beyond

17
reasonable doubt there is probability that the

18

Defendant will commit criminal act of violence

19
that will constitute continuing threat to

20
society if they believe that they can answer

21
the question yes

Probability What does the word
22

23
probability mean to you Possibility anything

is possible
24

Probability Had it on his mind to do so in the
25
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first place or probably he had been thinking

about it all along

Okay

To commit that crime He had

So you can see where you could answer in any kind

of situation you could answer Question yes

if the State has proven to you beyond reasonable

doubt that it should be answered yes and you

answered yes

10 Sure Sure

11
And you could answer yes if the State has

12 proven to you beyond reasonable doubt that the

13
answer to that question should be yes

14
There is nothing magical about that

15
follow you

16
Could you answer that question yes

17
On the basis of you know what the type the

18 type of crimes that you asked me you know

19
demonscrated to me gave me an example of

20
could say yes to both of them

21
Right

22
l\ But like -- in just case where guy commits

23
crime one time couldnt say yes to No

24
We are not trying to commit you to certain

25
set of facts We are just asking you if you can
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consider in the proper case in your own mind

the death penalty and could you give it and

just you know you dont have to tell me what

you are thinking about but just in the proper

case in your own mind

Like said about the -- you know the example

that you gave me on the crime that was committed

more than once

Sure

10 yes

11 Okay Now but crime doesnt have to be

12 committed more than once

13 MR BAX object to him going into

14 anything else He has believe gotten the

15 answers hes required on his challenge

16 THE COURT Sustained

17 MR BAX And would like to ask him

18 some further questions at this time

19

20 EXAMINATION

21

22
QUESTIONS BY MR BAX

23
Mr Chopp am confused

24
Well he asked me question about the little

25
kids
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See
-- on the bus and he gets his ransom and he goes

out and shoots all the kids down

Does that change it

That is not the first time he did it He did it

again He committed some crime before similar

tothat

Okay

So could say yes to that

10 Sure and think you could you and talking

11 about it you could agree that the answer to that

12 question should be yes

13 He put it more than once

14 We are going to get to more than that in second

15 Could you answer that question yes

16 knowing the person you were answering that about

17 he is going to die

18 MR ELIZONDO If its proved beyond

19 reasonable doubt

20 We are going to object

21 By Mr Bax Mr Chopp lets separate two

22 things Okay

23 You and are talking and Mr Elizondo

24
and are talking and we are talking about

25 hypothetical cases All right
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All right

know what you are telling me Yes if guy

guns down thirty school children and he had done

it before you can see where you could answer

Question yes your answer should be yes based

on the evidence

What want to know and what you and

talked about before was Could you answer that

question yes knowing the person was going to die

as result of that

If the evidence proved it to me then could

answer it yes but if were to feel different

after sat and listened to all the evidence

couldnt Just like now cant say yes

without you know knowing the full facts and

evidence like know the facts will be

presented

You remember couple of minutes ago asked you

question said Mr Chopp can you imagine

yourself in situation where you heard all the

evidence and after hearing all the evidence

can you imagine yourself in situation where

you would answer yes yes but you couldnt

answer yes because of your feelings on the

death penalty
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told you couldnt answer yes right now until

after heard the evidence couldnt say right

now but dont know what would happen --

The Court --

THE COURT REPORTER One at time

gentlemen

THE COURT The court reporter is

getting ready to get all of us with the machine

if you dont talk one at time If somebody

io else is talking let him talk and when he is

ill talking let him talk Okay

12 By Mr Bax This has been long day for all

13
of us and am not picking at you Mr Chopp

14 just have question in my mind as to whether

15 you could put aside personal belief

16
MR ELIZONDO Objection Your Honor

17
It is repetitious He has already answered that

18
question

19
THE COURT Overruled

20 By Mr Bax Can you promise me you could do

21
that and be juror and answer both of those

22
questions yes knowing that man after

23
hearing the evidence of course am not asking

24
you to answer these yes now That would be

25
ridiculous But after hearing all the evidence
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and knowing in Your heart and knowing the answershu1d be yes could You answer those yes knowingperson on trial who is livi and
breathing isHoing to have

needle ifljec into his arm andis going to die as result of that
cant give You that answer flow That will beevidence

cant talk to you and get you off this jury inwee5 from flow after You have heard all theidence and Mr Chop0 says cant take the lifeanother person dont cake what the evidenceThat is going to be
setting down to the n1tttty and we are not going to have chance atto say Judge time ou am not goingitS

Je would have to Pick
flew jury and startaai if you cant tell

flow
That is what need to know dont need1flow What Your answers will be in this case butto know

prove to you that
.d be yes are You going to do it or are your7 to say God IS the Only One who can do thatis

Probability What feel Within methe pos0 you are
PUtting Yourself In--

is not the law is what you are
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thinking from the man up there

You see the Position you are Putting yourself in
Mr Chopp Do YOU really know and do you have
belief in yourself that you would be able to do

that

think you have reservations in your
own mind as to whether you could answer those

quØstjon yes

do have doubt in my mind whether could

io answer it yes

Based on the evidence

12
Yes

13
Even after hearing the evidence you dont know if

14 you could answer them

15
dont know

16
Because your reservations your personal feelings

17
may prevent you from answering it yes no matter
what the facts are18

Right
19

20
Let me go to one other thing you mentioned and

that is -- there is no requireme by the law

now you may require it and that is fine again but

23
you told Mr Elizondo Sure YOU heard it before
Ok

24

25 think you are talking about Question
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No Sure if you heard he was on trial for

this killing if it was brought out that two years

before he killed someone else and two years

before that he killed someone else then you could

answer this question yes

Beyond reasonable doubt

Could you ever answer Question yes if you never

heard about the man killing anybody else if only

one person was killed or would you always require

io that more than one person were killed before you

ii could answer that question yes

12 There is doubt in my mind whether could or not

13 You see the only time that you changed your opinior

14 when you were talking to Mr Elizondo -- you and

15
had discussed the thirty school children and you

16
and had agreed the death penalty in that case

17
wouldnt bring the children back and Lir

18
Elizondo brought facts in and you heard he did it

19 before and that is what caught your attention

20
and that is when you said That is when could

21
do it when it was shown that not only did the

man commit the crime for which he was on trial

93
but the State had brought you evidence that he had

94
done similar things before in his life like killed

25
thirty school children before and killed some
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others some other time and maybe another time

killed somebody

You would require before you could

answer yes that more than one person be killed
If YOU had only heard that this person Qfl trial
had killed only one person would you be able to

answer that yes

If hes committed it more than one time Wouldnt
have the slightest problem you know the Slightest
hesitation --

Problem or hesitation

about you know whether he will do it again
so that is the way could say it clearly and

my Conscience would be clear

How about if you werent Shown any other evidence
other than the evidence for Which he is Ofl trial

MR ELIZONDO Objection to the

prosecutor Staking the juror out to certain
set of facts

MR BAX am not staking him to

certain set of facts just want to know if he
would require more than the law would require

THE COURT Overruled

By Mr Bax 7ould you require he prove to you
more than one person was killed at the trial
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II Yes

And if could prove to you the person on trial

has killed only one person could you answer that

Question yes or would your answer always be

no

MR ELIZONDO ObjeOtion He is trying

to stake this juror to certain set of facts

MR BAX There are no facts

THE COURT Overruled

10 Like say if he gets life in prison as is Gods

11 will he will punish him some way through the

12 prison system Some criminal already in there

13 might take his life That wont be part of me

14 Thats right

15
Its done practically daily

16
Right but are you telling me then that if the

171 person on trial just killed one person that is

18
all you knew about that you would always then

19
go for the life sentence rather than the death

20 penalty

21
Yes sir

22
MR ELIZONDO Same objection Your

23
Honor

By Mr Bax In other words in that type of case

25
where only one person were killed you would
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automaticaally answer Question no to guarantee

that he receive the life sentence

THE COURT Overrule your objection

If he reformed

By Mr Bax See that is what mean

You would always think if person killed

one person he would have chance of reforming

correct And you would always answer Question

no to make sure he had chance to reform

10 Yes with one capital murder guess

ii So if person were charged with capital murder

12 just one time and even after you heard the

13 evidence and you found him guilty and said that

14 No should be answered yes you could never

15 ever answer Question yes if there was just one

16 killing and that was the only case you knew about

17 just the one capital murder

If the way it was went about you know if it was

19 gang-style murder or something like that go get

20 guy out of bed and blow him away or something

21
like that

You see gang style or something like that it is

23 usually -- it is not capital murder

MR ELIONDO Objection to that as

misstatement of the law
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THE COURT It could be will allow

you to rephrase that question

By Mr I3ax You see Mr Chopo you are giving us

different answers Okay

dont know how to feel about it but

whether feel comfortable or not and know

you are trying to tell us as honestly as you can

how you feel

Yes am

10
-- and on the one hand you keep telling me that

ii is Gods decision Okay Because Mr Choop feels

12 the life sentence is severe enough and Gods will

13 will take care of him either in the prison or

14 after his death God will have way of handling

15
him in his afterlife okay and then you are tellinc

16 us that is the way you feel and you feel strongly

17
about it Okay

18
Yes

19
And believe you do but you turn around and say

20 could be party to taking someones life and

21 you see they dont agree dont go together

22
You see more crimes than one murders where you

93
have committed more murders than one or get someone

24
out of bed or take him in the yard and shoot him

25
down like bird or rabbit and get in the car and
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drive off

How about somebody who shoots police officer

in the head three times

MR ELIZONDO Objection Your Honor
The prosecutor is staking the juror out as to

certain set.of facts

THE COURT Sustained

By Mr Bax Do you think you could ever look at

yourself in the face if YOU assessed the death

10 penalty

11 MR ELIZONDO Objection Your Honor

12 Repetitious

13 THE COURT Not under these circumstances

14 Overruled

15 Repeat that

16 By Mr Bax Can YOU ever envision yourself

17 waking up in the morning after giving someone the

18 death penalty and looking at yourself in the face

19 knowing you helped take the life of another person

20 probably could until they have taken his life

21
as long as he is on Death Row or something

22
You cant look at it that way Okay

23 If you give someone the death penalty --

24
and want you to think about this this way --

25
youve got to assume it is going to happen
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know there are two hundred people on

Death Row and no one has been executed since the

1960s but when you are answering these questions

youve got to assume if you say yes yes that

man is going to die

If answered yes to No

What is the question you just asked me

Yes could look myself in the face with

mirror all day long

10 Knowing that you have answered Questions and

11
yes

12
Yes

13 Knowing you are going against this belief how

14
could you justify that in your mind knowing that

15
you believe God is the only one to take life and

16
now in our society you have helped take life

17
He has committed you know murder in such way

18
he doesnt have any business in society if its

19
done the way you quoted it as being done

20
So you are telling me then that you do believe in

21
the death penalty

22
said could answer yes to it if it was done

in the manner like you described it to me23

So in certain situations you do believe in the deat24

penalty
25
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Certain situations certain types of murders or

whatever was committed believe could find out
what you mean and say yes and walk around like

say with mirror in front of me
You could answer both questions yes and do that
From what you just said if it was committed the

way you explained it to me

MR ELIZONDO Your Honor he has

answered the question already it is repetitious
10 THE COURT Overruled

11 By Mr Bax Mr Chopp imagine yourself being
12 charged with crime want you to understand

13 the Position find myself in right now
14 imagine yourself charged with crime

15 you didnt commit All right

16 Right

17 And you are Sitting there with your attorneys and

is your attorneys are picking the jury and happen

19 to be one of the people out there when they are

20 picking the jury All right

21 Just before your attorney sits down he

22 Says Is there anyone out there that has anything

23 to tell me about my client and raise my hand

24
and say You want to know the truth dont

25 believe that black people ever tell the truth
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dont know why feel that way but that is the

way feel can give your client fair trial

Would you want me on your jury

Like say that is --

Would you really want me on your jury

No wouldnt

Okay and that is not the way feel am just

trying to bring home point to you

Uh-huh

10 You say you are telling me you dont believe in

11 the death penalty and yet you can do it and to

12 be quite honest with you feel the same way you

13 just mentioned to me dont want you on my

14 jury Okay

15 Uh-huh

16
Because dont think you can do

17 MR ELIZONDO object to the

18 prosecutors harassing and intimidating the juror

19 THE COURT Sustained

20 By Mr Bax Do you think you can give me fair

21
trial

22 MR ELIZONDO Same objection Your

23
Honor

24
THE COURT Not as to that question

25
By Mr Bax Seriously not as game but am
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serious Can you give me fair trial when we are

talking about the death penalty

No not when as you just stated you dont believe

that You dont believe black folks told the

truth

You misunderstood me tried to give you an

example of something

Like Isay-

dont believe that that no black people tell

10 the truth

11 Do you understand that

12 Well back to the example you just made about would

13 want you on my jury and said no Well you

14 just made an example wouldnt say you were

15 saying that

16 Because believed that

17 Meaning that black folks dont tell the truth to

18 people or whatever

19
Some people believe that and if some people believ

20 that can see where

21
That is why want to know can you give

22 me fair trial knowing you have this feeling

23 against the death penalty Can you be fair and

24 impartial in this case the same way you would

25
in any other case or would your feelings prevent
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you from being fair and impartial judge from

being objective as far as the facts were concerned

It would make me show some Partiality until did

sit on it would be doubtful

Can you give me fair trial

dont know

Can you promise me that if prove the answers to

these questions should be yes you will answer them

yes

10 MR ELIZONDO Objection to the

11 Prosecutor pointing his finger at the Defendant

12 THE COURT Overruled

13
By Mr Bax See what mean If prove it to yo

14
if prove the answers should be yes yes and this

15
man should receive the death penalty can you

16
guarantee me you will do it

17
No guarantee

18
So even if the evidence shows it should be yes

19
yes you cant guarantee me you will answer those

yes yes
20

No cant
21

92
Because your personal feelings might prevent you

from doing that
23

Right
24

And think that is what that is what was25
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getting at when said you cant guarantee you

would be fair to me because you Wouldnt be fair

to me but what would really be the case you

couldnt be fair to yourself

Right

You couldnt guarantee me even if proved the

answers should be yes you cant guarantee me the

answers would be yes

Not right at present

10 You might answer them no

That is right

12 Even though the evidence shows they should be yes
13 That is right

14 MR BAX Again Judge renew our

15 challenge think we have juror here who cannot

16 tell us unequivocally that he could answer both

17 questions yes based on the evidence that it would

18 require him to first hear the evidence and then

19
to his comparing that evidence to his personal

20 feelings and would require his personal feelings

21
to make the decision rather than the evidence and

22 therefore we would challenge

23 MR ELIZONDO Your Honor we submit

24
he is qualified

25 THE COURT Lets take couple of
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minutes and retire just second

The Court and counsel retired to chambers

outside the presence and hearing of the prospective

juror and the court reporter after which time

they returned to the courtroom and the following

proceedings were had

By Mr Bax Mr Chopp Ive got few more

questions

Where we left off was where had asked

10 you the question Even if you had heard all the

ii evidence

12 Assume with me you have heard all the

13 evidence Make up the evidence you want to think

14 about as horrible fact situation as you can

15 conceive whether it is Mr Elizondos case about

16
the thirty school children whatever he had done

17 before whatever fact situation you put that in

18 your mind and think about it

19 Can you tell me after hearing the

20 evidence if you are convinced the answers to

21
these questions will be yes are you telling me

22 you wont know that

23
Wont know that until have heard it

24 Really what you are telling me it may not be the

25
evidence that causes you to answer on way or the
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other but your feelings about the death penalty

tha.t would cause you to act one way or the other

Yes

Do you agree with me that even though you agree with

Mr Eljzondo that the man who killed the school

children and he did it before you agreed the

answers should be yes in that case

Yes

-- but you dont know if you could answer the

10 questions yes at this time

ii Not to know the probability he would continuously

12 -- to be able to decide that he would be threat

13 to society

14 Can you see situation do you agree with Mr

15 Elizondo in that situation if man killed thirty

16 school children for ransom money shot them down

17 cut their heads off horrible acts to collect

18 million dollars and it was proved he had killed

19 someone before lets say okay you are telling

20 me now if you believed if you read that in the

21 newspaper or were to walk up to you on the

22 street do you believe your answers could be yes

23 could say yes to No without doubt

24 If we are talking about it yes

25
Yes
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What am asking you is In situation like that

where you are asked those questions as human

being how would you feel about those When

you are answering those questions and deciding

whether man lives or dies how would you answer

those questions Can you tell me beyond

reasonable doubt how you would answer those

questions

Not now

10 You cant guarantee what you would do until Mr

11 Chopp is put in that situation

12 That is right

13 Even in the fact situation Mr Elizondo gave you

14 where you can talk about yes te answers should

15
be yes you cant even tell me your answers would

16
be yes if it meant the death penalty until you were

17 actually put in that Situation

18
That is right

19
And even though you heard that evidence and you

20 thought it should be yes and you knew it should be

21
yes you would still answer no because of your

22 feelings about the death penalty

23
Yes

24
Which would be contrary to the evidence correct

25
am talking you know the part where he would
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Continue would constitute Continuing threat to

society

The second question

You cant tell me if you believed .the

answer would be yes you cant tell me you would

answer it yes based on the evidence

No couldnt

You might answer it no because of your feelings

about the death penalty In other words your

io feelings about the death penalty would interact

11 with the facts and you would take the facts in

12 reaching the decision and not just the facts alone

13 Thats right

14
And that doesnt matter whether it is Mr Elizondo

15
situation about the thirty kids

16
No

17
You cant tell me today what you would do in that

18
Situation

19
True

20
You dont know what your personal feelings would

21
be in that

22
No dont

23
And in all honesty in that situation you cant

24
give me fair trial can you Mr Chopp

25
dont believe could
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MR BAX We renew our challenge Even

in Mr Elizondos fact situation he is saying yes
he can see where the answer should be yes but

putting that question where the answer means the

man is going to die he cant tell us he is going

to do it even though it is required by the

evidence

MR ELIZONDO Can question him

MR BAX Perhaps the Court would like

10
to question him dont know Judge

11

12 EXAMINATION

13

14
QUESTIONs BY THE COURT

15
Lets assume that you were chosen to serve on

16
jury and you heard facts about whatever the case

17
was and it was capital murder case just like

18
this one and you decided after hearing the

19
evidence that the verdict on guilt or innocence

20
should be guilty of capital murder

21
Are you with me so far

22
Right

23
Now you are sitting in that jury box right over

24
there not out on the street talking to your

25
neighbors and not sitting uo here talking about
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hypothetical situations You are sitting in

jury box over there and it is down to yourself and

eleven other peoples decisions as to whether an

individual gets the death penalty or life

sentence.

Are you with me

Right

Now the State puts on evidence They have put on

the evidence about what happened and you have found

10 that man guilty of that offense Okay

11 Then it becomes your duty and eleven

12 other peoples duty to answer those two questions

13 over there on that blackboard

14 Now what want to know is Can you

15 if the evidence calls for it answer both of those

16 questions yes

17 Well like told t.he D.A Judge the way would

18 have to feel down here after getting whether

19 am doing the right thing -- dont know if

20 could answer yes to take another personts life

21
Wait minute If you heard the evidence and you

22 were convinced that the answer ought to be yes

23
to both questions would you be able to answer both

24 of them yes

25 am not -- am not in position to say right
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argument from the States position

THE COURT Sustained

By Mr Elizondo You know what am getting at
you know and am not trying to limit you to

certain set of facts

There are other sets of facts probably
more gruesome than the ones have given

All am asking you is In capital

murder case if you have found him guilty of

10 capital murder and that you know you were in the

11 punishment phase after you have heard evidence

12 and if you believe beyond reasonable doubt that

13 the answer to those two questions Should be yes
14 now keeping in mind those hypothetjcais gave you
15 you could answer those questions yes couldnt

16 you

17 If the evidence presented convinced me that to my

18 belief could say yes

19 Yes if they prove it to YOU beyond reasonable

20 doubt to your satisfaction

21 could yes to both of them

22 And you can give him fair trial You wouldnt

23 be unfair to him would you

24 would be if put it like he made the example

25 while ago
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Yes That was just an example

saicL example but for real could give him

fair trial

You wouldnt be biased or prejudiced to him would

you

MR ELIZONDO submit he is

qualified

10 EXAMINATION

11

12 QUESTrONS BY THE COURT

13 will go back to the same question asked you

14 moment ago We are not talking about

15 hypothetical situation We are talking about where

16 you have found man guilty of capital murder and

17 you are over there in that jury box and the questior

18
becomes those two on the board over there The

19
evidence is before you You have heard all there

20
is to hear and youve got to make up your mind

21
whether or not you answer those two questions yes

or no or one yes and one no

93 Could you if the evidence called for it

94
answer both of those questions yes

25
Yes answered that to you Your honor when
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said if feel within me that the evidence that

they have presented to me deserved you know
what feel that he Should -- could give both
of them just answered that

Okay In view of that will change my ruling

EXAMINATION

QUESTIONS BY MR BAX

10 Mr Chopp are you going to be making that decision
on the evidence or making it on the way Mr Chopp

12 feels about the death Penalty at the time
13 The way the evidence presents it The way feel

14 about it is the way Would take the evidence
15 Let me ask you this You have heard the evidence

16 You would say to yourself Yes the State has

17 Proven that first one Should be yes The mans
18 conduct was deliberate and he killed someone

19 knowing he would die killed with the expectation

20 Someone would die and yes they have proved to

me Question No Should be yes by the evidence
proved to me the answers Should be yes
If its proven to me can yes to that but am
not saying yes now am saying could yes to it

25
How about if the evidence said yes but Mr Chopps
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personal feelings said No cant do it
Which would win out Your personal feelings or
the other

Well that would have to remain Couldnt just

say right off

So Perhaps even though you have heard the evidence
and perhaps even though the evidence tells you the

answer should be yes you might still answer it

no because your personal feelings would not allow

io you to answer it yes because the man would receive

11 the death Penalty

12 understand that you say yes could
13 but isnt it true sir that even in some cases
14 in some cases yes you could answer both questions

15 yes you agree but arent you telling me also

16
there may be some cases where the answer in your

17
mind should be yes but you would still answer

18
one no because you might feel either the man doesnt

19
deserve the death penalty or your personal beliefs

20
tell you you couldnt participate in death penalty

21
Whatever the evidence proved beyond reasonable

22
doubt could say yes but it would have to be

23
without doubt Within me

94
Now getting back to the other question Could you

25
ever answer Question yes based on just one
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killing or would you always require more than one

person to be killed

The way base -- wouldnt say yes to it because

he wasnt Constituting continuing threat to

society unless that happened

So before you could answer Question yes would

have to prove more than one person was killed

Not necessarily just prove the facts and evidence

Wait minute Mr Chopp If put on my case

1O and prove that only one person has been killed by

11 the Defendant on trial okay that is all can

12 prove that is all can bring to the jury you

13 are convinced beyond reasonable doubt that the ma

14 is guilty that Question No should be answered

15 yes based on one person being dead could you

16 answer Question No yes

17t couldnt see the threat to society

18 So what you are saying to me is before you could

19 answer Question yes would have to prove to

20 you the Defendant killed more than one person

21 correct

22 Committed something

23
Or committed some other act

24 Yes

25 But if all have is the facts of one case no
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matter how bad the facts of the one case were no
matter how bad someone were killed you couldflst
answer yes

After the evidence in the case you present the
facts to me and will follow the facts you know
and get them Well Could go on that one The
answer is yes

So now you could do it on one
Yes If the facts present it is beyond doubt

10 Without doubt

11 Mr Chopp am thoroughly confused

12 You know you have told me and told Mr
13 Elizondo and told the judge three or four different
14 things

15 MR ELIZONDO Objection to the prosecutoi
16 intimidating and harassing the juror

17 THE COURT Dont argue
18 MR SAX am not arguing
19 By Mr Bax Are you saing you havent said
20 two or three different things

21 One answer

22 One minute yes you could one minute YOU would
23 require me to prove more than one person was dead
24 before you could answer yes and another minute
25 you have it turned around before could prove it
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What is it need to know

Based on the evidence would get after hearing
the case and how it all came about what was you
know the case of the whatever the case

bringing the case about probably would you
know wouldnt have doubt could say yes
So Mr Chopp --

There could be evidence the evidence would have
to come out on that one

10 Mr Chopp despite your strong feelings against the
11 death penalty you are telling me you could

12 participate in the taking of life by verdict
13 of two yes answers

14 MR ELIZONDO Objection Your Honor
15 Repetitious

16 THE COURT Under the circumstances

17 will Overrule it

18 By Bax Are YOU telling me that is the way
19 you feel You would do that even though you are

20 man of strong feelings and everything you could

21 put those strong feelings aside and assess the

22 death penalty

23
If the evidence proved to me without doubt

24 could There would have to be no doubt in my

25 mind that you know --
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Lets change the subject for second

Can you ever imagine situation where

you have found person guilty of intentionally

and knowingly taking the life of another person

without justification Without legal excuse Can

you think of any case in that type of situation

where you could give person probation

Do you know what probation is

Yes

10 Probation means you go home You dont go to

11 jail Okay

12 You have certain rules you have to live

13 up to

14 Can you ever think of case where

15 probation would be proper for the intentional

16 taking of life

17 have seen it happen

18 Okay but could you participate or can you think

19 of any situation where you feel it would be proper

20 or would you be opposed to probation if someone

21 intentionally took the life of another person

22 In the manner that it was taken dice robbery or

23 robbery or something of the sort would be

24 opposed to it

25 Well are there any cases where you are not opposed
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to it

Well where two neighbors get into dispute

brawl and one kills the other one dont think

he should --

Get probation

believe that would be sufficient

To give him probation

Yes

Two guys have fight one pulls out gun and

io kills the other one The guy with the gun should

11 get probation That is the way you feel

12 Yes

13 MR ELIZONDO Objection Your Honor

14
to the way he is staking out the juror

15 THE COURT Sustained

16 By Mr Bax What do you think about this man

17
He has been indicted by the Grand Jury Did you

18
know that

19
That is the first have seen him

20
He has The Grand Jury has indicted him They

21
have said he probably did it and there was probabl

22
crime committed Hes got two lawyers here and

23
got judge calling the rules as we go along What

24
does that mean

25
MR ELIZONDO object to the prosecutor
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going over his time limit

How far has he gone over his time limit

THE COURT In view of the fact that

weve been going back and forth lets recess

dont know exactly how long that is

MR BAX Its been about ten minutes

think just have few more questions

THE COURT Wrap it up quickly

By Mr Bax What do you think of him sitting

10 over there charged with killing police officer

11 doing his job Grand Jury has indited him and

12 he is represented by two attorneys here

13 couldnt judge

14 What do you mean you couldnt judge him

15 Not sitting here looking at him

16 How about the fact hes been indicted Does that

17 mean anything to you

18 Evidence will come out and need to make my

19 decision on the evidence that comes out

20 Have you ever been accused about anything Has

21 anybody ever come up at work and accused you of

22 anything

23
Not as know of

24 How about as kid at school Did anybody ever

25 accuse you of taking pigtail and putting it in
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the .ink

am not saying it as joke No one pinned

anything on me since was baby

If anybody accused you of doing something

Of course mischief things

Say somebody accused you of something you didnt

do Would you go and tell the people you didnt

do it or sit by and keep silent

would tell them didnt do it sure

10 You would be the first one to speak up and tell

11 them you didnt do it right

12 Right

13 If Defendant in criminal trial accused of

14 killing police officer if he didnt get up and

15 tell them he didnt do it would you hold that

16 against him thinking if he didnt do it he would

17 be up there telling them he didnt do it

18 Well there would be doubt in my mind whether

19 he conducted -- or the death of the decedent was

20 committed deliberately

21 No no

22 would have to go back to that

23
We are not going back to that am talking about

24 whether -- here we are trying to decide if he is

25 guilty or not guilty Right
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Yes

You are on jury sitting there with eleven other

people and the State puts on witnesses saying the

man on trial did it He did it He just sits

there the Defendant and never gets on the stand

and denies it never gets up and says didnt

do it or anything else He just sits there and

says nothing

Would you think he probably did it becaus

10 if he didnt do it he would be the first one telli

us he didnt do it and he must be trying to hide

12 something from us

13 In other words would you consider that

14 as some evidence against him because like you say

15

16
There is possibility

17
You know if you were charged and didnt do it you

18
would be the first one up there

19
Yes

20
And if he is charged with crime and doesnt get

21
up there it must mean something Why doesnt he

22 get up there and tell us Would that be strike

23 against him do you thin

24
doubt it

25
THE COURT All right am going to
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11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

call time on you Mr Bax

MR BAX We pass the juror

EXAMINATION

QUESTIONS BY MR ELIZONDO

Mr Chopp how are you doing

We are going to be talking briefly about

capital murder case Of course this man is

this man -- this man is charged with capital murder

you know and as in all trials in Texas it is

divided into two parts

The first part is the guilt-or-jnnocen

stage

cant even think anymore You are

number eighty-nine believe

Anyway it is divided into two parts and

the first part is the guiltor-jnnocenc stage

and the second part is the punishment stage

If he is found guilty we go to the

punishment stage and at the punishment stage his

punishment will be determined by how you answer

these two questions and of course if the

evidence calls for it he can answer those questiom

yes or no depending on the evidence If he is
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found guilty

If he is found not guilty we dont have

punishment phase

can assure you as much as the State

is pushing for the death penalty we are going to

go ahead and push for not guilty vote and that

is basically all we have to ask you but --

MR BAX May have few moments Your

Honor

10 THE COURT Yes

11 MR BAX Your Honor thought the State

12
did not have another Peremptory challenge but

13
since we have another Peremptory challenge we will

14 exercise it and excuse this juror

15 THE COURT Mr Chopp thank you very

16
much You may be excused
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SUSAN BENCH BENTLEY
was called as Prospective juror and responded toquestjo5

Propounded as follows

EXAM INAT ION

QUESTIONS BY MR MOEN

THE COURT Ms Bentley apologize forthe late hour We have been out here working forSome time

Are you ready to proceed
MR ELIZONDO Your Honor may have

moment

MR MOEN Ms Bentley both Sides arein agreeme to excuse you We noticed your answeron the back about the business problems you and
Your husband are having

We anticipate this case will take about
week to try in addition to the Voir dire

examination where we have to do the jurors
individually on case like this and cant take
them out of order so we had to wait until we gotto you just now but we appreciate Your kind
patience with us

It
certainly has not been fun and games
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through the last five weeks and it hasnt been
that way with us

Judge think we can agree

THE COURT Do understanä the Defense
agrees

MR ELIZONDO We agree Your Honor
THE COURT Ms Bentley thank you so

much

THE JUROR Thank you
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